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Abstract
Advanced health monitoring and diagnostics technology are essential to reduce the unrivaled number of human
fatalities due to cardiovascular diseases (CVDs). Traditionally, gold standard CVD diagnosis involves direct
measurements of the aortic blood pressure (central BP) and flow by cardiac catheterization, which can lead to
certain complications. Understanding the inner-workings of the cardiovascular system through patient-specific
cardiovascular modeling can provide new means to CVD diagnosis and relating treatment. BP and flow waves
propagate back and forth from heart to the peripheral sites, while carrying information about the properties of
the arterial network. Their speed of propagation, magnitude and shape are directly related to the properties of
blood and arterial vasculature. Obtaining functional and anatomical information about the arteries through clinical
measurements and medical imaging, the digital twin of the arterial network of interest can be generated. The latter
enables prediction of BP and flow waveforms along this network. Point of care devices (POCDs) can now conduct
in-home measurements of cardiovascular signals, such as electrocardiogram (ECG), photoplethysmogram (PPG),
ballistocardiogram (BCG) and even direct measurements of the pulse transit time (PTT). This vital information
provides new opportunities for designing accurate patient-specific computational models eliminating, in many
cases, the need for invasive measurements.
One of the main efforts in this area is the development of noninvasive cuffless BP measurement using patient’s
PTT. Commonly, BP prediction is carried out with regression models assuming direct or indirect relationships
between BP and PTT. However, accounting for the nonlinear FSI mechanics of the arteries and the cardiac output
is indispensable. In this work, a monotonicity-preserving quasi-1D FSI modeling platform is developed, capable of
capturing the hyper-viscoelastic vessel wall deformation and nonlinear blood flow dynamics in arbitrary arterial
networks. Special attention has been dedicated to the correct modeling of discontinuities, such as mechanical
properties mismatch associated with the stent insertion, and the intertwining dynamics of multiscale 3D and 1D
models when simulating the arterial network with an aneurysm. The developed platform, titled Cardiovascu-
lar Flow ANalysis (CardioFAN), is validated against well-known numerical, in vitro and in vivo arterial network
measurements showing average prediction errors of 5.2%, 2.8% and 1.6% for blood flow, lumen cross-sectional
area, and BP, respectively. CardioFAN evaluates the local PTT, which enables patient-specific calibration and
its application to input signal reconstruction. The calibration is performed based on BP, stroke volume and PTT
measured by POCDs. The calibrated model is then used in conjunction with noninvasively measured peripheral
BP and PTT to inversely restore the cardiac output, proximal BP and aortic deformation in human subjects. The
reconstructed results show average RMSEs of 1.4% for systolic and 4.6% for diastolic BPs, as well as 8.4% for
cardiac output. This work is the first successful attempt in implementation of deterministic cardiovascular models
as add-ons to wearable and smart POCD results, enabling continuous noninvasive monitoring of cardiovascular
health to facilitate CVD diagnosis.
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1Introduction
1.1 in silico Modeling of Cardiovascular Hemodynamics
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the number one cause of human fatalities in the world [1]. Human cardiovas-
cular system consists of heterogeneous interacting components, such as organ systems, laminar and turbulent
blood flow, regulatory mechanisms, electrical pulses, and interactions between vessel wall tissue and the blood.
Interdisciplinary nature of these mechanisms compels researchers from various disciplines to investigate the
workings of this system, in order to answer the pressing questions regarding identification and treatment of CVDs.
In the last two decades, disease detection devices are becoming smaller and more accessible, with the goal of
reducing CVD related deaths by enabling point of care measurements of patient vitals.
Traditionally, medical doctors were diagnosing cardiovascular problems by clinical measurements, requiringmultiple
hospital visits and on-site tests. They were conducting diagnostic analysis according to a comparison between test
results and well-known case studies of different patients or a previously recorded baseline measurements for the
same patient. However, apart from being expensive and time consuming, this process had two major issues: 1-
the clinical testing procedure was usually invasive, creating discomfort or pain for the patients; 2- the physical and
pathological reasons behind the issue was not well-known, causing mistakes in the medical diagnosis process;
[2]. Therefore, the research in this area was suffering from these limitations.
To resolve these issues, researchers developed carefully tailored clinical experiments (in vivo) and experimental
models of the cardiovascular system (in vitro). This was a revolutionary step toward improving the diagnostic capa-
bilities of medical professionals and was the onset of the fields such as biomedical engineering and biomechanics
[3]. Second wave of the improvements to disease diagnostics and treatment came after the recent advances in
computing technology, making computational simulations widely available. These models imitating physiological
models were able to predict macroscopic phenomena such as electrical impulse propagation and contraction at
the heart as well as the blood flow and pressure dynamics occurring in the heart ventricular chambers, aorta,
and the rest of the cardiovascular network. Such models have been used to study a variety of clinical scenarios
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and to perform risk stratification. These models are now being incorporated into clinical practice with recent
regulations by food and drug administration (FDA) for approved marketed biomedical devices. In addition, they are
improving our understanding of the underlying mechanisms of cardiovascular health within a clinical context [4].
Technological advances have played a key role in the popularity of computational models of human organs. They
can now offer relatively accurate predictions when compared to in vivo and in vitro experiments, and are reliable
for monitoring the cardiovascular health and potential abnormalities [5], [6]. Moreover, computational models are
noninvasive and can be designed to perform patient-specific analysis. Therefore, when validated, they have a
significant advantage over the invasive, costly and time-consuming experimental models or clinical tests. However,
it should be noted that they require physical calibration to obtain meaningful inputs for each individual patient.
Some of the common questions in designing computational models of biological organs are:
• Is the computational model representing the problem, reliable and robust?
• How much time does it take to set up a computational model compared to an in vitro experiment?
• how can model inputs be obtained in a widely accessible procedure?
• Can it predict the parameter of interest in a desired clinical scenario such as aortic aneurysms, coronary
artery disease, hypertension etc.?
• Can it be calibrated for each individual patient? or in other words, is the model patient-specific?
These are just a few of the main questions when designing a representative model of cardiovascular system. The
model needs to be verified and validated with prior art or clinical measurements, and be tested in real patient
scenarios, before its predictions can be trusted for medical decision making. Computational model should be low
cost and fast enough to replace an in vitro model or a clinical test. A clear strategy for obtaining model inputs,
such as boundary conditions and physical properties, as well as interpretation of results needs to be devised.
The physiology and anatomy of each patient is different, and thus it is important to calibrate a computational
model for individual patients. Figure 1.1, demonstrates a flow chart of steps that are usually taken to develop a
patient-specific model.
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Fig. 1.1. – Flow chart of the steps to have personalized clinical predictions using computational models and
clinical calibration, reproduced from Gray and Pathmanathan [4]
In view of creating patient-specific data sets for personalized clinical predictions, as shown in figure 1.1, the first
step is to collect raw data from patients by clinical measurements and verbal communication. This raw data
usually needs further processing to generate the geometrical domains and pathological boundary conditions for a
patient-specific model. Other unknown parameters can be set using assumptions based on external patient data,
meaning any non-personalized data obtained from sources such as patient questionnaires, or similar experiments
or clinical studies in the literature. The combination of input data and mathematical equations forms the patient-
specific model. This process of combining experimental data with mathematical modeling to obtain more accurate
predictions is called data assimilation [7], and usually involves solving some type of an inverse problem; where
one estimates input parameters using a range of known results. This allows computational cardiovascular
models to be used for detecting disorders and during medical interventions, providing accurate quantification and
monitoring of the distributions in vital information. For instance cardiac output, blood pressure/flow, and arterial
compliance in the blood vessels of interest can be extracted with data assimilation. With that said, computational
models can certainly improve our knowledge of the underlying factors responsible for the functioning of our
cardiovascular system.
Cardiovascular modeling represents physiological relationships with partial differential equations (PDEs) based on
conservation laws (i.e., conservation of charge, species, mass, momentum, or energy). Cardiovascular disorders
and medical interventions can now be investigated by numerical models that can predict distributions of cardiac
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output, blood pressure/flow, and the pulse wave velocity along the aorta or any of the large arteries of interest [8].
Recently, pulse wave velocity (PWV) and its surrogate pulse transit time (PTT) have attracted significant attention
from researchers, especially due to their connection with arterial compliance (i.e. distensibility). Many recent
studies have introduced novel PWV/PTT measurement techniques and looked at its relation to arterial aging [9],
hypertension [10] and even to continuous monitoring of blood pressure [11], [12]. Pulse wave propagation and
arterial compliance studies are now an indispensable part of the recent cardiovascular health monitoring research.
Consequently numerical models that are able to capture the distribution of vital signals and present an accurate
prediction of PTT and PWV have become highly desirable [13]. By integrating them into measurement devices,
these models can lead to noninvasive techniques for evaluation of cardiovascular signals, replacing the traditional
invasive methods.
One of the important examples of novel noninvasive measurement opportunities is blood pressure and cardiac
output measurements close to the heart, which is a common way of diagnosing cardiovascular conditions, and
can be very different than the peripheral blood pressure (BP) values [14]. The gold standard method is currently
BP and flow measurements using peripherally inserted central-line catheter (PICC). Patients describe catheter
insertion as an uncomfortable procedure, and its risk of infection is considered high [15]. Although many valuable
contributions in the areas of noninvasive, cuffless, and non-contact BP measurement techniques [12], [16], [17]
has been carried out recently, they are usually focusing on predicting peripheral site BP, such as arm or wrist
BPs. However, predicting central BP and cardiac output remain a nearly uncharted area. This might be a result
of using regression models instead of deterministic fluid-structure interaction (FSI) simulations in the majority of
these studies. A need for continuous proximal/central (close to the heart) blood pressure and flow measurement
currently exists to reduce the discomfort caused by procedures such as line insertion or angiography [18] and
reduce the clinician visits required for diagnosis. As a result, it will reduce cardiovascular events by introducing an
accessible, fast and accurate diagnosis method.
One dimensional (1D) models of cardiovascular hemodynamics are very promising in this regard because of
their ease of application in a patient-specific context and their ability to be used in conjunction with local three
dimensional (3D) computational models; creating an efficient tool for quick quantification of biomarkers in human
cardiovascular system [19]. They introduce acceptable accuracy in capturing the physiological mechanisms of
blood hemodynamics while having marginally faster convergence rates compared to 3D models. On the other
hand, wearable device technology advances now allow many of the smart devices to measure a combination
of cardiovascular signals, such as electrocardiogram (ECG), Ballistocardiogram (BCG) or Photoplethysmogram
(PPG) [20], [21]. Some of these devices use this data to measure pulse transit time (PTT) and heart rate in-home
[22]. With data assimilation, these measurements can potentially be combined with 1D hemodynamic models of
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cardiovascular system to create novel methods of obtaining proximal/central BP and cardiac output. Therefore,
essential components of a robust 1D model for this purpose needs to be re-evaluated.
This work intends to develop an accurate 1D hemodynamics model that can potentially be integrated into a
wearable/smart device to reconstruct proximal/central arterial BP and cardiac output with only a few noninvasive
peripheral measurements (measured at a site away from the heart). Developed model is first validated against
in vitro and in vivo studies to ensure robustness. A patient-specific calibration procedure is then introduced in
conjunction with a data acquisition and testing platform to evaluate the accuracy of this technique against state of
the art measurements.
1.2 Development and Applications of a Patient-Specific
Cardiovascular Model
In last 4 decades, the number of studies on 1D and 3D cardiovascular models have increased rapidly [23], [24].
They span a range of rigid wall computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models of blood flow through arteries, to
structural models of pressure distribution across tissue or vessel wall, and the models covering the fluid and
structure interaction (FSI) mechanics of pulsatile blood flow. 1D models need clinical measurements to close
boundary conditions (BCs) and to predict the outcome of a disorder or slight change inside the arterial network [19].
Clinical measurements, such as MRI imaging data, applanation tonometry, blood pressure from catheter insertion
or CT scans, are commonly used to capture the correct BCS, however, they are not widely accessible or are very
expensive. Two common road blocks for 1D cardiovascular models are uncertainties in measurements and natural
noise in human body. These models usually cannot capture these effects, which in turn leads to large prediction
errors when their results are compared to the patient-specific data from gold standard measurement techniques [7].
The quasi-1D FSI blood flow hemodynamics model developed here has three distinctive differences, in addition to
a unique calibration procedure, making it ideal for inverse reconstruction of vital signals of the human arterial
network:
1. Monotonicity: it preserves numerical monotonicity of blood flow and pressure pulse waves, even in case
of natural property discontinuity, which can occur in case of geometrical or pathophysiological changes
along the path of the blood flow in human arteries.
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2. Nonlinear Fluid and Structure Interaction: in 1979, Fung et al. [25] showed that the blood vessel
properties are not linear elastic. He introduced an anisotropic model, representing the directionality of
the elastic properties (hyperelastic anisotropic model). Anisotropic models make it easier to calibrate
the systolic peak and diastolic decay, allowing to match nonlinear behavior of real patient vitals. On the
contrary to existing variety of elastic and viscoelastic models [26], Fung’s anisotropic model is used in our
work to capture the FSI effects in the reduced order settins. A combination of physiological vessel wall
properties (i.e. hyper-viscoelasticity) and nonlinear blood flow, enables accurate representation of pulse
wave propagation in compliant arteries [27].
3. Coupling Capabilities: Offers versatility to integrate it into other platforms such as smart devices or
commercial codes with 3D simulation capabilities for multi-scale simulations.
The algorithm, uniquely developed for this work is titled CardioFAN (Cardiovascular Flow ANalysis), and is available
as an open-source code for collaboration and production purposes 1. Although methods are described here, the
inverse reconstruction part of algorithm is an add-on to CardioFAN which is not available in the open-source
version at the moment.
1.2.1 CardioFAN Applications in Modeling Stented Arteries and Aneurysms
Arterial stenting is a common procedure used to treat atherosclerosis [28], by opening the pathway to the blood
flow. Stent is inserted into the clogged artery with a balloon catheter, expanding at the site of narrowing, which in
turn changes the local properties of the arterial wall. Previously, the discontinuity at the arterial wall properties
would either get smoothened or would not be considered [29]. Here however, monotonicity preserving total
variation diminishing (TVD) scheme with an account for the bending moments allows CardioFAN to accurately
capture the distensibility over a stented artery. CardioFAN is also used to capture pulse propagation in an arterial
aneurysm by coupling it to commercially available 3D softwares. Aneurysms are exposed to 3D effects [30],
experiencing flow recirculation and wall shear/normal stresses in the bulging location, which results to their growth
and rupture [31]. To capture these properties a 3D model is required. However, finding the correct BCs for an
isolated aneurysm model will require invasive clinical procedures [32]. Variational formulation is used to couple 1D
and 3D equations, while a coupling MATLAB code connects the two. The 3D model no longer requires inlet and
outlet BC measurements, resulting in a universally available multi-scale FSI framework for enclosed systems.
1 CodeOcean Repository: CodeOcean
Github (Zenodo) Repository: Zenodo
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1.2.2 Proximal/Central Blood Pressure Measurements
Peripheral pressure measurements, such as upper arm or wrist cuff BP monitors, provide useful information
for calibrating a computational model of the arteries [33]. However, pulse-wave amplification at the peripheral
artery renders peripheral measurements inadequate to represent the aortic or central arterial pressures [33], [34].
For medical doctors, central aortic pressure is a better predictor of cardiovascular outcome after any alterations
in the normal/resting functionality of the cardiovascular system [33], [35] and when evaluating early signs of
cardiovascular disease. Therefore, it is essential to develop a noninvasive method to measure the central BP and
cardiac output compared to the surrogate peripheral measurements or the invasive catheter method [36].
For the first time, a simple algorithm calibration process is introduced here to calibrate 1D FSI model, CardioFAN
to provide patient-specific results. It comprises calibration of the vessel wall mechanical properties and outlet
boundary conditions parameters using doppler ultrasound and ECG/BCG and peripheral PPG and BP measure-
ments. The calibrated model then takes the information from peripheral arterial sites, such as wrist BP and heart
to wrist PTT to inversely restore patient-specific proximal BP and cardiac output. A single measurement session
per day amounted to a minimum of 3-4 calibration and 4 to 5 validation measurement sessions per person in
normal and elevated heart rate conditions. Average accuracy of the numerically reconstructed values over 4-5
days of validation are 1.63% for systolic BP, 5.55% for diastolic BP and 9.14% for cardiac output and it goes down
to 0.97%, 4.7% and 6.19%, respectively, when both the ultrasound and ECG/BCG/PPG/BP calibration stages
are available. This work builds the grounds for a new class of deterministic models for noninvasive prediction of
BP and cardiac output which can be used as an accurate point of care tool for cardiovascular monitoring and
diagnosis of abnormalities.
1.3 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is divided into two main parts. The first part focuses on the development of CardioFAN,
its verification, validation and some of its potential side applications. In the second part, the approach for
personalization of CarioFAN and its implementation into a data assimilation platform is discussed. The proof of
concept is the preliminary results for central BP and cardiac output inverse reconstruction compared with subject
specific measurements. The detailed description of dissertation structure is as follows:
1. Cardiovascular Physiology (chapter 2): explores the necessary knowledge of the heart and arterial
network physiology to provide insight on the cardiovascular hemodynamics.
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2. in silico models of cardiovascular system (chapter 3): gives background of different types, prior ad-
vances, and applications for the models of cardiovascular system, highlighting the missing features.
3. Pulse wave velocity and pulse transit time (PTT) (chapter 4): discusses the current methods and
challenges of applying PTT measurement for noninvasive cardiovascular diagnostics, its integration into
computational algorithms and implementation in physiological sensors to enable continuous prediction of
biological signals. This chapter is intended to familiarize the reader with PTT-based predictive modeling,
while emphasizing on the novelty of the technology to inversely reconstruct the central vital signals.
4. Development and validation of CardioFAN (chapters 5 and 6): Steps to develop an in-house reduced-
order numerical code to capture nonlinear pulse wave propagation in the human hyper-viscoelastic arterial
system are discussed. It covers the mathematical formulation, verification and model validation with in
silico, in vitro and in vivo cases. Additional applications of this code, such as multiscale modeling for aortic
aneurysm and stented artery simulations are discussed in chapter 6.
5. Noninvasive PTT-Based Central BP and Cardiac Output Measurement (chapters 7,8 and 9): proximal
BP and cardiac output reconstruction using the patient data captured at peripheral arterial sites is the focus
of these chapters. In chapter 7, the formulation of the novel method is presented and it is tested against
clinical measurement data for a human aorta, based on prior work available in the literature. Chapter 8,
explores data acquisition protocol and how data is collected in order to calibrate CardioFAN for patient-
specific tests. Lastly, chapter 9, presents the results of a validation procedure for the patient-specific
CardioFAN, demonstrating accuracy of the inverse reconstruction technique for proximal BP and cardiac
output prediction during daily human subject tests.
6. Final remarks and future directions (chapter 10): It highlights the significance and limitations of pre-
sented results and its clinical implications. Finally, future directions for noninvasive prediction of proxi-
mal/central BP and cardiac output are proposed.
1.4 Objectives
Three simple objectives are aimed to be met until a noninvasive approach for proximal/central BP measurement
becomes a possibility. These objectives are listed in figure 1.2
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Fig. 1.2. – Main objectives of this dissertation
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2Heart and Cardiovascular System
Physiology
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) were responsible for 17.9 million (31%) of global deaths in 2016 [1]. According to
American Heart Association (AHA), in United States, an average of 1 death every 40 seconds (30.8% of total death
rate) is attributed to a CVD condition [37]. In 2010, CVDs amounted to $273 billion (or 17%) of the US national
health expenditure and this number is predicted to increase to $818 billion (triple) by 2030 [38]. A comprehensive
understanding of the cardiovascular physiology will enable early diagnosis and treatment of CVDs. Cardiovascular
disorders and medical interventions can be diagnosed by accurate quantification and monitoring of cardiovascular
biomarkers [8]. Numerical simulation of blood circulation provides a non-invasive tool for modeling the blood
hemodynamics and its changes due to the cardiovascular diseases.
In this section a brief overview of heart and blood flow physiology is provided, demonstrating the links to cardio-
vascular biomechanics.
2.1 Cardiovascular System Physiology and Connection to
Modeling
The cardiovascular system is responsible for the convective transport of blood (and its contained gases, cells,
particles, and heat) between the different organs of the body. In the microcirculation (i.e. capillaries), the blood
flow undergoes a high resistance, and thus the transport of blood requires a relatively high perfusion. Maintaining
this high perfusion pressure is not possible by heart unless the arteries are elastic (i.e. the windkessel effect).
The heart is a four-chambered pump that propels blood into the systemic and pulmonary circulatory systems
(Figure 2.1). The right atrium receives de-oxygenated blood from the systemic veins and pushes it into the right
ventricle where the blood heads toward the lungs to get oxygenated. This flow returns to the left atrium, which
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completes the pulmonary circulation. From left atrium, the oxygenated blood flows into the left ventricle, where it
gets pumped into the aorta and the rest of the systemic arteries.
Fig. 2.1. – Schematics of the four-chambered heart and its connections to the systemic and pulmonary arteries
and veins.
The blood pressure (BP) and flow changes when the blood is pumped from the heart into the elastic arterial
system (Figure 2.2). The cardiac cycle, consists of a systolic and diastolic phase, the latter being approximately
twice longer than the former. In systole, heart muscle contraction leads to a pressure increase at the left ventricle,
which is separated from aortic root with aortic valve. When pressure at the ventricle passes that of the aortic root,
aortic valve opens and the blood rushes into the ascending aorta. Pressure at the left ventricle continues dropping
at this point until it goes below aortic pressure. This causes a short flow reversal causing the aortic valve to close
resulting to a local extremum in pressure called the dicrotic notch. This is seen in figure 2.2a, Time=0.45 s.
In diastole, aortic valve closes as a result of relaxing heart muscle, and blood flows into the ventricular cavity from
atrium. Intraventricular pressure falls but there is very little increase in ventricular volume (isovolumetric relaxation).
Once ventricular pressure falls below atrial pressure, the mitral and tricuspid valves open and ventricular filling
begins. The complete cardiac cycle takes approximately 0.7− 1.1s in a normal person, ejecting approximately
70ml of blood from each ventricle per stroke or as it is called with a cardiac output of 5 L/min. For a more detailed
overview of the various heart muscle functions during the cardiac cycle, please refer to Malanga et al. [39], or
[40], [41].
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Fig. 2.2. – Aortic, ventricular, and atrial pressure (a); aortic and mitral flow (b); and left ventricular pressure-volume
curves (c). In panel c, the periods between closure of the mitral valve (mc), opening of the aortic
valve (ao), closure of the aortic valve (ac), and opening of the mitral valve (mo) are indicated (figure
reproduced from [19].
In this work the cardiac output is being modeled with a pulsatile flow. The coronary arteries, which reside on the
myocardium and being fed by branching out of the sinuses at the aortic root [42] are also neglected here. This
simplification is justified with the small proportion of the lower blood flow to the coronary ostium compared to the
much larger aorta and its different functionality.
2.1.1 Systemic Arteries
Arterial system is responsible for the transport of blood and nutrients to the tissues. Arterial BP is kept at a
relatively high value to compensate for the resistance in peripheral sites of the arterial network, where it bifurcates
into many small vessels (arterioles and capillaries) and connects to the venous system to transfer the blood back
to the heart. As shown in 2.2a, large pressure pulsations from left ventricle of the heart are dampened by the
elasticity of the vessels (the windkessel effect). This elastic function also aids the perfusion of blood in diastole
and produces the wave-propagation phenomenon [19]. In the arterial system, unlike the heart, where only inertial
forces and pressure forces are dominant (Reynolds Re > 2500 and Strouhal number St = 0.1), viscous forces
may become significant as a result of a decrease in characteristic velocity and length scales, with an average
Reynolds number of approximately Re < 500 and strouhal number St = 0.05 in large arteries.
Pressure waveform in the aorta changes as we get further from the heart (Figure 2.3, left panel). A phase shift
in the pressure waveform is an indicator of wave propagation along the aorta. By moving toward the phery, the
shape of pressure wave shows an increase in amplitude, a steepening of the front, and a moderate fall of the
mean pressure (see figure 2.3, right panel). This wave phenomenon is a direct consequence of the distensibility
of the arterial wall. As can be seen in the right panel in figure 2.3, the pressure wave dampens as it moves toward
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smaller arteries, arterioles and capillaries, until it becomes a uniform pressure at the capillaries. This is due to the
rigidity of the smaller blood vessels, nullifying the distensibility effects of the blood vessels.
Fig. 2.3. – Pressure and velocity waveforms at numerous points along the arteries (reproduced from Mills et al.,
[43], picture on the left, and Caro et al., [44], pictures on the right).
The instantaneous cross-sectional area of the arteries depends on the transmural pressure difference across the
wall. Nonlinear anisotropic and viscoelastic properties of the arterial wall were first shown by [25]. The transmural
pressure and cross-sectional area A of the lumen have a nonlinear and frequency dependent relationship. This
relationship is described by compliance C of the vessel, which depends on Ptransmural or Ptr and is defined as




Here A is the inner cross sectional area of the blood vessel (or lumen area). Compliance strongly depends on
pressure. At high transmural pressures, such as the case of smaller blood vessels, the artery becomes stiffer,
due to the progressive recruitment of stiff collagen fibers (see section 2.1.2).
2.1.2 Blood Vessel Structure
Blood vessels consist of intima (the most inner layer), internal elastic lamina (2nd layer), media (middle layer),
external elastic lamina (4th layer) and adventitia (the outer layer) [41]. Media has the most varying properties,
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consisting of fibrous proteins and smooth muscle cells. The elasticity of the arteries depend on two fibrous proteins:
Elastin and Collagen [45]. Elastin determines the distensibility while collagen makes the arteries stiffer. Proportion
of these proteins in the media layer determines the arterial compliance. In an un-stretched artery, collagen fibers
are aligned in bent condition and as the pressure increases they reach to their normal resting length. Meanwhile,
the smooth muscle cells contract, making the artery stiffer. This results to one of the most important properties of
arterial walls: nonlinear distensibility.
2.1.3 Blood Flow Properties
1. Rheology: in vitro measurements have shown that the apparent viscosity of the blood is a function of both
red blood cell count (or hematocrit) and vessel diameter [46]; this is known as the Fahraeus–Lindqvist effect.
Some of the studies involved with the smaller arteries are using a non-Newtonian blood rheology model,
introduced by Pries et al. [47] (Equations 2.2, 2.3), fit an empirical model for blood viscosity as a function of
hematocrit and blood vessel radius.
ζrel,0.45 = 220e
−1.3D + 3.2− 2.44e−0.06D
0.645 (2.2)





(1− 0.45)C − 1
] (2.3)
ζrel is apparent blood viscosity, Hct - blood hematocrit, C – data curvature and D is the diameter. This
type of non-Newtonian model is particularly important when small arteries (diameter < 100 µm) are being
simulated [48]. According to Sankar et al. (Sankar and Hemalatha 2007), non-Newtonian fluid model is
only required for small arteries with diameters D < 100 µm., were the shear rate reduces to less than 1 s−1.
Therefore, for larger arteries we can use the Newtonian fluid assumption. Other studies also show that
the overall rheology model in large human arteries does not significantly affect the pulse wave velocity
(PWV) [45], [49] assumption (see section 2.1.4).
2. viscous-incompressible-laminar: 90% of the blood consists of water [45], [49], and since the suspended
materials are several order of magnitudes smaller than arterial diameter, the blood can be considered
homogeneous and incompressible with a density of 1060Kg/m∧3 and viscosity of 4.0 mPa s [50]; it is also
laminar in normal heart rates, as Reynold’s number is way less than 2000 [51], except at the aortic arch.
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2.1.4 Pulse Wave Propagation in Arteries
Pressure and flow waveforms are generated at the time of blood ejection at the aortic root and due to interaction
with the compliant arteries. These waves start propagating from the aortic root toward the peripheral sites in the
arterial tree (away from the heart). At any pathological or geometrical obstacle, such as bifurcations or when
experiencing high resistance close to the capillaries, the pulse waveform generates a backward component going
back toward the heart. These forward and backward moving waves are orders of magnitude faster than the velocity
of blood, meaning they go back and forth between the heart and the arterioles several times during a single
heartbeat. Superposition of the waveform components is responsible for changing the intraluminal pressures
and blood velocities along the blood flow pathway. The speed of pulse wave propagation relative to the speed
of blood is called the pulse wave velocity (PWV). This value increases as the elasticity module is increased in
the arteries. The vessel wall elasticity is also responsible for smoothing the pressure and flow waveforms from
the discontinuous left ventricle pressure and cardiac output, and assists the perfusion to capillaries during the
diastole. However, if arteries were rigid, the arterial pressure would have change simultaneously throughout
the network along with the left ventricle pressure variations, eventually leading to zero flow at the diastole. This
was the premise of the Windkessel effect, first introduced in 1733 by Hales. Frank [52], was the first to put
this concept into mathematical form. As it is inferred from the Windkessel assumption, the mathematical model
does not account for the pulse wave propagation, and thereby it is not ideal for modeling the large arteries.
However, in the smaller arteries, arterioles and capillaries, high wall stiffness results to nearly constant flows
and synchronous changes to pressures everywhere, facilitating the diffusive delivery of nutrients. This can be
described by Windkessel models.
2.2 Common Scenarios of Cardiovascular Diseases
2.2.1 Heart Failure
Heart failure refers to a cardiac dysfunction, where as a result, the heart may not pump enough blood. Some of
the most probable heart failure scenarios are listed in the following:
1. Systolic dysfunction, in which the contraction of the heart due to the electrical signals of the heart (i.e.
myocardial contraction) is diminished, thus blood accumulates in the lungs or veins.
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2. Coronary artery disease, is a common cause of systolic dysfunction due to coronary artery occlusions and
plaques, leading to a reduction of the flow of oxygenated blood to the heart muscle [18], [53].
3. Heart-valve disorders, heart-valve disorders such as stenosis or leakage can also cause systolic dysfunction,
leading to the enlargement of the heart and its inadequate pumping power.
4. Diastolic dysfunction, heart muscle becomes stiffer making blood filling less effective.
5. Hypertension, high BP [54], is the most common cause of diastolic dysfunction and is studied by many
researchers [55]–[57]. This causes the heart to eject blood into a high pressured arterial system, causing
the heart tissue to get thicker (i.e. hypertrophy) and harder.
These conditions might lead to certain surgical decisions to resolve the issue, such as using left ventricle assist
devices (LVADs) or open heart surgery. These can have further effects on the body’s circulatory system. As
another example of the broad applications of numerical hemodynamics models in disease diagnostics and surgical
planning, the interested reader is referred to [58], where we numerically show the effect of LVAD on cerebrospinal
fluid circulation.
2.2.2 Cardiovascular Diseases
1. arteriosclerosis, is one of the leading causes of death and an inevitable part of aging by the hardening of
the arterial walls. Atherosclerosis, is a type of arteriosclerosis, leading to the developing plaque like fatty
deposits inside the arteries. This is usually caused by high BP, diabetes, and high level of cholesterol in the
blood. Hemodynamical factors such as disturbed blood flow, low wall shear rate, and wall shear stress [59]
are the signs of atherosclerosis development. Growth of plaque can cause the narrowing of blood vessels
and disturbance in the blood flow path. The narrowing is also called stenosis. Some of the other issues
resulting from a plaque in the blood vessel are embolism, blood clot, and even aneurysms.
2. Aneurysm, Atherosclerosis causes the weakening of the blood vessel walls, and forces them to remodel
and bulge to compensate for the transmural arterial pressure. This aneurysm can grow over time and
eventually rupture, resulting to severe internal bleeding [19] and death. These aneurysms can occur at any
part of the body, such as the blood vessels inside the brain [60].
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2.2.3 Importance of the Arterial Blood Pressure and Flow Pulses
From the above sections, it can be concluded that BP and flow are important biomarkers in identifying cardiovascular
disorders and monitoring the overall cardiovascular health. Complete blood flow network is a heterogeneous
large-scale system, and an insight over the local cardiovascular characteristics are needed to study these diseases.
Having a general insight on the pressure and flow distributions is indispensable, especially in case of creating a
treatment plan and in special cases of arterial diseases altering the compliance and wave reflections, such as
hypertension [54].
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3Direct and Inverse in silico Models of
Cardiovascular System
Cardiovascular system is complex and heterogeneous. Three dimensional simulation of the nonlinear blood flow
behavior and its interaction with the hyper-viscoelastic arteries is extremely time and resource consuming process.
Previous efforts in this direction by others [61], [62], depict the advantages and obstacles of these models, such as
their applicability in studying cardiovascular diseases, drug delivery, perfusion in the brain and other pathologies.
Successful in silico products are good examples of how the simulation based diagnosis can lead to advanced and
usually less invasive diagnostic and therapeutic tools while keeping the costs lower than traditional techniques
[63], [64]. HeartFlow®FFR-CT tool is one of these examples used for predicting the severity of coronary artery
disease without the need for catheter insertion [65]. The living heart project [66], is another example for the
application of in silico models in FDA tests to quantify the effect of drugs on hemodynamics of the heart.
In the applications that pulse wave propagation is the main contributor to the diagnostics, it has been proven that
a 3D model only shows a slight difference in terms of accuracy compared to the reduced-order 1D counterparts
[67], [68]. Even in more complex geometries, where 3D effects are crucial, such as recirculations and wall shear
stresses in an aneurysm, multiscale 3D-1D-0D (as reviewed in [19], [24], [69], [70]) models are a promising
and more efficient replacement for 3D simulations. They are shown to be capable of generating physiologically
accurate results, comparable to in vivo measurements from human patients. However their sensitivity to coupling
conditions at the interface can make it difficult to obtain similar results to fully 3D simulations [71].
3.1 Models of Cardiovascular System
In this chapter a brief overview of the reduced order models is given. Application, advantages and challenges of
these models are discussed. In order to build an accurate reduced order pulse wave propagation model, recom-
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mendations are provided on selecting the boundary conditions (BCs), and numerical discretization techniques to
solve PDEs. Finally, some of the novel applications of such model are suggested.
3.1.1 A Brief History of 1D Models
In 1970, Anliker et al. [72], was the first to generate a 1D model based on the averaged over cross-section form
of mass and momentum conservation equations for arterial system. This model was a pioneering work, which
accounted for nonlinear system of equations. However, many of the blood vessel properties and the effect of
simplifications to the flow field or fluid-structure interaction (FSI) were not known at that time, and thus were not
included in the model. In addition, limited computing power hindered their application for parametric and sensitivity
studies.
A simplified arterial network containing the 55 largest arteries in the human body was proposed and modeled using
electrical circuits by Westerhof et al., [73]. This work contained physiological data for diameter, wall thickness,
length and elastic modulus for each of the 55 arteries; however could not account for the pulse wave propagation
due to the 0D nature of the model. 0D or lumped parameter models are heavily used as a first principle estimate
of the relationship between blood pressure (BP) and flow in various parts of the cardiovascular system. Since
they average the parameters over space, wave propagation along arterial path as a function of time cannot be
captured with 0D models. However, they perform well when used as a heart model [74], or terminal boundary
conditions for a higher-order model of a desired arterial network, replacing the capillaries and venous return. The
wave propagation has a lower impact on the blood pressure and flow variations in veins compared to arteries and
thereby a 0D assumption is usually considered valid for venous system.
In recent years, there has been a revival of the reduced order 1Dmodels. This might have been due to their ability to
supply BCs for more complex 3D fluid-structure interaction (FSI) models or their simple but accurate representation
of pulse propagation in the arteries [71]. The pioneering works on the 1D cardiovascular hemodynamics simulations
include: the first attempts of creating a 1D model, Hughes and Lubliner 1973 [75]; accounting for the larger 37 or
55 main arteries and effect of artery geometry imperfections, such as stenosis and aneurysms, conducted by
Stergiopulos et al., Sherwin et al., Matthys et al. and Alastruey et al., [76]–[79]. Olufsen et al. [80], introduced
a novel structured tree outlet BC, and Quarteroni et al. [81] and Formaggia et al. [29] generated a detailed
one dimensional model of the arteries solved based on Taylor-Galerkin or Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) Finite
Element (FEM) methods. The reduced order simulation of the systemic arteries reached to the peak number
of vessels considered in a detailed model of 2000 main arteries developed by Blanco et al. [82], where they
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accumulate a generic database related to the mechanical properties and dimensions of each vessel across the
arterial network.
1D hemodynamics simulations create an efficient tool for quick quantification of biological markers and pulse
wave propagation in human arteries [19], making them suitable for cardiovascular disease diagnostics and
medical treatment in clinical settings. Their application is justified due to the long arterial waves propagated
inside the wave-carrying vessel walls with relatively smaller lumen diameters (long-wave approximation). As
mentioned earlier, 1D models introduce acceptable accuracy in capturing the physiological mechanisms of blood
hemodynamics while having a marginally faster convergence rate compared to 3D models. This is also ideal for
coupling them with local 3D models in a multiscale framework.
The geometry for a numerical model is commonly extracted by 3D reconstruction of an image taken using MRI, CT
scan or ultrasound modalities. All of these imaging modalities have certain limitations in terms of the dimensions of
the captured arteries and arterioles. Therefore, they cannot display arteries and arterioles smaller than their cut_off
threshold, truncating them in the process of imaging. At these truncated regions, by applying appropriate BCs,
resistance and compliance of the the truncated regions can be accounted for [83]. In vivo or in vitro patient-specific
measurements are needed to calibrate the BCs for a generic 1D model with truncated arteries [84]. On the
other hand, more clinical/experimental data might be needed to obtain constitutive models and patient-specific
coefficients to generate a physiologically accurate model for the arterial wall distensibility [25].
The challenges of developing accurate 1D models of the blood flow in systemic arteries and the suggested
solutions will be discussed in the following sections.
3.1.2 Selecting Correct Outlet Boundary Conditions
In computational models of arterial network, a physiologically sound BC is needed to replace the truncated regions.
Here a few options and their applications are discussed. A similar categorization to the one discussed by Grinberg
et al. [62], is presented here:
1. Constant pressure BC. This type of BCs are ideal for steady flow simulations where only a single outlet
exists , or when pressure measurements at multiple outlets are available. The pulsatile nature of the blood
flow simulations and the limited knowledge at the outlets usually prevents us from using this type of BC.
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2. Resistance BC (R-BC). It considers a linear dependence between flow rate and pressure at each outlet and
has been widely used in the reduced order models [74], [77]. R-BC is analogous to circuits where the ratio
of voltage (i.e. pressure) over amperage (i.e. flow) gives Resistance.
3. Windkessel model BCs. Three-element windkessel (i.e. RCR) model is the most common type, where a
resistor is in parallel to a serried resistor and capacitor [73], [81], [85]. One of these resistors represent






where dV denotes volume and dP the pressure variations. There are several other variations of the
Windkessel BC. There are variations with an added inductance, L, which represents the fluid inertia [87]
and another with only one set of resistor and capacitor [88]. Although they are very popular for how they
minimize wave reflections from truncated downstream vessels, these models can be very sensitive to the
selected R and C parameters [89] and they do not capture phase differences between downstream flow
and pressure waves [19]. These R and C parameters cannot be measured and they need to be calibrated
experimentally or by iterative numerical calibration [90]
4. Impedance BCs. The limitations of previous models led the researchers to introduce the structured-tree or
impedance BCs (Olufsen et al. [80], [91]). Impedence BCs involve an analytical approach for modeling the
outflow BCs. A key aspect here is the inclusion of peripheral network by creating a network generation
procedure with a cut-off diameter threshold. This guarantees consideration for the resistance of downstream
vessels. The network generation where there is no information of the downstream branches are usually
assumed to follow Murray’s law [92] or more recent empirical works such as the work by Zamir, looking
at fractal properties of the arteries [93]. Following Olufsen et al. others have compared this model with
previous BC types [94], [95] and utilized it for reduced order blood flow simulations [96], [97]. There have
also been new suggestions such as fractal-tree BCs, which are in other words 1D representation of the
structured tree models, and thereby able to capture pulse propagation at the outlets [98].
Reproduced from Guan et al. [95], Figure 3.1 provides a visual schematics of the components of a 1D structured
tree outlet BC and 0D RCR models.
These boundary models need to be selected based on their computational cost, the properties of patient-specific
arterial system and the desired hemodynamic phenomenon. According to Guan et al. [95], and Valdez-Jasso
et al. [99], numerical experiments show that wave reflection from the outflow boundary models can significantly
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Fig. 3.1. – Fig 5. Schematics of 0D RCR and 1D Structured-Tree outflow BCs connected to the outlets of 1D
large arterial tree model. An elastic heart model is also presented as the inlet BC. Figure reproduced
from Guan et al. [95]
affect the characteristics of pressure/flow wave predictions at the upstream arteries, especially in case of arterial
stiffening.
3.1.3 Fluid and Structure Interaction Mechanics
The pressure and flow pulses in the arteries are the outcomes of fluid (i.e. blood) and structure (i.e. compliant
vessel walls) interactions. The governing equations are therefore required to take into account both fluid and
structure mechanics. Equations for the blood flow, are derived from the Navier-Stokes equations. These non-linear
equations describe viscous and incompressible pulsatile blood flow. They get recasted as a set of hyperbolic
1D PDEs of mass and momentum conservation. These equations are then complimented with a constitutive
equation, connecting the structural stresses, to artery displacement. For a mathematical description please read
chapter 5.
The following assumptions are usually made in a 1D FSI simulations:
1. Axial symmetry (Axisymmetric fluid velocity profile);
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2. Dominance of the axial velocity component;
3. Account for the radial displacement only;
4. Constant internal pressure at each cross section;
5. Constant pressure in all branches at the bifurcation site;
6. No flow leakage at the bifurcations;
7. Constant dynamic viscosity, µ,i.e. Newtonian fluid. µ is not a function of lumen radius and blood hematocrit1,
as is for non-Newtonian fluids [47]).
Sherwin et al. [77] and Formaggia et al. [100], derived nonlinear fluid-structure interaction governing equations in
human arterial network. Sherwin et al., gave a simplistic representation of the characteristic speed. Characteristic
speed, “c”, is one of the most important physical properties of hyperbolic hemodynamics governing equations
[19]. in biomechanics, first introduced at the same time by two individual scientists, Moens and Korteweg, the
characteristic speed (i.e. pulse wave velocity) is an indicator of the propagation of disturbance (in this case pulse






Where Cmk represents the speed of propagation for pressure wave in the artery, also known as pulse wave velocity
(PWV). This parameter can change as a function of the elastic modulus of the arterial wall (Young modulus E), its
thickness (h), radial displacement (r) and blood fluid density (ρ). Therefore, any change in this parameter can
be an indication of cardiovascular aging, disease or change in the normal function of the hemodynamic system.
Therefore, speed of sound in the arteries or its surrogate pulse transit time (PTT) and its relation to CVDs are
being widely investigated by researchers (please read chapter 4).
1 Number of red blood cells.
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Choice of Constitutive Equation and its Effect on PWV
As mentioned earlier, a closure model is needed to close the system of hyperbolic governing equations. Most of
the popular 1D models in the literature use a linear elastic wall model with an account for viscoelastic behavior to
reduce the complexity of the structural model [29], [79], [101]. The linear elastic model combined with a simple
Kelvin-Voight type viscoelastic model is related to the change in BP as a function of time. This assumes the in
vitro arterial walls are thin (with thickness h), isotropic, homogeneous and incompressible, with axisymmetric
deformation. Therefore, the deformation at each circular cross-section can be related to the internal pressure P
and the change of the vessel wall radius with Laplace’s law [80]. This results to the following relationship for the





















Where E is the elastic Young’s modulus, Γ - the viscosity of the arterial wall material, and A, A0 are the lumen
cross sectional area at the current time and pre-stress conditions, respectively.
Using polarized light microscopy of the stained arterial tissue, Cranham and co-workers [102] showed the effect
of elastin, collagen and smooth muscle orientation inside the arterial wall on the distensibility of vessel wall. It
should be noted that viscous part of the viscoelasticity is only responsible for dispersive changes in the predicted
PWV. However, as proved via an in vivo experiment on canine aorta by Zhou and Fung [103], neglecting nonlinear
elasticity can lead to underestimating the effect of wave reflections on measuring numerical PWV. Valdez and
Olufsen [99] have tested the effect of non-linear elasticity and viscoelastic behavior in human and sheep arteries
and reported that the changes in the viscoelastic behavior of the arteries is not significant. They empirically show
that non-linear elastic models significantly improve the predictions for pressure-area relationship. Nonlinear wall
model can also significantly improve the waveform prediction capabilities in a robust reduced order model of the
arterial network, as shown by Reymond et al. [104], where the validation is done using in vivo measurements
from a real patient. Liberson et al. [105]) proved that the matching measured and numerically estimated values of
the pulse wave velocity are only attained when the hyper-elastic arterial wall behavior is accounted for.
In addition it was mentioned by Humphry [106] that the physical nonlinearity is crucial for accurate prediction of
the blood hemodynamics in case of studying a geometrical change, such as an aneurysm, on an arterial wall.
Therefore it is suggested here to use the nonlinear anisotropic arterial wall model that was first proposed by Fung
et al. [25] to close the governing equations.
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3.2 Inner Workings of Hemodynamics Models
In this section a brief description of the common forms of reduced order set of governing equations, discretization
techniques and pulse wave characteristics will be given to prepare the reader for detailed derivation and extension
of these in chapter 5.
3.2.1 Governing Equations
Extensive work has been done previously with regard to developing reduced-order models, applied to specific
components of hemodynamic pulsating flow, such as systemic [19], pulmonary [97], venous [107] and CSF [108]
circulations. Parker [109], presents a historical review of arterial fluid mechanics models. Detailed derivation
of simplified reduced FSI models for linear elastic arterial system with account for viscoelasticity and inertia of












= 0, div u = 0 (3.4)
posed on a cylindrical domain, which changes in time because of the flow-induced wall movement. Here
u = (ux, uy, uz) is the fluid velocity, P the pressure, ν the kinematic viscosity and ρ the blood density; (x, y, z)
is a system of Cartesian coordinates.
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Set of equations are represented in terms of lumen cross-sectional area A, pressure P , and velocity u. The
constitutive equation 3.3, as described in section 3.1.3, will close the system of equations.
3.2.2 Variational Formulation
The variational approach, yielding governing equations of physical phenomena, serves as an indispensable
tool, when the interaction of the system components are non-trivial, for instance, when their interaction contain,
strong nonlinearities, kinematic constraints, or high derivatives. The monumental book of Berdichevsky [111]
presents a variety of variational principles applied separately to fluids and solids. Kock and Olson - 1991 [112]
developed a variational formulation for FSI system, restricting analysis by a linear elastic thin-walled cylinder and
an inviscid, irrotational and isentropic fluid flow. Lagrangian multipliers are used to enforce continuity equation
constraint on BCs. Hamiltonian variational principle is used in this work for analyzing FSI, without any limitations on
dissipative fluid dynamics or physical properties of the arterial wall adjacent to flow path. Lagrangian multiplier are
avoided, and the continuity equation is explicitly included, which simplifies the entire procedure. The formulation
is presented in chapter 5.
3.2.3 Numerical Discretization - DG vs TVD
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method is one of the popular FEM based numerical methods first introduced by Reed
and Hill in 1973 [113]. DG-FEM method, approximates the evaluated function by orthogonal Legendre polynomials
to get the closest approximation of the solution near the boundaries of each element. DG method reduces the
number of elements required to solve the governing equations by flux upwinding and function approximations.
When FEM is applied to the blood hemodynamics variational form of governing equations, Upwind flux is evaluated
using pressure, area and characteristics conservation at the boundaries of each element (solution of Riemann
problem), which results to continuous flux. DG method enables the decoupling of the solution on each element
and reduces the number of required elements. However, there are some disadvantages when using this scheme,
including explicit time derivative discretization and complex instability and dispersion analysis after choosing
the polynomial approximation. When discretizing the time derivative usually an Adams-Bashforth second-order
scheme is used in literature. However, viscoelastic creep and relaxation behavior in meso-scale arteries has a
dispersive nature, therefore, the choice of a centered, second-order accurate Adams-Bashforth scheme can result
in unstable solutions.
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On the other hand, a total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme is used to preserve the monotone response in
case of discontinuity in the arterial properties. As introduced by Harten [114], TVD schemes are able to provide
sharper shock/discontinuity predictions, without suffering from spurious oscillations. Total variation (TV) and the








≤ TV (un) (3.7)
in which u is an arbitrary dependent variable and it is summed over all values of j (element number). TV is
described as the sum of all differences between the value of the desired parameter in neighboring elements. If TV
in next time step is less than TV in the current time step, the scheme is TVD. Godunov Theory states that: “Linear
numerical schemes for solving partial differential equations (PDE’s), having the property of not generating new
extrema (monotone scheme), can be at most first-order accurate [115].
TVD schemes can replace the DG method, by using a second-order accurate scheme in time and space such as
Lax-Wendroff with TVD modification (high-resolution method). This type of formulation is utilized here to alleviate
spurious wave problems in hemodynamic simulations. During the discretization of a PDE, TVD condition 3.7
is satisfied by introducing the correct approximation (i.e. limiter) for the transporting dependent variable, at the
boundaries of the elements. This limiter, transforms the discretized equation to comply with TVD condition [116].
Numerical effectiveness in a simulation of a pulsating flow is characterized by its ability to track a propagating wave
for a few time periods, without suffering from numerical dissipation (errors in amplitude) or numerical dispersion
(artificial oscillations). The most popular numerical methods in this area are the Lax-Wendroff finite volume
method, its Taylor-Galerkin FEM counterpart, and DG spectral finite element method (As mentioned in [117]). In
this work, the improvement in accuracy with the second order Total Variational Diminishing (TVD) approximation
[116] is demonstrated (see A), compared to the more common Lax-Wendroff method. This higher accuracy can
be essential when simulating a model with discontinuity in the load or material properties.
3.2.4 Characteristics
Forward and backward moving characteristics of the hyperbolic set of equations for blood flow can be derived by
method of characteristics. As described first by Lighthill in 1978 [118], both waves P (x± ct) are solutions for the
set of governing equations (equation 3.5 or 3.6). The derivation of characteristics from the 1D system of equations
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is provided in section 5.2.2.4. For nonlinear waves, two solutions also exist for the Riemann invariants that are
constant along the nonlinear characteristic lines which are curved trajectories in the space-time plane (as shown
in Figure 3.2.
Fig. 3.2. – Every point in (X,T) in space (x,t) is intersected by a unique pair of characteristic curves, as described
by Cf and Cb. Pressure and velocity data is carried forward and backward directions along the curves
byWf andWb (Figure reproduced from Alastruey [50].
At any location in the arterial tree, pressure and flow waves are the sum of waves traveling from the heart toward the
periphery (forward running waves) and waves traveling from peripheral arteries back toward the heart (backward
running or reflected waves). The latter is caused by the reflections of the forward running waves at arterial sites
such as bifurcations, stenoses, aneurysms, and the truncated peripheral beds. The reduced-order models can
capture both components. However, nonlinear set of equations should be solved to obtain correct trajectory of
these wave components.
3.3 Applications of 1D Models
Previous sections were dedicated to how computational models of cardiovascular system are capturing the
mechanics, their formulation, and the popular models in the literature. In this section, the focus of the reader is
brought to the additional contributions that these models can bring to biomedical engineering and healthcare
fields.
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3.3.1 Inverse Problems in Cardiovascular Simulations (non-invasive
diagnostics)
The aforementioned methods are designed to describe the FSI nature of the blood flow while making many
assumptions. The parameters contributing to the boundary/initial conditions are also subject to high sensitivity
from one patient to the other. This renders the definitive solutions of the PDEs inconsistent with the same data
measured from a patient.
This gap is recently being addressed with a new combination of the modeling and measurements, as called
data assimilation methods. With the computing power advances data assimilation has re-emerged in fields such
as biomedical engineering. As described by Veneziani and Vergara [7] and Moireau et al. [119]; they describe
numerical models as providers of the background knowledge which is not patient-specific. The patient-specific data
is then collected by targeted measurements amounting to individual knowledge. The integration of these methods
enables accurate predictions of the cardiovascular biomarkers. For instance, Cluitmans et al. [120] shows that the
cardiac electrical activity at the heart muscle can be reconstructed using body-surface electrocardiogram (ECG)
recordings and patient-specific torso-heart geometry. Some limitations usually exist. For example, sensitivity of
the results to boundary and initial parameters is sometimes unclear and can be improved upon availability of
patient-specific measurements; on the other hand, the quality of measurements can be enhanced when comparing
with mathematical models. Descriptive examples of these limitations are presented in [121]–[124].
There have been a new wave of studies that are currently dealing with inverse problems and patient-specific
reconstruction of correct BCs for computational models, such as Funamoto and Hayase [33], who tried to improve
the computational pressure predictions with ultrasound measurements. In another work by Sazonov et al. [125],
the location of an aneurysm is predicted based on inverse problem and calibration measurements. Lastly, a
geometrically multiscale algorithm of the cardiovascular system is validated and improved by clinical measurements
by Pant et al. [124]. Interested reader can also refer to other examples: inverse problem for PWV measurement
[126], cardiac electrical activity from ECG and torso-heart geometry[120] or read [7]. As described in a brief
review by Veneziani, inverse Cardiovascular Mathematics is re-emerging due to its intrinsic challenges and for the
impact that it is anticipated to bring to clinical practice.
Here a new approach for inverse method of characterizing the BCs and nonlinear constitutive equations in the
patient-specific arterial network is presented. Aortic and Brachial pressure and stroke volume will be reconstructed
and validated to prove the reliability of the method and its application to patient-specific noninvasive diagnostics
(see chapters 7, 8, 9, for a detailed explanation and discussion).
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3.3.2 Geometrically Multiscale Modeling
Key contributions to 3D blood flow modeling in deformable vessels include the works of Perktold et al. [127],
Taylor et al. [128], Quarteroni et al. [81], and Figueroa et al. [129] and others (see [67]). A systematic comparison
between the 3D and 1D models by Xiao et al. [67], highlights the advantages of 3D over 1D modeling:
a) Their ability to account for secondary flow features, vessel curvature, b) nonlinear elastic vessel wall models
and the external tissue support (which introduces viscous damping) in the 3-D model.
According to Hou et al. [26], partitioned and monolithic approaches are commonly used to model FSI. In the
partitioned approach, the fluid and structural parts are formulated and solved separately. The changes at the
interface are explicitly tracked (e.g. the work by Farhat et al. [130]), and modifications are made to each individual
domain. This approach has the advantage of using well-established codes for fluid and structural problems. On
the other hand, amonolithic approach follows the same methodology as it was described in the 1D models section,
thus, it combines the fluid and structural dynamics in a unified system of equations. This formulation accounts for
the interface dynamics implicitly, therefore, needs a high level of expertise and resources to develop. In addition,
it needs to be modified based on the geometrical and physical properties of the problem.
However the surprising performance of 1D models cannot be neglected. Some of the 1D model highlights include:
a) Estimation of the clinically accurate outflow BCs, b) sensitivity study of the arterial system under various
hemodynamic conditions, and c) accurate representation of the flow and normal stresses, similar to 3D [67].
For a complete representation of the reverse flows or shear thinning effects in aneurysms/bifurcations and even
the aortic arch, a coupled 3D-1D model can be used to combine the benefits of both 1D and 3D. Studies on
geometrically multiscale approach (GMA) implementation were pioneered by Formaggia et al. [131] and continued
by other research groups [132]–[135], investigating the methods for stabilizing the coupling between 3D and 1D
models.
in Geometrically multiscale (GM) model proposed by Formaggia et al. [136], a 3D FSI model and a reduced 1D
model are connected at an interface. Additional considerations are needed to address the discontinuity between
field variables for full 3D and averaged quantities of the reduced model at the interface. For instance, the 1D
averaged over cross section flow profile and the 3D element-wise flow profile needs to be matched at the interface
between 1D and 3D. As shown in figure 3.3, A 1D model supplies the area (A), flow velocity (U), pressure (P) on
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the left side of the coupled model (at the vicinity of the interface). These quantities also need to be defined on the
right side.
Fig. 3.3. – Schematics of a 3D carotid bifurcation with 1D portion attached at the inlet
In order to couple 1D and 3D models, these quantities need to be continuous along the interface. For example,
the interface BC shown in equation 3.8, describes the wave continuity as well as lumen cross sectional area 3.9


































Where P ∗ is the pressure at the interface, and P (a−), P (a+) are the averaged over cross section pressures at the
left (1D) and right (3D) side of the interface, respectively. Methods of treating this BC (called defective BC [71]),
when a rigid or simplified 3D model is being used, are described in Taelman et al. [70], These methods are as
follows: a) Lagrange multiplier approach [132], b) the do nothing approach [137], c) the extended boundaries
approach, d) minimization, and e) variational formulation approach [138].
The continuity of the cross section is a concern when coupling heterogeneous models. However, as it was shown
by Urquinza et al. [133], for a rigid 3D model of the arteries coupled to a 1D model, concerns for the discontinuities
in cross-sectional area coupling is minimal. Therefore, by relaxing the continuity of the cross-sectional area at the
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coupling interface the instabilities caused by area difference can be resolved without the need for the commonly
used [136] coupling iterations.
In another research article by Galindo et al. [139], a coupled simulation between 1D (OpenWAM code) and
3D (ANSYS FLUENT®) CFD codes, was executed using the Method of Characteristics (MOC) to transfer the
information between the two domains. This is an example of proper BC setup at the shared interface. In chapter
6, a method inspired by Galindo et al. will be introduced. The coupling of an in-house nonlinear quasi-1D code
and the commercially available 3D FSI module of ANSYS package is executed for the first time here. The global
hemodynamics are solved with our in-house 1D code which also accounts for the nonlinear vessel wall properties,
and the local 3D behavior is solved by ANSYS FSI module, a powerful commercial software for 3D FSI. The
coupling is intended to give accurate and fast simulation of the cardiovascular abnormalities, such as aneurysm,
stenosis, or vessels with complex geometry, such as bifurcations and aortic arch.
3.3.3 Cardiovascular Aneurysm and Stent Modeling
After discussing the suggested features of a robust 1D numerical model, in addition to the geometrically multiscale
capabilities, the aim of the following sections are to explore how such model can be used in two common
cardiovascular scenarios, arterial aneurysms and stented arteries.
3.3.3.1 Cardiovascular Aneurysm Modeling
The geometry, reverse flows and blood properties have compelled the modeling of cardiovascular abnormalities
to be commonly conducted with 3D models. Brain aneurysm was analyzed by a 3D-1D coupled in-house model
by Bazileves et al., [140], and Ho et al., [141]. Finol and Amon [142] developed a double aneurysm model of a
cylindrical shape abdominal aneurysm in a 3D fluid model. Furthermore, the effect of geometrically multiscale
models and FSI on the aneurysm modeling is analyzed by Chandra et al., [143].
Although others have also developed multiscale models, the coupling between a compliant 1D FSI model and
an already proven code such as ANSYS FSI module has not been used in any of these works. The advantage
here would be that the reliability of the 3D and the processing speed of the 1D models are guaranteed. The code
will be widely accessible for everyone to use for multiscale problems, even outside the field of cardiovascular
simulations.
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3.3.3.2 Stent Models
Coronary artery diseases are among the major causes of death in the industrialized world. Angioplasty and
stenting procedures are preferred treatments due to their good clinical results and lower invasiveness compared to
the coronary artery by-pass. Stents can cause rupture of the internal elastic lamina, during and after deployment
[144] and due to persistent non-physiological stresses or wall shear stresses [145], [146] inside the arterial wall.
In most cases, imaging techniques are used to quantify the changes in the blood flow, pressure and vessel wall
properties before stenting, to decide if the procedure is truly needed or after stenting the artery, to measure the
effectiveness [147]. Computational models on the other hand, are becoming ever more useful for predicting the
nearly impossible to measure blood flow and pressure, to the extent that Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
started regulating these techniques and their usage [6]. As described by Morlacchi and Migliavacca [148], the 3D
stented artery models in the literature, such as [149], show the importance of considering a detailed vessel wall
model.
Stents have different mechanical properties compared to blood vessels and when inflated, they change the
elasticity at the deployed location among other effects on the shear stresses [148]. If linear elastic wall models
are used, this sudden change in wall properties causes numerical models to report discontinuity in flow or BP
waveforms. However, clinical studies declare the wall property changes are not causing discontinuous response
in pressure, flow or wall displacement distributions [150].
Current numerical works are simplifying the mechanism of discontinuous properties over a stent to overcome these
spurious oscillations. For example Formaggia et al. [29], describes the application of smoothing mechanisms such
as viscoelastic wall behavior on 1D stented artery models. In cardiovascular mathematics [117], they describe
artificial smoothing and omission of the stented area as methods of circumventing the discontinuous wave issue.
The model presented in chapter 6, for the prosthesis and stents, accounts for bending moments over the arteries
which is on par with the more complex solid element models [151]. When used in a TVD numerical discretization
scheme, this approach offers the most accurate 1D representation of stents/prosthesis.
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4Pulse Transit Time (PTT): Challenges of
Application to the Cardiovascular
Diagnostics
Pressure and flow waveforms are generated at the time of the blood ejection from the aortic valve and due to its
interaction with the compliant arteries. The pulse propagates starting from the aortic root until it reaches the smaller
and more rigid peripheral arteries. As mentioned earlier, these waveforms are the offsprings of hyperviscoelastic
arteries and carry information on the intraluminal pressures and blood velocity along their way. The time that a
pulse takes to propagate from one point in the arterial tree to another is called pulse transit time (PTT), and the
speed of propagation is pulse wave velocity (PWV). If the PTT and the distance traveled along the arteries are





In this chapter PTT characteristics, methods of measurement and its application as a biomarker for cardiovascular
disease diagnostics and proximal/central blood pressure measurement, will be discussed.
4.1 Using PTT for Cardiovascular Disease Diagnostics
If not detected and treated early, hypertension(i.e. high blood pressure) can lead to conditions such as heart
attack, stroke, myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular or myocardial events [54], [152]. Hypertension is a silent
killer that is affecting more than 40% (1.5billion) of adults worldwide, and this number is expected to increase
due to an increase in elderly population and obesity. Only around 46% hypertensive patients are aware of their
conditions and measure BP regularly, and only 32.5% have it under control [153]. Therefore, early detection is the
key to reduce cardiovascular risk in people with hypertension.
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Routine BP measurements with auscultatory mercury and oscillometric sphygmomanometer, done in a physician’s
lab are not adequate to reveal masked hypertension in patient [154]. Also due to the white-coat effect, the BP at
doctor’s office might not always be reliable. As a result, the ambulatory and self-measured BP monitoring at home
can have a superior success rate in predicting mortality due to hypertension [155].
Bp monitoring at home provides patients with the ability to monitor their blood pressure changes due to lifestyle,
drugs, hypertension or functional changes of the circulation system. Blood pressure variability due to any alterations
in arteries or arterioles can only be measured if a continuous blood pressure measurement method is used. This
enables more than just a daily snapshot of the dynamic BP throughout the day, which is usually provided by
ambulatory BP measurement devices.
Targeting a lower BP value than the hypertension threshold result in lower rates of cardiovascular events and
mortality among patients [156] and early prevention, detection, management, and treatment of hypertension.
Measuring BP waveforms using data assimilation methods (see section 4.3) is a promising alternative to intra-
arterial BP monitoring by inserting a cannula needle (i.e. gold standard approach), applanation tonometry and
arterial volume clamp methods (i.e. dynamic response by pressurizing arteries). It generates no adverse effects,
such as bleeding or infection, and involves minimal occlusion of arteries. PWV/PTT based BP measurement
techniques utilize the connection between BP variation and the speed of pulse wave propagation.
PTT is usually obtained with a combination of techniques such as ECG, BCG, and PPG. PTT changes are
usually linked to the blood pressure with a calibration procedure. Due to convenience, noninvasiveness and
unobtrusiveness of the PWV/PTT based continuous BP measurement, it has recently captured a lot of attention
[157]–[159]. As previously mentioned, PWV/PTT are associated with the speed of sound propagation in the
visco-hyperelastic arteries. Therefore any change in arterial compliance or topology can translate to a changed
PTT value. With an accurate calibration of PTT to BP relationship, patient BP may be continuously obtained
[16]. The name of this field has been coined as cuffless BP measurement. Development and validation of the
aforementioned methods typically require a large set of human subjects data with sufficient variety. This can
be a tedious and sometimes very expensive task. Thereby, recent works suggest using direct arterial network
simulation algorithms in order to generate artificial PTT, BP and SV data [160]. However, this may come with the
price of neglecting real patient body’s uncertainties, influencing PTT and BP relationship. This has made machine
learning based techniques, which use neural network training based on a range of physiological patient data, very
appealing [161]. These methods require large sets of data, however, may show better promise on taking into
account the human body uncertainties.
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In this work a new approach has been introduced here, closely relating to the cuffless BP measurement techniques.
The physics-based reduced-order models are combined with peripheral BP and PTT measurements in order
to reconstruct proximal/central BP and cardiac output. To do so, inverse problem techniques are utilized for
calibration and to provide patient-specific data for continuous BP monitoring.
4.2 PTT Measurement
Weltman et al. 1964 [162], was the first to measure PTT over a known length using EKG and a known downstream
signal. Later on, transit time was measured chronologically using the following techniques:
1. Interval between R wave of ECG and the proximal pulse [163].
2. The initiation of the pre-ejection period (PEP) and the peak of the pulse wave, Obrist et al. [164]. PEP
relates to the time that it takes between Q wave of ECG (heart ventricle depolarization) and the aortic valve
opening. Usually the R wave is easier to mark the instance of valve opening.
3. Marie et al. [165] introduced PTT as the time between ECG R-wave and peripheral pulse. It was suggested
that the PTT differences based on location can then be calculated by peripheral PTT differences. Therefore,
PTT contains both intra cardiac, pre-ejection period (PEP), and arterial components (vascular transit time),
shown in 4.2:
PTT = PEP + V TT (4.2)
Electrocardiography (ECG) is a measure of the electrical activity of the heart at each cardiac cycle [166]. Ballisto-
cardiography (BCG) is a measure of the recoil forces of the body in response to the blood ejection from the heart
and blood movement through the vasculature in each cardiac cycle [167], [168]. Photoplethysmogram (PPG) is an
optical measure of local blood volume [169]. A PPG is often obtained by using a pulse oximeter which illuminates
the skin and measures changes in light absorption.
ECG initiated PTT, includes PEP [164]. In [170], [171], PTT was measured as the interval between pulses arrival
times (PAT) at two arterial sites, PAT being the time diference between the ECG R-wave and the peripheral pulse.
According to a literature survey by [153], in recent decade, most publications are using PTT terminology as the
time interval between ECG R-wave and peripheral pulse. This is a much longer established terminology and
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eliminates the need of using PAT for this definition. Here we will also stick to this terminology. PTT acquisition
methods are demonstrated in figure 4.1 which is reproduced from the comprehensive figure generated by [153].
Fig. 4.1. – PTT acquisition techniques. Reproduced from [153].
The figure shows various techniques and uses the first one or two letters of the starting and arrival signals.
Techniques comprise of the following pairs: ECG to TAG - which is an acronym for PPG/tonoarteriogram (TAG);
impedance cardiogram (ICG)/ballistocardiogram (BCG)/phonocardiogram (PCG) to PPG/TAG; PPG to TAG, or by
two PPGs/TAGs at diferent arterial sites, etc.
When using the peripheral pulses from PPG to account for arrival time, it is usually accepted that the foot of the
pulse or intersection of the maximum tangent line to the upslope of the wave and the diastolic plateau of the
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previous wave shall be used. The reason being, systolic peak is prone to the wave reflection effects and can lead
to underestimation of PTT [172].
In this work, we use different instances of PTT calculation. These include: using foots of flow signals from MRI
imaging at two arterial sites (extracted from Alastruey et al. [173] data from human aorta), ECG and PPG signals
(done at the Strong Memorial hospital, university of Rochester), combination of BCG and PPG signals extracted
from FIT seat [174] (a smart toilet seat, capable of recording ECG/BCG/PPG).
4.3 Blood Pressure Derived from PTT Based Calibration
A significant amount of work has been dedicated to relating the PTT to blood pressure using the famous Moens-






This equation relates the speed of pulse wave propagation to blood density, elasticity, lumen thickness and radius
of the artery. BP and PTT can then be connected to provide continuous BP measurement from PTT variations.
This is done either by using a linear constitutive equation (such as the tube law), or with an empirical exponential
relationship between young modulus E and BP. However, nonlinear wall models cannot be used in conjunction with
equation 4.3. Moens-Korteveq equation is derived based on a linear model of the fluid and structure interaction,
and thus accounting for physical nonlinearity in equation 4.3 results in a different expression for PWV, which
incorrectly connects mechanical property to external load, neglecting the fundamental stress-strain relationship.
The robustness of a method is only approved if it can be applied to a person’s normal variations to BP in different
situations. BP changes can be attributed to a plethora of reasons. As hinted in Ding et al. review of the relevant
articles [153], variations can be induced by stress, external pressure, external stimulus (such as watching a scary
movie), drug administration, etc.
As mentioned in chapter 2, the distribution of the collagen fiber, elastin and smooth muscle cells contribute to the
elastic and viscoelastic behavior of the arteries [175]. To the knowledge of the author, the main idea in the works
that are relating BP to PTT is by having an accurate constitutive model and a reformulation of the Moens-Korteveq
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equation to include BP instead of elasticity module. Thereby, it generates a direct relationship between the BP
and PTT. The usual shapes of this relationship, as used in literature [176]–[183] are as follows:
BP = K1 ln(PTT ) +K2. (4.4)












Where K1, K2 and K3 are patient-specific adjustable parameters. Some of the recent works in this area can
be found in [16]. Mukkamala et al. [185] has also carried out a comprehensive review of the current regression
based models [177] relating BP to PTT with one of the aforementioned equations. They came to the conclusion
that the interventions are not significantly changing BP and a 3 unknown nonlinear model such as equation 4.6
might need more BP-PTT data points compared to equation 4.5. Thereby, they suggested using 4.5 with some
considerations for non-physiological BPs. They suggest inducing BP variability with exercise and using least
square regression to find unknown parameters. Another important factor is re-calibration which is claimed to have
a high impact on improving the accuracy of the predictions.
In table 4.1, a summary of the evolution of BP-PTT regression based models over the years have been provided.
It can be observed that the accuracy for systolic BP prediction based on PTT is 7% to 13% and diastolic BP is
approximately 6% in popular techniques [176], [182], [186]–[188]. The method discussed in this dissertation is a
physics-based BP-PTT prediction, described in more detail on chapters 5 and 7- 9, which demonstrates lower
average RMSEs as shown in the table.
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Tab. 4.1. – Summarized list of select regression models to describe BP - PTT relationship and its evolution through
years. Method and accuracy described with various techniques; Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Root
mean squared error (RMSE) and Mean Bias Error (MBE). The PTT evaluation method presented here
takes both BP and Velocity V in consideration when describing the relationship.
Another wave of recent publications are interested to predict central blood pressure from either peripheral BP
[189] or a mix of peripheral BP and other biomarkers such as cross-sectional changes recorded with MRI [190].
According to [184], where they collect in vivo data from real patients, the effect of the following factors are usually
neglected in the cuffless BP-PTT relationships. These factors are:
1. Cardiac output, CO (encompassing stroke volume, SV, and heart rate, HR)
2. The rate of ventricle contractility related to systolic intervals pre-ejection period (PEP) & left ventricle ejection
time(LVET)
3. Total peripheral resistance (TPR)
4. The return of venous blood, filling of the right ventricle and controlling the cardiac preload
In 2014, Lombardi et al., showed that 1D computational models are feasible to predict PWV and BP and their
relationship in a deterministic manner [191]. Later in 2016, Liberson et al. [105], mathematically proved that the
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relationship between PTT and BP can only be captured if nonlinear wall behavior and nonlinear flow equations
are captured in a numerical model of the blood flow. They have experimentally demonstrated the improvement in
accuracy of BP estimations when accounting for the nonlinearities of the vessel wall and blood flow [192].
In this work, a new technique is introduced that uses our reduced-order modeling platform for pulse wave
propagation prediction, titled CardioFAN, and combines it with PTT and peripheral BPmeasurements to reconstruct
an accurate central and arm BP. CardioFAN was intentionally designed with the following features in mind to
accommodate predicting BP changes as a function of PTT, HR, SV, TPR. It has:
1. Nonlinear governing equations for fluid flow.
2. Quasi-1D hyperelastic arterial wall model and
3. Arbitrary arterial networks can be generated.
A recent PTT calculation feature has also been added to account for the local PWV value at each segment,
providing a nonlinear PWV across the path of PTT measurement. This gives a better picture of the connection
between PTT and BP. The experiment design and analysis has been presented in chapter 7.
The final goal of these implementations are a more accessible continuous blood pressure reading, leading to
integration with wearable devices [193], [194].
4.3.1 PTT Measurement Limitations, Challenges and Concerns
Although promising, the BP measurement using PTT data can have limitations. Here some of the current
challenges in this area are briefly mentioned. In later chapters, the solutions for these limitations will be addressed.
Here are a few of them:
1. Interpretation of the PTT recordings can be sensitive to the measurement method 4.2. For instance PAT,
when using ECG and PPG signals, not only includes PTT but also the pre-ejection period (PEP). Another
alternative is PPG-PPG method. While eliminating the PEP concern, the timing of the PPG waveform
may not coincide with BP and blood flow waveforms due to viscoelastic delays, wave reflection, or other
factors. Data collection might also need additional considerations, for instance Huttunen et al. [160] states
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that PPG-PPG method may require the knowledge about dicrotic notch and PPG peak in order to give an
accurate estimate. BCG-PPG method signals are combined with breathing or human motion noises, which
make it difficult to capture the maximum peak of BCG, resulting in an error in the calculation of PTT using
BCG and ECG signals.
2. Cuff BP measurement tools, such as wrist cuff, are sensitive to the elevation, motion and baroreceptor
reflex (baroreflex). These conditions, are needed to be taken into account when designing experiments,
collecting data and predicting parameters using constitutive and fluid flow equations.
3. Subjects with pre-existing medical conditions cannot be easily distinguished from healthy patients and usually
the determination is done based on the questionnaires filled by the patients regarding their cardiovascular
health. A more direct collaboration between medical doctors and engineers and having access to real
patient data can be a solution to this problem.
4. Constant calibration is usually required for improving the prediction capability of BP-PTT methods [185].
However, this can become a hurdle in having a practical and accessible product that can replace the
currently tedious or invasive alternatives. There seems to be a need for a robust method that can take into
account some of the variations related to stress, emotional fluctuations, external stimulus and potentially
other factors.
5. Lastly, the scarcity of available PTT data for patient-specific topology of interest is preventing these methods
to prove their applicability to real cardiovascular scenarios. The existence of shared databases such as
Framinghamm study as recently used for machine learning based PTT to BP interpretations [161] can
alleviate this issue.
With the provided background the next two chapters, 5,6, are dedicated to numerical model formulation, code
development and validation taking into account what was discussed up to this point. In chapters 5, 7 a new method
of calculating numerical PTT is proposed, which leads to a pilot test of PTT numerical measurement and its effect in
restoring cardiac output (stroke volume times the heart rate) and proximal BP. A novel measurement method is then
designed to calibrate the numerical code for patient-specific measurements in chapter 8. This is accompanied by
a technique for optimizing parameters of interest and finally validating the method with unused set of experimental
data. Finally, chapter 9 uses the patient-specific model to predict cardiac output and proximal/central BP values
and discusses the evaluation strategy, limitations and challenges.
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5Noninvasive Assessment of Pulsatile Blood
Flow in Hyperelastic Vascular Networks
5.1 Introduction
Clinical experiments (i.e. in vivo) and experimental (i.e. in vitro) models of the cardiovascular systems initiated
significant improvement in diagnostic capabilities, stimulating development of the fields such as biomedical
engineering and biomechanics [3]. Followed by computational simulations, the first numerical model of an
artery in the cardiovascular system which accounted for the distensibility of the arteries was developed by [195].
More sophisticated models followed [50], [77], [100], [196], [197] which enhanced our understanding of the
mechanism of blood flow and pulse propagation in cardiovascular system. With technological advancements,
current computational models are becoming significantly more promising for the future of surgical planning, and
for studying/monitoring cardiovascular health [4], [198]. Appearance of FDA-cleared devices such as (Heartflow®
FFRCT and the Medtronic CardioInsight® Cardiac Mapping System) and the addition of new FDA regulations [4],
are more supporting evidence that the computational methods are now producing clinically viable results.
Computational models can noninvasively capture the mechanistic behavior in a studied region of the cardio-
vascular system. When calibrated, these models can provide patient-specific data using pulsatile blood flow
properties. Validated computational models have a significant advantage over invasive, costly and time-consuming
experimental models and clinical tests. However, they require clinical measurements for calibration and evaluation
of the patient-specific data [199]. Alternatively the data collected from computational models can be combined with
experimental/clinical measurements to improve diagnostics capabilities of the current devics (Data Assimilation
[7]).
Cardiovascular disorders and medical interventions can be diagnosed by quantification and monitoring distributions
of the cardiac output, blood pressure, blood flow, pulse wave velocity (PWV) and arterial compliance along the
aorta or any of the large arteries of interest [8]. In addition, the arterial wall stiffness, which governs the distensibility
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of arterial walls, along with the wave reflections at the peripheral vascular bed, have been clinically identified as
the primary biomarkers of the pulse wave propagation and cardiovascular health [200]. In recent years extensive
work has been done on measuring wave reflections and PWV [161], or its surrogate pulse transit time (PTT) [11],
[201]. The relation between PWV(or PTT) and cardiovascular diseases, such as a reduction in PTT as an indicator
of hypertention [202], [203], among others [204], [205], have been previously studied. This has made the accurate
prediction of pulse wave propagation an indispensable part of the recent cardiovascular simulations [206].
New advances in the computer power have provided researchers with the ability to model large scale one
dimensional (1D) and 3D models [23], [207]. In contrast to local 3D geometrically accurate models, reduced-order
models are not yet widely available as the diagnostic means for physicians. These models are usually validated
against in vitro data [72], [73], since a physiologically accurate data calibration and validation is required to
overcome the natural noise in the cardiovascular system [7]. Global 1D models introduce acceptable accuracy in
capturing the physiological mechanisms of blood hemodynamics while having a marginally faster convergence
rate compared to 3D models. Their application is justified by the long-wave approximation, making them ideal to
be coupled with a local 3D model of a confined area of interest [19] or lumped parameter (0D) models replacing
the outlet to the rest of a cardiovascular network.
The majority of theoretical models developed to describe the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) in the vascular
circulatory system use linear elastic or viscoelastic constitutive equations for the wall coupled with the one-
dimensional averaged momentum equation for the fluid. However, the stress-strain relationship for biological
tissue is essentially nonlinear [25]. Fung et al. introduced an anisotropic model, which accounts for the directionality
of the elastic properties. The model constants can be calibrated by measuring the pressure and diameter of the
main arteries with clinical or experimental measurements. [208] mentioned that the physical nonlinearity is crucial
for an accurate prediction of pulsatile blood flow properties in case of studying an aortic aneurism. It was proven
by [209], that the match of measured and estimated values of PWV can be only obtained when the hyperelasticity
of arterial wall is introduced.
To the knowledge of authors, the current numerical algorithms applied to the 1D (reduced order) models do not
necessarily preserve the monotonic property. Monotonicity preserving (i.e. high-resolution) schemes can retain
the shape of waveform without creating artificial oscillations [114]. This approach may not cause a significant
difference when a smooth solution exists, such as for pressure or flow waveforms in healthy patients or when
studying hypertension [56]. However, in case of a discontinuity in the properties, e.g. stented or prosthetic artery
[28], the only class of solvers that can provide a solution without simplistic smoothing of the waveforms [100],
are the monotonicity preserving solvers. Monotonicity preserving or total variation diminishing (TVD) schemes,
can also be used for continuous monitoring/prediction of cardiovascular health due to the discontinuous nature
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of cardiovascular events. These numerical schemes are free of dispersion caused by approximating the odd
derivatives in the Taylor expansion of the governing partial differential equations (PDEs), making them ideal for
resolving discontinuous properties.
The general approach of Hamilton’s variational principle is utilized here to construct a unique form of the FSI
equations governing the blood flow in the arterial system. The quasi-1D reduced FSI model is simple to execute
and alter, can be coupled to geometrically multiscale simulations [210], [211] and provides quick solutions
for the hyperbolic PDEs governing the nonlinear pulsatile flow in an arbitrary arterial network. The utilized
approach demonstrates an improvement in accuracy due to the account of hyperelastic wall properties, along
with the employment of a high-resolution monotone numerical scheme. The created software, named CardioFAN
(Cardiovascular Flow Analysis), is validated against available data from numerical, in vitro and in vivo experiments
for networks of arteries with 55, 37 and 26 main arterial segments [50], [78], [101], [212], [213], respectively. The
effect of physical nonlinearity on the correct calculation of the PTT, pressure, flow and luminal vessel area is
displayed. The physics based nonlinear constitutive framework can be adequately tested, calibrated and applied
for patient-specific clinical diagnosis and prediction. We present the algorithm for calculating numerical PTT for
hyperelastic arteries, sensitive to variation of the blood pressure and the stroke volume. This PTT calculation
technique can also complement the studies investigating the feasibility of tracking variations of cardiovascular
markers by measurements of the PTT or PWV [185], [214]. The newmethod is used here to improve the calculation
of the speed of wave propagation based on the prior in vivo data provided by [213]. Compared to prior numerical
simulations of this data, CardioFAN improved the flow, luminal area and pressure waveform predictions by 1.5%,
with averaged relative errors smaller than 5.5% between simulated and in vivo waveforms. As shown in section 3.3,
with the current method, assigning a uniform or non-uniform speed of propagation values as the input properties of
each segment, leads to improved waveform predictions. CardioFAN is now available for free and can be accessed
from the provided links. Reliability test of this code conducted here is an important step toward preparing it for
noninvasive and patient-specific diagnostics and data assimilation [7] purposes.
5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Blood Properties
Although blood rheology is proved to be non-Newtonian [47], previous studies have shown that the blood viscosity
model does not significantly affect the PWV when simulating large human arteries [45], [49]. According to [48],
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non-Newtonian fluid model is only required for small arteries with diameters D < 100 µm, were the shear rate
reduces to less than 1 s−1. Therefore, for the larger arteries we can use the Newtonian flow assumption. On
the other hand, 90% of the blood consists of water [45], and since the suspended materials are several order of
magnitudes smaller than arterial diameter, the blood can be considered homogeneous and incompressible with
a density of ρf = 1050 kg/m3 and viscosity of µ = 4.0 mPa.s [45] (used in 55 segment case, section 3.1). We
used ρf = 1050 kg/m3 , µ = 2.0 mPa.s and ρf = 1060 kg/m3, µ = 3.5 mPa.s for the in vitro [78] and in vivo [213]
validation cases, respectively.
5.2.2 Governing Equations
Reduced mathematical model for cardiovascular networks results in a hyperbolic set of partial differential equations,
describing interaction of an incompressible blood fluid motion with a viscous hyperelastic vessel wall. The averaging
across the section of a flow path is based on the Hamilton’s variational principle governing the process of a
fluid-structure interaction [215]













Here δIfluid ,δIsolid are the variations of action components across fluid and solid volumes ∀fluid(t) , ∀solid(t); t –
time, ρf density of the fluid, Lf , Ls - the Lagrangian density functions for fluid and solids, respectively.
5.2.2.1 Fluid Domain






− U(ρf , S,∇u)
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+ TδS (5.2)
where V – is a velocity vector, U – is an internal energy as a function of density, S – entropy, ∇u (gradient of a
displacement vector u)- a distortion tensor, and T – is temperature. The variation of the functional must vanish for
any admissible variations δu The derivation of fluid flow equations based on the Hamilton’s variational principle is
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previously shown in detail [215]. Here the effect of gravity force is added to the reduced momentum equation



































where gτ is a gravitational acceleration in the direction of the streamline, f(r), ϕ(r)- the specified function
distributions of axial velocity and displacement accordingly, r – radial coordinate, R- internal wall radius P – blood
pressure, V – averaged across the flow path section fluid velocity, σ, τ are the axial deviatoric and shear stress
tensor components accordingly.
[217], showed that velocity profile is mostly flat in large arteries, unlike peripheral arteries where profile is close
to the parabolic shape [80]. In case of Newtonian fluid ( σ = 2ρfν ∂V∂x , τ = ρfν
∂V
∂r , ν – kinematic viscosity), by
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2 (5.5)
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where η is the circumferential strain (normal wall displacement normalized to radius R), A, A0 cross sectional
areas in the loaded and the stress-free conditions. Constitutive “tube model”, closing these two equations for
unknown variables A, P and V , follows from the analysis of a solid domain.
5.2.2.2 Solid Domain: The Hyperelastic Fung’s Model and the Generalized Tube Law
Consider a circular thin-wall cylinder in the polar system of coordinates. Let R be the radius of the wall under
the load, R0 – radius in a load free state, h - the wall thickness, ρw-density of the wall. Introducing wall kinetic
energy K, elastic energy Uel, dissipative energy Ud and work of external loadWp, the Lagrangian density function
relating to the solid domain can be presented as
Ls = δK − (δUel + δUd − δW p) (5.6)











Internal elastic energy is composed of a hyperelastic strain energy [25] and energy, accumulated by a longitudinal













Here Q = a11ε2θ + 2a12εθεx + a22ε2x, and c, a11, a12, a22 are material constants from Fung’s anisotropic model [25],
where εθ and εx are the circumferential and axial strain components. Strain energy of the wall modelling as a
system of independent hyper-elastic rings is simplified in a 1D case by setting a12 = a22 = 0, εθ = η, where η
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Elementary work produced by the viscous component of circumferential stress relating to the Voight-type vis-











where Γ is the viscosity constant. Calculating variational derivative of the Lagrange function Ls (Equation (5.6)) (
Ls = Ls(η, ηt, ηx), ηt =
∂η




































The physics based “tube law” follows now from Equation (5.12), where we ignore expansion terms of the fifth




























Note that partial derivative of the circumferential stress, σθ = PR0h , by circumferential strain, η, at a zero load













According to Equations (5.13) and (5.14), the constitutive model is presented as a superposition of a viscoelastic

































– the Moens-Korteweg speed of pulse wave propagation, β = Γ
E





− 1, we retain the classic form of the tube law for linear viscoelastic material [212]. Specifying
in addition β = 0 results in a linear elastic tube law
P ∼= 2ρfc2mkη (5.16)
5.2.2.3 Reorganizing the Hyperelastic Vessel Formulation
In the following we simplify the notation by denoting the cross-sectional area averaged axial velocity by V instead of
V . Assuming the generalized Hagen-Poiseuille radial velocity profile with γ = 9, justified by [220], and neglecting
















 ; f =
 0
− 22kVA + gτ
 ; (5.17)
Here, PA = ∂P∂A , and A = A0(η + 1)
2. f relates to the viscous source term [50], where k = −22πν (since γ = 9),
and kinematic viscosity ν = µρ .
5.2.2.4 The Characteristic Analysis
When enforcing numerical algorithm to the hyperbolic system, it is useful to invoke the characteristic variables,
while applying the characteristic properties to the time marching algorithm and implementation of boundary
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conditions. Considering arbitrary pressure – area relationship, P = P (A), rewrite the homogeneous system of






















where PA = ∂P∂A . Multiplying each equation in system of Equations (5.18) by unknown coefficients l1and l2,


















































The latter is equivalent to the eigenvalue problem, where the eigenvalue λ = dxdt determines direction of the wave





l1A+ l2V = λl2
(5.21)
By equating to zero the relating determinant∥∥∥∥∥∥ V − λ
PA
ρf
A V − λ
∥∥∥∥∥∥ = 0 (5.22)
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, l2 = 1 (5.24)
Compatibility conditions for nonlinear hyperbolic equations can be determined by integrating the differential form
following from Equations (5.19), (5.20), (5.24)




dA+ dV = 0 (5.25)
So that the characteristic (Riemann) variablesW1,2 read





With an employment of the hyperelastic constitutive model (i.e. no viscoelasticity), Equation (5.15), consider
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By substituting Equation (5.27) into Equations (5.23) and (5.26), we obtain velocities of two simple waves
propagating in opposite directions, and characteristic variables

























Equations (5.28) and (5.29), pinpoint results of a mathematical analysis of the wave propagation in compliant
hyperelastic arteries, filled with a moving incompressible fluid. Here,W1 andW2 propagate information on velocity
and pressure from proximal to distal and distal to proximal locations, respectively. By setting hyperelastic material
coefficient to zero, (a11 = 0 or kλ = kw = 1), the known expressions relating to the linear elastic arterial wall
are obtained [218]. Note that Equations (5.27) – (5.29) can also be presented in the exponential form of the
hyperelastic constitutive model. Further verification of the code by introducing simple waveforms at the inlet and
middle of a cylindrical or bifurcated geometry as well as testing the total variation diminishing properties are
presented in appendix A.
5.2.3 Numerical Discretization: Finite Volume Method
CardioFAN utilizes two numerical schemes to solve set of equations (5.17), for different purposes of arterial
simulations. First method is a classical explicit Lax-Wendroff scheme, that is stable when reproducing a smooth
transient solution and is a counterpart of the Taylor-Galerkin method. However, when resolving discontinuity
in geometry, physical properties, or the time-dependent load function Lax-Wendroff results in false spurious
oscillations, giving physically unrealistic or unstable results (as shown in section 3.1). In these cases a monotonicity
preserving Total Variation Diminishing (TVD) modification of Lax-Wendroff scheme [114], [221] isutilized to reduce
the numerical dispersion. The latter is exceptionally important whenmodeling waves propagating through compliant
sites that underwent endovascular aneurysm repair by arterial stent placement [222]. To expedite convergence to
the pulsatile conditions the liner acoustic solution [223] was used to initialize the time marching process based
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on the TVD-Lax-Wendroff scheme. Discritization of the nonlinear set of equation (5.17) is discussed with more
details in the following section. The comparison between the results obtained by TVD and classic Lax-Wendroff
methods, in discontinuous waves are detailed in our previous work [215]. In section 3.1, the advantages of using
TVD method against other non-TVD methods are explored for a manufactured case of a stented artery.
5.2.3.1 Lax-Wendroff Method
Nonlinear conservation equations listed in Equation (5.17) can be rearranged as follows
∂Q
∂t
= f − ∂F (Q)
∂x
; (5.30)
Jacobian matrices of vector functions FQ = ∂F∂Q , fQ =
∂f
∂Q of Equation (5.17), are








A detailed discretization based on Lax-Wendroff scheme is previously shown in [224]. Following notation typical
for finite volume methods (as shown by [116]), here the space domain is discretized with uniformly distributed
cells, whose center points are indicated by a low integer index j, and the edge points are noted by fractional
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Where n refers to the current time step, and ∆t is the time-step. The convergence criteria for the Lax-Wendroff





5.2.3.2 High-Resolution Lax-Wendroff Scheme (TVD Method)
As shown in [116], the dispersive nature of all non-monotone methods, including Lax-Wendroff, causes artificial
oscillations in the vicinity of discontinuities. The idea behind high resolution schemes is in introduction of the flux
limiters, that correct the flux terms depending on the local solution behavior, retaining monotonicity in case of a
discontinuity.
Following Leveque, we present fluxes in a form revealing explicitly diffusive flux components F̃j+ 12 (upper index
dropped for simplicity)
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∆Qj+ 12 = Qj+1 −Qj ;





where I - identity matrix, Rj+ 12 , Λj+ 12 – are the modal and eigenvalue matrices of Jacobian matrix Hj+ 12 . The
correction flux, satisfying to the monotonicity conditions is based on a substitution of the eigenvector increment
∆W j+ 12 by its limited version ∆W̃ j+ 12 [116]
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Inlet flow rate is prescribed by enforcing known blood flow waveform, Q (t) , as a function of time at the inlet. At
the root of aorta, this known variable is imposed at the edge of the first element. To calculate the inlet velocity and
a cross section area the flow rate equation is complemented by the backward running characteristic, as shown by
Equation (5.37). This assignment is previously shown to provide physiological waveform shapes (see [225]).













whereW2 is the backward propagating invariant, Equation (5.29), calculated at the first cell n = 1. In case of the
hyperelastic form of the FSI formulation, Equations (5.28) and (5.29) are utilized, where Equation (5.37) takes the
following form
VinAin = Q0 (t)















5.2.4.2 Outlet Boundary Condition (RCR Lumped Parameter Model)
Three-element Windkessel model, characterized by resistance (R1), capacitance (CT) and second resistance (R2)
(i.e. RCR), is used to define the terminal BC at the truncated outlets. Details of different types of lumped parameter
(i.e. 0-Dimensional) terminal models can be found in [87], [226]. Equation (5.39) presents the differential form
of the boundary condition, comprising time dependent pressure (Pe) and flow (V A) at the exit of the truncated
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vessel. The terminal condition is complemented by the forward propagating invariantW1 arriving at the truncated



















Arterial conduit resistance (RC ) and peripheral resistance (RP ) of the arteries need to be specified. One method
is based on measurements of the mean arterial pressure (Pm), outlet pressure relating to microcirculation site,
(Pout), and the mean flow at the root of the arteries (Qin). Total arterial compliance (CT ), can then be found by















The conduit and peripheral compliances are calculated by a summation of the compliances of all 1D segments
[67]





























Here, Ad, Cd, are the diastolic area and speed of wave propagation, Q
j
out- the jth segment outlet flow rate, and
C̃j is the terminal compliance at the jth segment
If measurement is not plausible, RT and CT can be approximated with the iterative method introduced by [67].






Since Equation (5.39) is a time dependent differential equation, its discretized version is used at each time-step.
Being complemented by the forward propagating characteristic variables at the last cell, Equation (5.39) can be
solved for velocity and pressure, and thus cross-sectional area, at each time-step. For simplicity, linear forward
propagating characteristic [116] can also be considered at the last cell.
5.2.4.3 Bifurcated Joints
Splitting flow junctions are typical alignments in the arterial system. Let V1, P1 A1 indicate velocity, pressure
and cross section area of a parent vessel at the junction interface, and V2, P2 A2, V3, P3 A3 – the corresponding
properties of daughter vessels at the interface. The following assumptions are made to simplify the junction
matching procedure: 1) energy losses at the junctions are ignored [78], 2) pressure changes across the junction
is neglected, P1 = P2 = P3 = P . Since the pressure values algebraically relate to the cross-sectional areas,
(Equation (5.15)), there are only four independent quantities V1, V2, V3, P which need to be specified. To close the
problem the conservation of mass and extrapolation of forward and backward propagating invariants present,
























where W1is the forward running invariant calculated at the center of the last cell of a parent vessel (vessel 1);
(W2)2,3 are the backward running invariant calculated at the first cell of the daughter vessels (vessels 2 and 3)
5.2.4.4 Connectivity Matrix and Specification of the Segment Properties
The connectivity condition of the small segments is vital for generating a patient-specific network of vessels to
solve the set of governing equations. The following properties are assigned for each vessel inside matrices, to
account for the variations over the elements of each segment. The properties of interest for each segment are
its length, speed of pulse wave propagation in that vessel and angle from the reference point. In addition, cross
sectional area (as a function of the axial distance) of the segments from their initial point, connectivity matrix
describing the connection of nodes to vessels and to each other (shown in 5.1) and terminal resistance and
compliances are defined as inputs to the model.
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Fig. 5.1. – Example of the 37 main arteries geometry generated by connecting nodes and vessels in one matrix.
Each node will fill out the information required for 1 row of the following matrix: [Node# Upstream-
Vessel# First-Downstream-Vessel# Second-Downstream-Vessel#] Inflow flow boundary condition (BC)
is imposed at the first node, and three element windkessel model at truncated locations.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
Peripheral pressure measurements, with techniques such as upper arm or wrist cuff BP monitors can provide
estimates of the central systolic and diastolic pressure, while applanation tonometry can obtain the pressure pulse
waveform. This information is usually used for calibrating [33] a computational model or for data assimilation
purposes [227]. Although usually used by clinicians, pulse-wave amplification at the peripheral artery renders
peripheral measurements inadequate to represent the aortic or central arterial pressures [34], [228]. In addition,
antihypertensive medications have different effects on central pressure despite similar reductions in brachial blood
pressure [35]. Central aortic pressure is a better predictor of cardiovascular outcome after any alterations in
the normal/resting functionality of the cardiovascular system [228], [229]. Thereby, this is essential to develop a
reliable noninvasive method to measure the central blood pressure contrary to the currently available invasive
catheter method [36]. The first step is to develop a computational hemodynamics-based approach for data
assimilation, requiring a reliable computational framework. To evaluate the accuracy of the computational model,
the patient-specific calibration and computational results validation against a manufactured case of stented artery
and three well-known cases of arterial networks in the literature are presented here:
1. Manufactured case of stented artery: We demonstrate the blood flow and pressure waveforms in reduced-
order arterial system models with stents, as an example of arteries with discontinuous vessel wall properties.
We validate and compare the results of the TVD Lax-Wendroff based solver against a manufactured exact
solution, and other non TVD numerical schemes such as Lax-Wendroff and MacCromack (section 3.1).
2. Numerical: the blood flow and pressure in 55 main arteries of a human body is simulated (section 3.2). The
results are compared against the numerical work, provided by a discontinuous Galerkin model presented
by [101] and [77].
3. In vitro: blood flow and pressure in 37 main arteries of the human body is simulated, calibrated and
compared against an in vitro model of the 37 arteries, developed by Matthys et al. [78] (section 3.3).
4. In vivo: a patient-specific model is generated, using MRI based measurements of the arterial diameters
and flow along the aorta and pressure measurements at supra aortic vessels, as presented in [213]. The
blood flow model results are compared against the measurements and show improvements compared to
prior numerical predictions (section 3.4).
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As demonstrated here, reduced-order blood flow simulation platform, CardioFAN, provides accurate prediction of
blood flow and pressure. This includes the range, systolic and diastolic values and the shape of the waveforms
in all three cases and the luminal area values for in vivo case, where clinical measurements are available to
compare.
Computational Framework Specifications: Mesh- dependence studied to achieve reliable results for each of
the large arterial networks. The Lax-Wendroff version of the code performs calculations for all vessels during
5 cardiac cycles in less than 5 minutes and with a normal 4 CPU cores, 16 GB RAM personal computer (PC).
Numerical PTT calculations and viscoelastic calculations can be set to on or off, which affect the computation
time. CardioFAN is accessible through the provided links1.
5.3.1 Validation Against Numerical Data of 55 Main Human Arteries
The model for 55 main arteries is presented by [77], [230] and [101] based on physiological input data extracted
from a young healthy patient. They also show a numerical model of the network which was validated with available
MRI data for flow and pressure data at the peripheral locations [230]. Here this model is recreated in CardioFAN by
defining the connectivity matrix and input parameters based on the network presented in [101]. Vessel properties,
such as vessel lengths, radii and speed of propagation at each segment etc., are provided as inputs to the software
(check the link to CardioFAN for testing the code for 55 vessels). At the ascending aorta the flow as a function of
time is imposed for 1 cardiac cycle and at the terminal boundaries, resistances and compliances for the RCR
model are specified. Figure 5.2 demonstrates results provided by CardioFAN overlaid on top of the numerical
results previously presented by [101].
1 CodeOcean Repository: CodeOcean
Github (Zenodo) Repository: Zenodo
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Fig. 5.2. – Schematics and validation of the 55 segments model of human arteries. The model is recreated based
on the arterial network presented in [101]. Evaluated points along the aorta are indicated with red
circles and presented at the left side (P at top and Q at bottom). Carotid aorta, left brachial artery, renal
and femoral arteries, vessels 15,21,38,46, highlighted by blue dots and presented at the right side.
Dotted markers represent the original data, and solid lines are the results obtained using CardioFAN
(view the colored plots in online version).
As shown in figure 5.2, a good agreement between the results from CardioFAN and the numerical results from
[101] was obtained. These results clearly capture features such as systolic peak an diastolic decay and the
dicrotic notch, better than our previously presented Lax-Wendroff based linear elastic numerical simulation [231].
In contrast to the recreated work, instead of viscoelastic properties, we were able to retrieve the systolic peak for
the data in peak of the pressure waveform (e.g. femoral artery, purple plot in top right), by correct selection of
Fung parameter “a” (selected to be in 1.3-1.8 range, extracted from [232]). Although CardioFAN is capable of
solving viscoelastic arterial wall properties, it has minor effect on the flow and pressure in large arteries [233],
or in higher frequency waves [234]. Therefore, neglecting the viscoelastic properties, we were able to reduce
the computational time significantly while getting accurate predictions compared to a model with viscoelastic
properties.
5.3.2 Validation Against in vitro Data of 37 Main Human Arteries
We compare a numerically recreated model of 37 main arteries, with an experimental silicone based compliant
model of the arteries [78]. Water-glycol mixture with a density of ρ = 1050 kg m −3, and viscosity of µ = 2.5 mPa
s, was used to imitate blood (for more details on experimental setup, refer to [78]). Simple terminal resistance
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tubes provisioned for this model allows the experimental model of Matthys et al., to reproduce the main features of
pressure and flow, as observed in vivo (such as the dicrotic notch, diastolic decay and peaking and steepening of
pulse pressure away from the heart). Here the properties of these vessels, such as, vessel length, radii, and wall
thickness (see [78] or [212]), are used to recreate this network of arteries. At the inlet we have prescribed a given
flow waveform, resulting to 70 beats per minute with stroke volume of 70 ml at the root. Similar to experimental
setup, simple resistance terminal boundary conditions are imposed to numerical model. The simple resistance
tubes at the experimental setup produces non-physiological oscillations at the peripheral locations (as mentioned
by Matthys et al.), however, our code is able to capture the frequency of these oscillations. Energy losses at the
network bifurcations have secondary effect on flow and pressure waveform predictions (as shown by Matthys et
al.) and therefore not considered here. Resulting waveforms are presented in figure 5.3, at different locations
along the arterial tree.
Fig. 5.3. – Schematics and validation of the 37 segments model of human arteries. Model recreated based on
the in vitro network presented in [78]. Evaluated points along are marked by red circles. P and Q plots
are shown for vessels 10-14-27-34, representing aortic arch II, left ulnar artery, abdominal aorta III
and right anterior tibial arteries. Blue markers represent the original in vitro data, whereas, solid lines
and dotted lines represent the results obtained using CardioFAN with RCR and R terminal boundary
models, respectively (view the colored plots in online version).
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Tab. 5.1. – Average relative errors of the numerical pressures and flows in all the evaluated locations of the
network. Average relative errors in flows are calculated with respect to experimental data and local
maximum as proposed in [67]. Bold numbers refer to the Resistance (R) terminal boundary model and
normal text relate to RCR terminal boundary model, with a constant compliance C=10−11 m3 Pa−1.
Location ε pressure (%) ε flow (%)
Aortic Arch II 0.89 1.15 9.40 8.83
Abdominal Aorta III 1.49 1.75 20.46 24.20
Left Ulnar 2.24 2.47 12.02 12.73
Right Anterior Tibial 1.53 1.82 10.10 7.41
Good agreement is obtained between numerical predictions and the experimental data for blood pressure and
flow rate in various parts of the 37 arteries model. We see that the numerical model can completely capture the
pressure waveform features, such as systolic peak, dicrotic notch and the diastolic decay of the waveforms. On
the other hand, flow oscillations are fully captured, with magnitude being over-predicted at the most peripheral
locations. The flow waveform errors are in complete agreement with numerical model developed by [78], [212] for
the same in vitro data, and as mentioned before, relates to the discrepancies in flow waveform measurements. The
averaged relative root mean squared errors over all segments in each network generation sequence, calculated at
the experimental measurement locations was previously reported as not exceeding 4% for pressure and 19% for
flow predictions. The individual errors for each segment was reported in [212], showing a range of 4.7 to 35.3%
error in flow rate predictions. For CardioFAN, averaged relative RMSE in the evaluated locations are provided in
Table 1. The errors are smaller than the previously reported values, even in the location of abdominal aorta and
without using a viscoelastic model, except for Left Ulnar artery location.
Compared to pressures, the larger errors demonstrated in flow rate predictions correlate with the large uncertainties
in experimental measurement of flow waveform [78]. The standard deviation of these measurements, captured
with an ultrasonic volume flow meter, have not been displayed here (they can be viewed in [78]). In addition,
viscoelastic solver may help in improving the results of oscillating flow locations, especially since the experimental
setup was designed with viscoelastic material [212].
Furthermore, a comparison between viscoelastic and elastic results are demonstrated in appendix B, where only
a slight wave smoothening effect can be observed due to viscoelasticity.
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5.3.3 Validation Against in vivo Data of 26 Main Human Arteries
The 26 segments model, comprising aorta and supra aortic segments, has been created based on the in vivo
data presented by [213]. To minimize uncertainty in their in vivo acquisition of non-invasive hemodynamic data, a
rich array of 3D and 2D SSFP MRI clinical data was used to create the subject-specific geometry. Heart rates
have been measured by MRI and applanation tonometry and the flow rate measured using PC MRI. This resulted
in a more consistent determination of cross-sectional area distributions and flow rates across the aorta, which
serves as the input for numerical modeling and computational results validation.
5.3.3.1 Preparing the Input Parameters and Boundary Conditions
In order to extract model input parameters, the method presented by [67] is used for calculating individual
resistances and compliances at the truncated arteries (as explained in section 2.4.2). In [213], the speed of wave
propagation at each segment was prescribed based on a foot-to-foot method [235] as a constant value. Here, we
suggest an improved method for calculating the speed of propagation in section 3.3.2, which results in a better
prediction of the flow rate, cross sectional area and pressure waveforms along the flow path. Recreated model
using CardioFAN is able to test the accuracy of the code against the actual patient-specific data. The properties of
each segment were assigned based on the data presented in [213]. Following Alastruey et al., we have adopted
two of the most successful simulation cases:
1. BEST AREA: Outlet pressure is selected to be equal to capillary pressure commonly used at the outlet of
1D models [236], Pout = 4400 kPa. The total resistance and compliance parameters are altered iteratively
(according to the technique introduced by [67]), to match the diastolic pressure and the range of pressure at
the carotid artery location, where the in vivo data was available.
To comply with the recreated work this method is named BEST AREA, since it provides the most accurate
cross – sectional area and flow predictions.
2. BEST PRESSURE: Outlet pressure is selected to be equal to the average value of the fitted pressure to the
diastolic decay of the supra aortic pressures as a function of time, captured using applanation tonometry.
This pressure is Pout = 9200 kPa, and the total resistance and compliance parameters are not required to
be altered (or need a few iterations) since the outlet pressure is a patient-specific value.
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This prescription of the boundary conditions is named as BEST PRESSURE, since it provides the most
accurate prediction of the pressure waveform at the left carotid artery.
Pout (outlet pressure at exit branches), Qout (mean outlet flow rate at exit branches) and Qin, (the mean flow
rate at the aortic root), are all measured by [213]. This enables the calculation of peripheral resistance and
compliances for each outlet segment (see section 2.4.2). The algorithm for calculating the RCR parameters is
embedded in CardioFAN.
5.3.3.2 Improved Method for Calculating the Speed of Propagation
Foot to foot method was previously used by [213] to assign the Moens-Korteweq speed of propagation (Cmk) as
the speed of sound in a fluid – structure interaction system. The evaluated flow waveforms for foot to foot method
were related to the path connecting the ascending aorta to the abdominal aorta (Asc 1 to Desc 4 in figure 5).
Numerically calculated PWV have been previously used to validate experimentally measured PWV based on
flow or pressure waveforms [237], [238]. It was illustrated in [215] and [192], that the modified value of the PWV
calculated as the speed of a forward propagating Riemann invariant, can significantly improve prediction of the
blood pressure as a function of the PWV.
Associating the measured speed of propagation values reported by [213] (named there as cd) with the calculated
PWV, equation (5.28) was used to recalculate the Moens-Korteweq speed of sound at each segment






Since the slope of a forward running characteristic line is determined by PWV
dt
dx
= PWV −1(x, t) (5.45)
equation (5.45) serves to calculate the PTT required for the pulse wave to propagate between two specified
sections along the flow pathway. Using the second order of accuracy Heun’s method [239], Equation (5.45) is
integrated by specifying the starting location for PTT evaluation.
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Starting from CMK = cd, assigned in [213] for each segment, CMK was incrementally reduced until the numerically
calculated PTT matched the clinical value of 63 ms, obtained from foot to foot method [235]. Foot to foot method
includes deduction of the starting location for PTT evaluation. The numerically calculated PTT is shown in figure
5.4 as a function of the PTT calculation start time along the second cardiac cycle. The intersection of the maximum
derivative of the flow waveform systolic rise and the extended horizontal line from diastolic flow, is employed to
pinpoint the PTT calculation starting point matching experimentally obtained foot to foot PTT. For more detailed
analysis see chapter 7.
Figure 5.4 shows that the computational PTT, based on the modified (reduced) CMK , and relating to the same
starting point as the experimental foot to foot method, matches the experimental value of PTT ≈ 63 ms.
Fig. 5.4. – The flow waveform corresponding to the 2nd cardiac cycle is presented (top figure). PTT as a function
of the onset of PTT calculation during the 2nd cardiac cycle is shown in the x axis (top figure). The
crossing of the maximum derivative of the flow waveform systolic rise and the extended horizontal line
from diastolic flow, is the start time (i.e. foot) of PTT calculation based on foot to foot method [235].
PTT calculation pathway is from ascending aorta (Asc Aorta, vessel 2 in figure 5.6) to the abdominal
aorta (Desc Aorta, vessel 19).
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Application of the described technique resulted in a 4.5% decrease in the speed of propagation, which corresponds
to the 9.2% decrease in tangential modulus (E), assigned at each segment. Therefore, instead of CMK = 4.56
m/s, we use CMK = 4.36 m/s in CardioFAN. Figures 5 and 6 show the resulted flow, cross-sectional area (luminal
area) and pressures which imply improvement in predicting their waveform with corrected CMK .
Another interesting result of this correction is for non-uniform values of cd or PWV, previously presented by
Alastruey et al. [213]. Although the individual values of the PWV for each segment were not measured, QA
loop method [240] was used to provide Cd for all segments. We reduced the non-uniform CMK (again starting
from CMK = cd values) with a single multiplier until the numerically calculated PTT matched the PTT from foot to
foot method (PTT = 63 ms). As a result, the corresponding Cmk in all segments are found to be lower by 20%
than the previously reported non-uniform Cd values. It also resulted in improved flow, luminal area and pressure
predictions compared to the results presented in [213].
5.3.3.3 in vivo Validation Results with BEST PRESSURE and BEST AREA cases
Uniform CMK : Figure 5.5 shows the results of both BEST PRESSURE and BEST AREA models for uniform
speed of propagation (i.e. arterial stiffness). The results relate to the corrected constant CMK applied to all
segments, with resistances and compliances calculated and matched at the terminal locations. The compliance
and resistances are corrected with the iterative method described in [67], to correctly capture waveform range and
diastolic pressure, respectively. The corrected values are R = 1×RT and Cj = Cj/1.5 for BEST PRESSURE
and R = 3.3×RT and Cj = Cj/1.6 for BEST AREA case. We have applied the Fung constant a = 8, and
a = 2, respectively to account for hyperelastic properties. These values are assigned as a constant number to
all vessels. They were found iteratively by calibrating CardioFAN to the in vivo pressure data of the left carotid
artery (i.e. segment #24). It should be noted that by having more PTT data available, the individual values of
Fung hyperelastic constant can further improve the results.
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Fig. 5.5. – Schematics and validation of the 26 segments model of arteries along the aorta and supra aortic
vessels with uniform speed of propagation. The model recreated in CardioFAN based on the same
network presented in [213]. Evaluated points on the left and right, are specified on the schematics
with red circles (segments 2-17-19) and blue triangles (segments 10-13-24), respectively. Pressure
(P ), flow (Q) and luminal area (A) plots show results of BEST AREA method (red dotted lines), BEST
PRESSURE method (blue solid lines) and clinical in vivo measurements where available (black solid
lines). Results are evaluated at the inlet of these segments, except for the common carotid artery,
evaluated at the outlet of the segment (view the colored plots in online version).
The BEST PRESSURE, which prescribes a patient-specific terminal pressure measured at the common carotid
artery, provides a good match with the clinically measured pressure at the same location and flow rates across all
vessels, however it under-predicts the luminal area as shown in figure 5. On the other hand, the BEST AREA
case, prescribing the capillary pressure at the terminal boundaries, correctly predicts the luminal AREA in all
locations but it over predicts the diastolic decay of the pressure at the common carotid artery. These results are in
agreement with the 1D and 3D numerical predictions previously obtained by [213]. Average relative errors of these
predictions are shown in table 5.2. The average relative errors for flow, luminal area and pressures, predicted with
the corrected uniform CMK , are smaller than 5.2%, 2.8% and 9% for BEST AREA and 7.6%, 7.1% and 1.6%
for BEST PRESSURE cases (compared to 7%, 4% and 11% for BA and 9% 8% 4% for BP reported in [213]),
respectively. We see an average of 1.5% improvement using the Hyperelastic model with constant CMK .
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Tab. 5.2. – Average relative errors of the numerical pressures, flows and luminal areas evaluated against clinical
measurements along aorta and left common carotid artery. The RMSEs are measured with the method
described in [67]. Bold text refers to BEST AREA and normal text refer to BEST PRESSURE models.
Location ε pressure (%) ε flow (%) ε area (%)
Asc Aorta (V2) - - 1.13 1.44 1.00 3.46
Desc Aorta (V10) - - 5.13 4.31 1.61 5.75
Desc Aorta (V13) - - 3.72 3.94 1.38 5.57
Desc Aorta (V17) - - 3.49 6.69 1.10 4.83
Desc Aorta (V19) - - 4.11 7.55 2.73 7.03
Left CCA (V24) 8.79 1.56 - - - -
Non-Uniform CMK : flow, luminal area and pressure results for corrected non-uniform Cmk applied to each
segment are shown in figure 5.6. Interested reader can refer to CardioFAN and run the non-uniform CMK
by changing the designated parameter at the input and assigning the corrected CMK . The compliance and
resistances are corrected with the iterative method described by Xiao et al., to correctly capture waveform range
and diastolic pressure, respectively. The BEST PRESSURE case required no correction for R and Cj , however,
for the BEST AREA case R = 3.2×RT and Cj = Cj/2 are used. We have applied the Fung constant a = 4, and
a = 8, respectively to account for hyperelastic properties, found iteratively by calibrating CardioFAN to the in vivo
pressure data of the left carotid artery (i.e. segment 24).
Compared to [213], the results are demonstrating better prediction of flow rate (Q), luminal area (A) and pressure
(P ) using the TVD algorithm with hyperelastic vessel walls in both cases with uniform and non-uniform CMK
values. The non-uniform case CMK shows a very good accuracy at predicting the luminal area peaks near systole.
Accuracy can be further improved if the exact value of non-uniform CMK (or its consequent elastic modulus)
is known at each segment. With the current available measurements, the numerically calculated Q, A and P
waveforms with uniform CMK are more promising and therefore suggested for future studies.
5.4 Implications on the Non-invasive Diagnostics
The arterial pulse has historically been an essential source of information in the clinical assessment of health.
Validation of the CardioFAN against prior numerical, in vitro and especially in vivo measurements combined with
the improved method for PTT and PWV calculation, demonstrate reliability of the algorithm, and its potential
application to early patient-specific prediction/diagnostics of cardiovascular biomarkers. This algorithm can be
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Fig. 5.6. – Schematics and validation of the 26 segments model of arteries along the aorta and supra aortic
vessels with non-uniform speed of propagation. The model recreated in CardioFAN based on the same
network presented in [213]. Evaluated points on the left and right, are specified on the schematics
with red circles (segments 2-17-19) and blue triangles (segments 10-13-24), respectively. Pressure
(P ), flow (Q) and luminal area (A) plots show results of BEST AREA method (red dotted lines), BEST
PRESSURE method (blue solid lines) and clinical in vivo measurements where available (black solid
lines). Results are evaluated at the inlet of these segments, except for the common carotid artery,
evaluated at the outlet of the segment (view the colored plots in online version).
used for non-invasive monitoring of the pressure, flow and luminal area waveforms, with minimal calibration of
terminal resistance / compliances and Fung’s constant a.
Due to the low dispersive property, it will also be possible to use the TVD version of the code for calculating the
pulse wave propagation in the stented or prosthetic arteries, where discontinuous properties exist.
Further clinical studies with temporal pressure measurements available at all terminal boundaries are required to
confidently suggest the reduced order numerical techniques for clinical applications. Combined with noninvasive
clinical measurements (data assimilation [7]) CardioFAN may provide patient-specific prediction of the central
blood pressure, flow, stroke volume and arterial compliances.
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5.5 Conclusion
We present a new monotonic TVD Lax-Wendroff based platform for calculating patient-specific blood pressure,
flow rate, luminal cross-sectional area and pulse transit time (PTT) inside an arbitrary cardiovascular network.
This platform is free to use under the terms of the included open source license for CardioFAN. The variational
formulation presented here and in our previous work makes this code ready to be coupled to 3D FSI modules to
study 3D effects of diseases such as arterial aneurysms. Inlet and terminal boundary conditions are calculated
based on minimal clinical or experimental calibration measurements, making it easy to run the model for patient-
specific cases.
Three new validation tests are conducted here against numerical, as well as in vitro and in vivo data from three
different geometries in the literature. These geometries and the vessel properties are prescribed in a demonstration
version of CardioFAN, showing results of similar or improved errors compared to previous numerical simulators.
We introduce a new numerical method for calculating the numerical PTT and use it in conjunction with experimental
PTT to correct the speed of pulse propagation in arteries. This resulted in an average of 1.5% improvement
in prediction of the clinically measured flow, luminal area and pressures. The corresponding average error
of prediction are now smaller than 5.2%, 2.8% and 9% in BEST AREA and 7.6%, 7.1% and 1.6% for BEST
PRESSURE simulation cases (refer to section 5.3.3), respectively.
The reliability tests conducted here and the new method for calculating the corrected global PWV, are building
the groundworks for implementing CardioFAN as a means for non-invasive diagnostics of biomarkers. Further
investigations can be focused on the reconstruction of patient-specific central pressure and flow (or stroke volume),
using minimal peripheral measurements and calibration.
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6Application of CardioFAN in Geometrically
Multiscale and Stented Artery Simulations
6.1 Modeling Stented Arteries using CardioFAN
Introduction of any geometrical or pathological changes in arteries, such as aneurysms, bifurcations, prosthetic
arterial tissue or stents, results in a sudden jump in the vessel wall properties; when using a numerical model,
this causes discontinuity in the solution. A stent is usually made of a high radial stiffness cylindrical wire mesh to
prevent a pull back of the low compliance vascular tissue. After vascular stent implantation, the mesh cells soon
appear to be filled with the excessive tissue growth causing the stent to fuse with the vessel wall (Nazarian et
al., [241]). As a result, the combination of a stent and vessel wall becomes a more rigid structure, regarded as a
monolithic segment with an effective mechanical property.
Here the focus is put on the stented arteries, however the presented technique can also be applied to other
discontinuities, such as prosthetic additions and vascular grafts. Usually numerical models in the literature treat
this discontinuity by one of the following three methods:
1. Neglect the change over the stent, and only introduce a hypothetical coefficient to account for the effect of
the stented location on the overall pulse wave propagation [29].
2. Artificial smoothing of the properties over the stent to resolve the discontinuity [117].
3. Identify and nullify spurious wave reflections at the stented arteries [242].
Back et al. [243] experimentally showed that the stented artery does not incur a discontinuity in radial displacement.
Therefore, the above-mentioned assumptions are overly simplifying a problem that has roots in other simplifications
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made inside the numerical schemes. Here two methods are introduced to resolve this issue. Section 6.1.1,
focuses on the TVD scheme applied to the stented artery and shows how it prevents spurious osculations in the
resulted waveforms compared to other numerical schemes. In section 6.1.3, bending moments are introduced
in the momentum equation formulation to consider the effect of large deformations and physically damp the
discontinuous oscillations.
6.1.1 Stented Artery Exhibiting Discontinuous Arterial Wall Properties
After a few months of the stent implantation, the stent struts fuse with the tissue growth creating a composite
structure with relatively rigid monolithic properties within an elastic arterial tube. Time marching methods are
applied to model pulsatile blood flow in a stented elastic artery. The Moens-Korteweg speed of propagation
exhibits jumps due to the difference in compliance between more “rigid” stent and a “soft” arterial wall. In case of
certain pathologies, e.g. stenosis or an aneurysm, speed of propagation can also abruptly change due to the
variations in lumen cross sectional area. Compliance discontinuity is currently being handled with the following
methods in the literature: 1) Data regularization, where the properties across the junction interface are artificially
smoothened to eliminate discontinuity [244]; 2) Domain decomposition, where the coupling between two segments
is accomplished providing flow and momentum continuity across the artery-stent interface [100]. The algorithm
presented here, however, uses a regular time marching method applied to the system of PDEs with variable
coefficients and without any preliminary regularization or domain splitting.
As an example, a tube model consisting of 3 segments is designed, as shown in figure 6.1. The middle segment
represents an arterial stent, while the other two segments are arterial tissue. Each segment relates to the local
spatial coordinate xi , 0 ≤ xi ≤ Li, i = 1, 2, 3 as shown in 6.1. The Moens-Korteweg velocity of propagation
at each segment is denoted by cMK,i.
Fig. 6.1. – Schematics and dimensions of a hypothetical stented artery.
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Here L1 = L3 = 0.2 m, L2 = 0.05 m; cMK,1 = cMK,3 = 4ms , cMK,2 = 10m/s; ρ = 1000
kg
m3 ; A0 = 0.0314 m2. The
total number of uniformly distributed computational cells are set toN = 90. Inlet BC for the flow rate and exit BC for
the pressure are given in section 6.1.1.1 by equations 6.7 and 6.8, whereQ0 = 50mLs , p = 13.3 kPa, pa = 2.66 kPa
are the flow rate, mean aortic blood pressure and magnitude of the pulse pressure, respectively.
6.1.1.1 Exact Manufactured Solution for Linear Wave in Stented Artery
A closed form solution for the harmonic linear wave analysis is derived for the stented artery depicted in figure 6.1.
Alternatively, the system (5.17) can be recast in terms of conserved variables: the total pressure P0 = p+ 12ρV 2and






 = 0 (6.1)
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To eliminate cross-sectional area A we substitute equation (6.4) into equation (6.3), recasting final system of














 = 0 (6.5)
An explicit closed-form solution has been manufactured in the form of a single harmonic wave satisfying equations
(6.5) for each segment


























Here qi (xi) , pi (xi) are the flow rate and pressure distributions for each segment as functions of a local axial
coordinate xi (figure 6.1); ω is the frequency of the harmonic wave; cMK,i is the Moens-Korteweg speed of
propagation for each segment, i = 1, 2, 3 (corresponding to artery, stent and artery configuration in figure 6.1).
Six unknown constants C1i, C2i satisfy to the inlet BCs for the flow rate
q1 (x1 = 0, t) = (1 + sin(ωt) )Q0 (6.7)
exit BC for the pressure
p3 (x3 = L3, t) = p+ cos (ωt) pa (6.8)
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and four matching conditions at each interface
q1 (x1 = L1, t) = q2 (x2 = 0, t)
p1 (x1 = L1, t) = p2 (x2 = 0, t)
q2 (x2 = L2, t) = q3 (x3 = 0, t)
p2 (x2 = L2, t) = p3 (x3 = 0, t) .
(6.9)
6.1.2 Comparing Stented Artery Signals: TVD Vs Other Techniques
Figure 6.2 presents solution of the linearized problem for the pulsatile flow inside stented artery, obtained by three
different numerical methods. Second order approximation schemes such as Lax-Wendroff and MacCormack,
giving an accurate result for the smooth solutions [116], fail near discontinuities where spontaneous oscillations
are generated. The TVD scheme apparently has an advantage keeping the solution varying monotonically as seen
in figure 6.2c. The Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number calculated based on the speed of wave propagation
inside stent is CFL = 1.
Fig. 6.2. – A snapshot of the results comparison for different numerical schemes for an stented artery. (a) Lax-
Wendroff, (b) MacCormack, (c) TVD method (circles) vs closed form solution (solid line). Results are
shown at physical time t = 1 s.
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In the second test, we imposed the same arterial wall properties as in linear case, for a model of stented artery with
the nonlinear governing equations to describe its FSI behavior. A half-sine flow wave with a maximum magnitude
of 250mLs was imposed at the inlet, accompanied by a non-reflective outlet BC. Flow and pressure results were
recorded along the tube axis in different instances of time. Figure 6.3 illustrates a comparison between the results
of a second-order Lax-Wendroff and a nonlinear TVD Lax-Wendroff (equations (5.34)-(5.36) in appendix A). The
artificial oscillations in the Lax-Wendroff compared to nonlinear TVD method shows the sensitivity of the non-TVD
methods to discontinuity in properties. Therefore TVD schemes for are show superior performance in arterial
models with discontinuous wall properties.
Fig. 6.3. – Testing numerical resolution in case of the nonlinear model of a stented artery. Lax-Wendroff (top),
TVD Lax-Wendroff with van leer flux limiters(bottom). Pressure and flow results are shown at physical
time t=1.4 s. Blue and yellow lines indicate normal artery wall and the middle orange line indicates the
stented portion of the artery.
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Although here, TVD is compared to common numerical schemes in the literature, it should be noted that a more
comprehensive study might be needed to compare the TVD LW method against all of the existing numerical
models used in blood flow simulations.
6.1.3 Bending Moments in Stented Artery Models
Bending waves, also called flexural waves, are waves propagate through the thin-walled structures deforming
them transversely due to the bending stiffness. A measurable property of the bending wave is the additional
local normal displacement, maintaining the continuity of kinematic and stress factors at the boundaries (or at the
discontinuity interface).
Accounting for bending moments at the stented arteries can smooth out the transverse deformations to create a
continuous wave expression over the discontinuities. The proposed approach uses flexural stiffness of the artery
and the stent, maintaining continuity of the radial displacement, displacement slope, bending moments and the
shear force at the interface between artery and the prosthesis/stent. The net effect of the compliance mismatch,
such as the stress concentration and additional wave reflection sites, in the proximity of the stent-artery interface
is quantified. Due to the long-wave approximation, time dependency of the bending moment equations can be
















Here,M is bending moment, ν - the Poisson’s ratio, η – the circumferential strain and E is the young elasticity





















The second term in the flux is originating from the bending moments. A fractional step method (as first introduced
by Chorin et al. [245]) is proposed to decouple the bending moments part of the convective flux term. This
decoupling method is described in the next subsection.
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6.1.3.1 Fractional Step Method and Proof of Applicability
Starting from the general form of the equations including a differential operator in space (L),
Q̇+ LQ = 0; Q (t = 0) = Q0 (6.12)
Where Q is the vector containing variables velocity V and area A (or deformation η). A standard first order time
marching scheme can be written as (tn = nτ)




= (I−τL)Q (x, tn) +O(τ2)
(6.13)
Where, τ is the time-step value, n is the number of the current time-step, I is the identity matrix and t is the time.
To initiate the fractional step method we present the unknown field Q(x, t) as a superposition of a guessed value
Q(x, t) and a correction value ∆Q,
Q = Q+ ∆Q. (6.14)
Assume operator L can be decoupled,
L = L1 + L2. (6.15)
L1 and L2 are operators. In this case equation 6.10 will be presented by
Q̇+ L1Q+ L2Q = 0. (6.16)
Equation 6.14 can be decoupled according to the following two steps
Step1:
Q̇+ L1Q = 0; tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1
Q(x, tn) = Q(x, tn)
(6.17)
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Step 2:
∆Q̇+ L2∆Q = 0; tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1
∆Q(x, tn) = Q(x, tn)
(6.18)
The 1st order numerical scheme applied to each fractional step yields











Using relation 6.14 the computation of vector Q at the time tn+1 may be carried out as
Q (x, tn+1) = Q (x, tn+1) + ∆Q (x, tn+1) =
[I−τ(L1 + L2)]Q (x, tn) +O(t
2)
(6.20)
Proves that the set of two simplified fractional problems can be solved at each of the time steps tn ≤ t ≤ tn+1
instead of the general form 6.12.
Solution 6.20 approximates equation 6.16 with the 1st order accuracy at each time-step which gives the ground to
replace the problem 6.12 by the sequential solutions of the two simplified problems 6.17 and 6.18. Regarding
application to the FSI problem, operator L1 indicates a classical FSI model based on the membrane vessel
deformation, whereas L2 describes bending effect.
6.1.3.2 Bending Moments in FSI Formulation
The system of governing equations with account for bending moments has the form:
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Where, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, η – the circumferential strain and E is the young elasticity module. Applying this
fractional stepping method to the system of governing equations allows us to solve this problem without the need
for complex calculation of a lengthy Jacobian.
To apply the fractional step algorithm, each field component is presented as the superposition of a guessed and a
correction component,
η = η + ∆η
V = V + ∆V
(6.22)
We obtain the predictor function η (x, t), V (x, t), and A (x, t), as a solution for the fluid-membrane arterial wall
interaction problem with a classical nonlinear/linear elastic constitutive equation
























At this point we need to make two assumptions:
1. Bending moments of a membrane displacement are negligible, ηiv = 0.
2. Velocity component is mainly coupled to the membrane component of displacement, η and thus, the
boundary layer in the local proximity of a stent – artery interface has a negligible impact on the velocity,
∆V = 0.
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Returning to the equation 6.24 and eliminating the small terms, we reduce the problem of the coupled axisymmetric
deformation















Subscript s refers to the stented location and subscript a refers to the artery. The coordinate system has been
placed at the interface, as shown in Figure 6.4.
Fig. 6.4. – Discontinuity of Young’s modulus in the case of a stented artery. a indicates the interface of artery and
stented location (reproduced from [117]).
Since local bending dies out rapidly as the distance, x, from the interface increases, we represent this effect in the
solution by defining the exponential to go toward −∞. Solutions for ηa and ηs reads
∆ηs = e
−βsx (c1cosβsx + c2sinβsx ) ; ηs|x→∞ = 0;
∆ηa = e
βax (c3cosβax + c4sinβax ) ; ηa|x→ −∞ = 0;
(6.27)
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Four constants can be determined from the conditions, continuity of displacement and slope, bending moment
and shear forces, respectively.



















Differentiating the expressions, we find
∆η′s = βse












−βsx[c1(cosβax − sinβax ) + c2(cosβax + sinβax )];
∆η′a = βae












−βsx[−c3(cosβax + sinβax) + c4(cosβax− sinβax )].
(6.29)
The interface condition at figure 6.4a yields,
ηa0 − ηs0 = c1− c3;
η′a0 − η′s0 = βs (−c1 + c2)− βa (c3 + c4) ;
− β2sc2Ds = β2ac4Da;
β3sDs (c1 + c2) = βaDa (−c3 + c4) .
(6.30)
Solving these equations analytically will result to the correct prediction of the moments due to the membrane
displacement mismatch between stented and non-stented arterial sites.
Figure 6.5, shows the distributions of shear forces and bending moments in the proximity of the left artery –
stent interface. We assume the Young modulus of the stent is about 16 times larger than arterial segment. The
Moens-Korteweg speed of propagation is consequently 4 times faster for the stent rather than for the artery. Both
distributions reveal typical spikes of moments and shear forces in the proximity of the interface as predicted by
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the classical theory of a boundary layer of thin-walled elastic shells. Unlike the classical model of a vascular
FSI, based on a membrane thin-walled cylindrical shell, none of distributions: normal displacement, slope, and
circumferential strain are discontinuous based on the described model.
Fig. 6.5. – Shear forces and bending moment at the proximity of the stent interface (x=0). Left and right side of
the spike are related to the effect of the bending along bare artery and stented artery, respectively.
As we see from Figure 6.5, the bending moment and shear force effects are re localized in the vicinity to the
interface. However, long-term effects of these stresses can be studied further. The pulsatile von Mises stress
components can be used to estimate low cycle bio-fatigue life of the artery in the proximity to the stent-artery
interface.
The next step here is to validate this algorithm with the available works in the literature to see the credibility of the
proposed work.
6.2 Geometrically Multiscale Simulations Applied to Abdominal
Aneurysm
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6.2.1 3D-1D Framework
Blood flow features such as recirculations and asymmetric changes in geometrical abnormalities can be only
captured with 3D models. Multiscale models can account for 3D effects locally while keeping the rest of the model
in lower dimensions [131].
Heterogeneous nature of the cardiovascular system necessitates integration of models operating with varying
levels of complexity. The high aspect-ratio segments of the cardiovascular system can be accurately represented
using a quasi - one dimensional (1D), non-steady, averaged over the cross section FSI model. However, when the
enhanced local spatial resolution is required, for instance in case of pulmonary circulation and coronary arteries
[246], [247], the intertwining of quasi-1D models with more complex 3D ones is imperative. Examples relate to
the better simulation, and therefore understanding and diagnosis of the deep venous thrombosis, abdominal
aneurysm, femoral stenosis, bifurcation areas, etc. [71]. The proper detection of a reverse flow (secondary flow)
in a local 3D segment, analyzing the shear stresses and quantification of pulsatile mechanical stresses helps us
to predict an arterial disease for large blood vessels and the fatigue life of the tissue, rendering multiscale models
as accessible and accurate tools to predict arterial/pulmonary abnormalities. Other groups have developed their
own 3D algorithms and have coupled them to 1D/0D codes (see [248]). The disadvantage is the overly simplified
3D models uniquely tailored for a specific case of study.
Here, a variational formulation [249] is utilized to couple 3D and 1D models. The significance of the present work
is in creating a universal coupling approach that can incorporate the already developed 3D algorithms, such as
ANSYS and connect it to an in-house 1D code (e.g. CardioFAN).
6.2.2 Coupling Methodology
3D-1D coupling framework is as follows: continuity – A, V are cross sectional area and velocity
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Here, the coupling is achieved by implementing a simple yet robust coupling interface formulation, which com-
municates between MATLAB (containing 1D code & Coupling Interface) and ANSYS FSI module (3D) for the
two-way exchange of data at the 3D-1D interface. The process is shown in figure 6.6.
Fig. 6.6. – Flow chart of the coupled model steps.
The coupling algorithm used for the cross-talk between ANSYS-FSI and MATLAB are briefly highlighted in [250].
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6.2.3 Testing Coupling Methodology
In order to test how well the 3D-1D coupling performs compared to a fully 1D or fully 3D model, a simple test was
designed as follows:
6.2.3.1 Simple Elastic Cylinder Test:
Figure 6.7, depicts a comparison of results between 3D-1D model, an equivalent 3D only model and a 1D only
model of a simple elastic cylinder. The presented results are pressure and flow data sets obtained from 3D model,
1D model, and 3D-1D model at the coupling interface. In all cases for a given flow condition at 3D inlet, results at
the interface ideally matches. Inlet BC: flow rate imposed as half a sin, with the maximum amplitude of 500mLs as
a function of time, which flats after 0.3 s and repeats with a period of 1 s. Outlet BC: zero resistance, meaning the
pressure waves are freely exiting the domain.
Fig. 6.7. – Flow chart of the coupled model steps.
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Second testing case is related to a realistic aneurysm geometry extracted from a patient-specific aneurysm
obtained by Mix et al. [251].
6.2.3.2 3D-1D Aneurysm:
A two-segment cylinder is designed with a quasi-1D model, CardioFAN [252], at the outlet segment and a 3D
model containing an aneurysm at the inlet of the 3D-1D interface (see figure 6.8).
Coupling between these two models at the interface of 3D model outlet and 1D segment inlet is carried out using
a coupling algorithm discussed previously and also shown as a variational coupling condition, equation 6.35. The
simulations were carried out using a fixed time step of 0.00005 s for the 3D model and the 1D model, instead of
an adaptive time-stepping to prevent potential errors. This number is selected based on a 1D only model which
provided the smallest time-step size to ensure stability. A non-reflective BC was assigned at the outlet of the
downstream 1D model to prevent wave reflections. Idealized symmetrical aneurysm model is extracted from Mix















Here a1, a2 are coefficients, and P and V are pressure and velocity, respectively. r - radius and f(r) - the shape
profile of velocity. Interface properties are calculated based on the characteristic waves from both 3D and 1D
models. This produces the pressure and velocity at the interface for next time-step. Riemann problem is solved at
the interface, resulting in
Pinterface = 0.5 (P1D + P3D)− 0.5ρCmk(V3D − V1D);
Ainterface = 0.5 (V1D + V3D)−




Schematics of the coupled FSI BCs are shown in figure 6.8.
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Fig. 6.8. – Schematics of the solid and the fluid domains in the aneurysm model, emphasizing the boundary
considerations.
To simplify the problem, a velocity profile is imposed on the 3D model inlet as a sin wave with a maximum
amplitude of 1ms , plateauing at 0.3 s and with a period of 0.8 s. As the FSI iterations march forward, ANSYS
updates the pressure and velocity across the blood domain. At the end of each time-step, ANSYS Fluent solver
extracts pressure and velocity values at the center of all the cells attached to the outlet face. Using a user defined
function (UDF) the array of information is stored into an output text file and the 3D simulation is paused for 5 s to
receive new pressure boundary value from the 1D model at the 3D-1D interface. The new data comes from the
solution of 1D simulation at the same time-step. The interface algorithm, is responsible to receive the pressure,
flow and cross sectional area information from both sides and calculate their value at the boundary for the next
time step.
seen in Figure 6.9, starting from a 3D segment, a successful coupling formulation resulted in physiological pressure
and velocity waveforms at the interface coupling and the 3D aneurysm model.
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Fig. 6.9. – 3D Geometry of the Aneurysm Coupled to 1D outlet. Showing deformation on the surface (left),
pressure and flow (right) at both sides of the interface.
Velocity contours of the aneurysm model are shown as a function of time in figure 6.10a. It can be seen that the
recirculation zones are captured with the 3D-1D simulation. These are especially important in case of looking at
the wall shear stresses (WSS) and aneurysm rupture [31]. On the other hand, to ensure the accuracy of 3D-1D
model coupling, the results were verified with a fully 3D aneurysm model with the same length of an outlet as
with the 3D-1D counterpart. Velocity profile is plotted in figure 6.10 at a cross-section over the midpoint of the
aneurysm. This establishes a simple validation of the 3D-1D coupling method.
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Fig. 6.10. – Velocity contour plots at different instances of time in 3D-1D model (left). 3D and 3D-1D Velocity
over time plots at a cross-section over the aneurysm bulge.
These results show very good agreement between the coupled 3D-1D and fully 3D models, further suggesting
the successful coupling with ANSYS FSI.
6.2.3.3 1D-3D-1D
The most significant advantages of using geometrically multiscale models are the ease of applicability and
computing speed. The pursuit for this type of models started with the goal of having a versatile modeling
framework, where a 3D representation of a specific organ inside a global reduced order arterial network is possible.
For instance, abdominal aortic aneurysm can be modeled in 3D and then replace segment 17 in the 1D model of
the main 55 arteries (see 6.11).
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Fig. 6.11. – Global network of 55 vessels coupled with a 3D model of an abdominal aneurysm.
To this end the final test is designed with the following settings (see figure 6.12).
Fig. 6.12. – Designing a 1D-3D-1D model of a simple cylinder, with account for tissue elasticity.
As seen in figure 6.12, a tissue support is imposed to mimic the realistic BC for the 3D segment and to constraint
its large deformation. The model stiffness is set to 0.01 N/(mm3) [253]. As prior sections, this model was set
with similar input BCs, meaning a half sin velocity wave as a function of time at inlet and non reflective BC at the
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outlet. Figure 6.13, shows the velocity profiles between 1D-3D-1D model and a fully 1D and a fully 3D model.
Velocity and pressure waveforms at 1D-3D and 3D-1D interfaces are presented in figure 6.14.
Fig. 6.13. – Velocity at the middle of the geometry.A comparison between fully 3D, fully 1D and 1D-3D-1D model
of an elastic cylinder.
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Fig. 6.14. – Velocity and Pressure waveforms plotted at the first and second geometrically multiscale interfaces.
It can be seen that the pressure signals are very consistent and flow at the interface show a 26% drop between
1D and 3D sides. This might be a result of area deformation which is practically kept free in the imposed interface
condition. It is suggested that with additional iterations between 3D-1D at each time step, relaxation of cross
sectional area or velocity this issue could be alleviated (as shown by others[67], [124], [254], [255]). Fine tuning of
the tissue model can also lead to retrieving more consistent velocity signals.
It should be noted that this was the first work investigating a connection of an in-house FSI algorithm with ANSYS
3D FSI code. The intention here is to introduce this coupling as a add-on that can be used by researchers with
3D modeling softwares such as ANSYS in combination to our in-house 1D code CardioFAN. 3D segmentation
of MRI pictures have been widely used recently in generating patient-specific geometries of the aneurysm and
other cardiovascular diseases [65]. After 3D segmentation, extracted MRI models can be paired with the current
coupling methodology to quickly solve a computational model of a patient-specific aneurysm without knowing the
exact BCs. Another example is the living heart project [66] that can be easily connected with our open source
code CardioFAN by using this coupling method. Lastly, 1D-3D-1D code coupling can be further exercised with 3D
models of stented arteries and arterial bifurcation sites.
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7Noninvasive PTT-Based Central BP and
Cardiac Output Measurement Using
Reduced-Order Models - Part1: Formulation
and Preliminary Testing
7.1 Introduction
In this chapter, a method for calculating numerical pulse transit time (PTT) from the reduced-order model of the
human arterial network is presented and applied to existing data sets in the literature to inversely reconstruct
proximal blood pressure (BP) and Flow waveforms. PTT can be accurately predicted in a reduced-order numerical
model of the cardiovascular system by accounting for the hyperelasticity and nonlinear pulsatile blood flow through
large arteries [105], [252]. It is closely related to the blood pressure (BP) and stroke volume and thus correctly
formulating the numerical PTT to match a clinical value, enables extracting patient-specific information for clinical
diagnostics and predicting central waveforms, see chapter 4. The validated in-house open source code, CardioFAN
(See chapter 5, and [252], [256]), is utilized for this study. The advantage of this platform is its monotonicity
preserving capability when dealing with nonlinear flow and pressure wave propagation in arterial system. This
combined with a reduced-order nonlinear elastic vessel wall formulation allows for accurate prediction of PTT, and
thereby the proximal/central waveforms.
First of all the methodology is explained and simple examples are presented to show the effect of nonlinear wall
model, monotoniicity preserving scheme and correct numerical PTT formulation on obtaining a better match with
clinically measured PTT and BP data. Snapshots of the algorithm or its logical framework are also included. The
next test involves using direct simulation and measurement data from an MRI based study [173] to demonstrate
the possibility for inversely deriving BP and stroke volume.
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7.2 Obtaining Numerical PTT
PTT is the time required for the pressure waveform to travel between proximal and distal sites of the arterial tree.
The pulse pressure waveform results from the ejection of blood from the left ventricle and moves with a velocity
greater than the blood itself. PTT serves as an indirect marker of the aortic compliance, stiffness, blood pressure
and the stroke volume. To quantify PTT we consider the following quasi-1D mathematical formulation representing































characteristic variables can be found using the method of Riemann invariants. As previously described in section
5.2.2.2, To quantify PWV we are using the physiological hyperelastic constitutive model for the arterial tissue by
YC Fung. The following constitutive equation is derived in chapter 5:
P = 2ρc2mkη e




By substituting derived formula for p = p(η) into the solution for PWV , we obtain the generalized pulse wave
velocity expression for the FSI model for a hyperelastic arterial tissue








PTT can be calculated for each segment and the entire arterial tree, using the slope of a characteristic line,
corresponding to the forward propagating wave at each segment
dx
dt
= PWV (x, t) (7.5)
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PWVk (xn, t (xn))
(7.6)
Where, t(x) is the time required for the forward propagating wave, starting at the 1st arterial site to reach the
downstream arterial site with the coordinate x; Nv – total number of vessels on the path from the proximal to the
distal sites of the arterial tree; Nk – number of elements at the kth vessel; PWVk – pulse wave velocity for the kth
vessel.
Assuming the properties of the arteries along the PTT calculation path are known, this formulation report PTT as
a function of the time in one cardiac cycle when PTT calculation was initiated. This will be further explained in
section 7.2.1.
7.2.1 Reference Points to Calculate PTT
In order to track the pulse wave and calculate PTT, the starting point in time and space for the integral 7.6, needs
to be defined. Experimental PTT is usually measured using the ECG/BCG and peripheral PPG signal (see
section 4.2), depending on the available data. Gaddum et al. [235] studied the PTT measurement methods
when flow waveform data from MRI is available at a proximal and a distal arterial site. They concluded that the
foot to foot (F2F) method, measuring the delay between wave feet at early systole, provides the best accuracy
and repeatability. As they describe, "The foot is defined as the intersection of a horizontal projection through a
seven-point mean at the local minimum, and a projection through the local averaged maximum gradient during
systole". Figure 7.1 is describing F2F definition.
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Fig. 7.1. – Foot to foot method for evaluating PTT using flow waveforms at two arterial sites. Bottom figure
reproduced from [235].
This technique was adapted for numerical PTT calculation, as shown in equation 7.6. The foot of the flow waveform
at the proximal site of PTT calculation was pinpointed using the intersection of the horizontal projection of the local
minimum of the flow waveform and averaged maximum gradient during systolic up-slope (marking the onset of
PTT calculation). PTT was then calculated with the pulse tracking algorithm presented, up to the distal site of PTT
measurement, marking the PTT value. Figure 5.4 from chapter 5 is plotted here for a second time to demonstrate
how PTT start time and PTT value as a function of start time are related in one cardiac cycle.
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Fig. 7.2. – PTT as a function of the calculation start time. The time during the 2nd cardiac cycle is shown in the
x axis (top figure). The flow waveform corresponding to the same time scale is presented (bottom
figure). The crossing of the maximum derivative of the flow waveform systolic rise and the extended
horizontal line from diastolic flow, is the start time of PTT calculation from foot to foot method, as
shown by Alastruey et al. PTT calculation pathway is from ascending aorta (Asc Aorta, vessel 2) to
the abdominal aorta (Desc Aorta, vessel 19).
The advantage of this technique is that instead of calculating an averaged PWV and PTT value, the variations
in the time of pulse propagation at each element of each segment is being considered during PTT calculation.
Therefore, flow and vessel wall nonlinearities can affect the PTT compared to linear elastic vessel wall models.
An example is shown in the next section.
7.3 Numerical PTT Evaluation
Following the formulation of numerical PTT, this section is dedicated to the preliminary tests designed to evaluate
the potential of this method.
7.3.1 PTT in a Cylinder with Linear and Nonlinear Elasticity
In the first example a hollow cylinder representing an arterial segment is generated with a hypothetical length of
10m, averaged speed of wave propagation Cmk = 6.17m/s, ρ = 1050kg/m3, radius r0 = 0.01m, µ = 4e−3Pa.s,
and with N = 40 elements. Generic flow waveform [104], is introduced at the inlet, with maximum amplitudes
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ranging from 0 to 350mL/s and the PTTcalc was extracted for each flow rate. Figure 7.3 illustrates the change
in PTT as a function of the stroke volume (SV) and the respective elasticity model used (linear or nonlinear
models).
Fig. 7.3. – PTT as a function of stroke volume. Red dots represent the PTT-SV in a linear elastic model, while
Green dots represent the curved PTT-SV for hyperelastic wall model.
SV is shown to nonlinearly affecting PTT value, when hyperelastic vessel wall model is used. This result is in
agreement with previous studies [105].
7.3.2 Inverse Reconstruction of Known Central Pressure and Stroke
Volume
In chapter 5, the capability of the presented in-house code, CardioFAN [257], is shown when dealing with blood
pressure and flow measurement compared to clinically measured values. Validation was previously aimed at
establishing the prediction accuracy of the code when input data is available from the clinical measurements. For
instance, when validating against in vivo data from the human aorta, section 5.3.3.3, the numerical model was
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designed using information of blood vessel properties, inlet flow rate and a calibrated outlet pressure. On the
contrary, the aim here is to use only the vessel wall properties and outlet BC, in combination with the measured
PTT value from [173], and reconstruct the SV at the inlet. After inversely restoring the inlet BC, blood pressure,
arterial distensibility and flow waveforms at different sites can also be validated.
The numerical experiment is designed as follows:
1. Arterial segment lengths and elastic modulus is defined using MRI data. Resistance and compliances at
the outlets are defined using pressure measurement at the Carotid artery, as specified by Alastruey et al..
2. A generic form of inlet flow waveform [104] is used with a varying amplitude, to avoid the bias of using the
same flow signal provided by [173].
Fig. 7.4. – Generic inlet flow waveforms with varying amplitudes. Stroke volume as the area under the flow signal.
3. Numerical simulations with varying inlet flow values were run to numerically match the reported experimental
PTT. At the matching PTT point stroke volume, Carotid BP and flow at the common carotid artery and the
ascending aorta, were calculated.
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The patient-specific geometry of the aorta is recreated in CardioFAN, and the PTT is measured between segments
2 and 19, see figure 7.6. Solving a generalized solution for an inverse problem blind to the input BCs and by
matching the numerical PTT with the clinically measured value, BP waveform and SV are reported, figure 7.5.
The results are in good agreement with the values reported in direct measurements [173] and demonstrate that
an inverse solution can be used for extracting the central BP and flow. It should be noted that the SV was not
reported by Alastruey et al. and was manually digitized and integrated from the flow waveform at the aortic root,
the calculated value is shown on the figure 7.5.
Fig. 7.5. – PTT as a function of stroke volume =, where PTT is matched with clinically measured value of 63 ms.
Numerical stroke volume is reported and compared against the clinicaly measured value.
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Fig. 7.6. – PTT measured between vessels 2 and 19 (a). Example of tracked waveforms (b). Pressure and flow
waveforms, Red lines represent the generic outlet BC, while Blue line represent the direct simulation
with known outlet pressure. Reconstructed waveforms (top right) and direct simulation waveforms
(bottom right) are plotted (C).
Reported stroke volume, 97.5mL, and the calculated, 98mL, are in good agreement. In addition, BP waveform
at the common carotid artery is matching the BP from applanation tonometry [173], and resembles the values
obtained with direct simulations (see section 5.3.3.3). Flow waveform also has a similar shape and amplitude as
the direct simulation results. These preliminary results suggest the potential application of the introduced method
for reconstruction of central BP and SV. This will be further investigated in the next chapters.
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8Noninvasive PTT-Based Central BP and
Cardiac Output Measurement - Part 2:
Human Subject Calibration
8.1 Introduction
Novel pulse wave velocity (PWV) and pulse transit time (PTT) calculation algorithm added to the CardioFAN is
evaluated in chapters 5 and 7. It was shown that in a well-controlled scenario, such as when the vessel length and
compliance are known and we have information on outlet BP for a human aorta, the PTT-based blood pressure
(BP) and stroke volume can be reconstructed within a good agreement with the gold standard measurements.
One of the limiting factors, however, is that this method needs to be accessible, meaning it should work even with
more broadly available calibration and validation techniques rather than magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
applanation tonometry. If the aim is for this technique to be used for patient-specific applications in the future, it is
imperative to test it against raw data measured from real patients, where measurement uncertainties should also
be addressed. In this chapter the calibration procedure for such algorithm are discussed.
8.2 Clinical Model Validation and Prediction of BP and Stroke
Volume
In order to test the developed PTT-based BP and SV monitoring technique in a clinical setting, a test procedure is
proposed. As shown in figure 8.1, the pathways that will be considered both in computational model and clinical
tests is as follows:
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1. Subject_Y: A subsystem of systemic arterial tree starts at the ascending aorta, comprising brachiocephalic,
subclavian, axillary, brachial, and the outlet segments being radial, ulnar, aortic arch and common carotid
arteries. Together they create the pathway from heart to right arm’s wrist. Similar to the outlet BCs shown
in section 7.3.2, Windkessel BCs are imposed as the outlet boundary conditions at the truncated aorta,
carotid, ulnar and radial arteries. For ulnar and radial arteries an alternative technique is to use blood
pressure waveform when wrist BP measurements are available (see figure 8.1). Calibration of the BCs and
the arterial segment properties are discussed in this chapter under model personalization section 8.3.
Fig. 8.1. – Schematics of the right arm’s main arteries used for indirect measurements of cardiovascular parame-
ters
2. Subject_K: A subsystem of systemic arterial tree starts at the ascending aorta, comprising aortic arch, artery,
left subclavian, axillary, brachial arteries, and the outlets are radial, ulnar, left common carotid, thoracic
aorta and brachiocephalic arteries. These arteries relate to the path from the heart to left hand’s wrist 8.2.
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Fig. 8.2. – Schematics of the Left arm’smain arteries used for indirect measurements of cardiovascular parameters.
The detailed left arm arteries picture on the left is reproduced from [258].
Assuming successful personalization of properties for the human subject, an inlet BC, which is usually a flow
waveform in one heartbeat is restored. The direct problem evaluating distributions of pressure, flow and lumen
cross-sectional area waveforms can then be solved in a few seconds using our reduced quasi-1D fluid-structure
interaction (FSI) model, CardioFAN (Cardiovascular Flow ANalysis).
The objective here is to solve the inverse problem, where the SV, aortic BP, flow, should be identified. For this
goal, the first step is to calibrate the arterial properties and outlet BCs. After the calibration is completed the
measured peripheral BP and PTT from heart to wrist will act as control input values, to detect proximal signals.
Eventually, the measured and calculated PTT and BPs are equated
PTT calc(CO, properties) = PTTmeasured
BPperiphery,calc = BPperiphery,meas
(8.1)
and governing PDEs are solved with respect to a variable SV. By plotting the numerical PTT and wrist BP against
the SV and equating with the measured PTT and wrist BP, patient-specific proximal BP and SV can be deduced
(as shown hypothetically in figure 8.3).
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Fig. 8.3. – Measured and calculated PTT as a function of SV.
Now the problem comes down to, acquiring PTT and peripheral BP, and how to calibrate the vessel wall properties,
arterial geometry and outlet BCs.
8.3 Patient-Specific Vessel Wall Properties and Windkessel
Coefficients
Patient-specific models require a robust method to fit an algorithm to a specific person. Here, a strategy for
calibrating the reduced-order model, CardioFAN is explained. Figure 8.4 displays the process for the proposed
cardiovascular parameter evaluation framework based on peripheral measurements and a reduced modeling.
The personalized anatomical and mechanical properties of the arterial system are identified, and a calibration
procedure is employed iteratively to identify the winkessel BC parameters. Eventually, the calibrated model is
used to predict SV, BP, flow and distensibility of all vessels along the path.
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Fig. 8.4. – General calibration and validation procedure flowchart for the computational model
: The detailed description of these steps are presented in the following sections.
8.3.1 Geometry and Mechanical Properties Calibration
Calibration starts at the aorta. Systolic and diastolic diameters of aorta are measured as a function of time using
doppler ultrasound imaging, while the blood pressure is recorded simultaneously at the upper arm. Hyperelastic
properties of the vessel wall, represented by two constants derived from Y.C. Fung’s exponential constitutive
model [25] (as described in section 5.2.2.3 and repeated here 8.2), a - hyperelasticity coefficient, E - tangential
modulus at zero stress level used in CMK and η - circumferential strain, need to be identified. Fung’s hyperelastic
model 8.2, with the extracted systolic and diastolic aortic diameters from ultrasound images and BPs from upper
arm cuff measurements, relates arterial distensibility to BP. Systolic and diastolic BPs are measured using BIOPAC
sphygmomanometer on upper arm in both sitting and supine condition. To add more variation, they have also
been measured in normal and stressed heart rates. This information is then used to calibrate the hyperelastic
constitutive equation parameter, a. Systolic, diastolic and zero stress aortic diameters are found, and the tangential
elasticity modulus E is calibrated for the test subject.
In order to have multiple data points, the patient is required to repeat a second session of ultrasound measurement
in physical stress condition, or 75% of their maximum heart Rate (HR). Maximum heart rate (MHR) is calculated
as shown in 8.2:
P = 2ρc2mkη e
aη2 ; c2mk =
Eh
2ρr
; 220− age = MHR (8.2)
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8.3.1.1 Ultrasound Imaging and Analysis
Ultrasound measurements are conducted on the author. Chest ultrasound at the ascending aorta and arm BP are
recorded by medical doctors at the echocardiology lab in the Strong Memorial Hospital, University of Rochester.
M-mode echo [259], which provides a 1D window, is used to obtain the changes in diameter of the ascending aorta
as a function of time for several heart beats. M-mode echocardiography is derived from an M line superimposed
on a cross sectional image, in this case the ascending aorta. The M-mode trace shows time as 2nd dimension.
This technique enables accurate measurements of the intervals in cardiac cycle, and has excellent temporal
resolution of moving structures combined with precise measurement of thickness and cavity size.
As mentioned earlier, measurements are conducted in normal and physical stress conditions. An example of the
ultrasound image of the aorta is shown in figure 8.5. This was recorded when subject was sitting and had normal
HR.
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Fig. 8.5. – Doppler ultrasound of the ascending aorta in normal heart rate and sitting upright condition. Courtesy
of Karl Q. Schwarz, MD.
The cavity observed in the m-mode is a time envelope of the movements in a single cross-section on the ascending
aorta. It also synchronizes the deformations with the ECG signal, thereby a clear beat to beat response can be
measured. It can be seen that there are 6 beats and thereby each pixel represents 0.14084507 mm distance in
this image. Traditionally, the maximum and minimum diameters in a single heart beat were measured based on
the experience of medical doctors in pinpointing the correct points from the m-mode image. Here, however, an
image analysis algorithm, is developed to detect the continuous diameter deformation as a function of time by
counting only the image pixels inside the lumen area.
The developed algorithm takes the m-mode picture and executes the following procedure:
1. Crops it to only include the deforming aorta.
2. Puts artificial noise to the image (salt and pepper noise).
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3. Blurs the image.
4. Intensifies the contrast and make it a binary black and white picture by putting a certain contrast threshold,
above which the pixel is counted as white.
5. Counts columns of pixel between the two white stripes, representing the arterial lumen.
6. Smoothens the graphs, using a "sgolayfilt" filter in MATLAB.
7. Plots the diameter as a function of time in multiple cardiac cycles for each image.
The detected diameters are shown as colored stripes, as can be seen in figure 8.6.
Fig. 8.6. – Diameter detection from processed ultrasound image.
Finally the diameter as a function of time is plotted in figure 8.7 for normal HR and sitting condition.
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Fig. 8.7. – Lumen diameter as a function of time.
Lumen thickness can also be measured using this technique. In post stress condition, however, the diameters
extracted using this technique become very noisy. This is due to the variable HR and the tendency of heart to
bring the HR back to normal while the ultrasound measurements is still in process.
To resolve this, ensemble averaging technique is utilized on the ultrasound image over several heartbeats. This
is done by, superimposing the pixel information related to variations at each heartbeat on top of each other to
generate an ensemble image of a single heartbeat (see figure 8.8)
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Fig. 8.8. – Ensemble averaged image after physical stress and in supine condition. Courtesy of Karl Q. Schwarz,
MD.
Finally, the pixels will be counted and diameter change in a single heartbeat is recorded.
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Fig. 8.9. – Diameter extraction from ensemble averaged picture of lumen.
In supine condition, 2 normal and two stressed (75% of max HR) ultrasound images are taken. same process is
repeated in sitting condition. Meanwhile, cuff BP is also recorded. The raw data collected is stored in a github
repository. For inquiries about this please contact the author 1.
In table 8.1 a summary of the data analysis results are presented.
The diameters reported in table 8.1 are the averaged values over the number of heartbeats at each image and
for each recording session. For instance, the systolic diameter in normal supine condition, is a result of two
doppler ultrasound images, where each contain data for 6 heartbeats. BP values are also averaged between
the recordings, while there were 3 BP measurements for each recording. For instance, normal supine condition
consists of two repetitions, where each repetition has three BP recordings, resulting to the BP data reported in
row 1, columns 4 and 5.
1Contact Yashar Seyed Vahedein with your full name, affiliated institution and email address to receive a link to the raw data
in Github Repository: yashar.seyed.vahedein@rit.edu
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Tab. 8.1. – Systolic and diastolic diameter and pressure recordings for normal and physical stressed conditions.
The data is reported for both supine and sitting positions.
HR condition & Position Sys/Dia Diameter(mm) Sys/Dia Pressure(mmHg)
Normal Supine 26.65 24.63 127.0 66.0
Stressed Supine 27.86 23.24 154.0 71.5
Normal Sitting 26.45 23.77 126.5 72.5
Stressed Sitting 27.42 24.75 144.5 74.5
This data is plotted in figure 8.10. An exponential function similar to the Fung’s hyperelastic tissue model is fitted
to the data from both the supine and sitting positions. Using the fit and equation 8.2, the parameters, a, D0, η
and E are calibrated for the authors body.
Fig. 8.10. – Shows pressure over diameter plots in sitting and supine condition, their exponential fits and calibrated





circumferential strain, and E - is the tangential elasticity modulus.
This concludes the calibration of the ascending aorta diameter and properties.
8.3.1.2 Extending the Geometry to Desired Arterial Path
Murray’s physiological principle of minimum work [92], presents relationship between the radii of arteries imme-
diately upstream from a branch point (parent artery), and immediately downstream (daughter arteries). In its
simplest form the relationship termed Murray’s law states that the radius of the parent artery cubed is equal to the
sum of radii of daughter arteries cubed. Murray’s original analysis was intended to determine the vessel radius
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that required minimum expenditure of energy by the organism to function properly. Larger vessels need lower
energy in pumping blood because the pressure drop in the vessels reduces with increasing diameter according
to the Hagen-Poiseuille equation. However, larger vessels increase the overall volume of blood in the system.
Minimizing the total energy, the following relationship between parent vessel diameter DP and the ith daughter’s
diameter Dd,i was obtained in a form D3P =
∑
D3d,i. If cross sectional area is divided into n branches of equal
size, the following relationship for the daughter vessels can be used Dd = DP / 3
√
n. The power "3” in Murray’s law
is very general. It has been debated by others [93], that for arterial bifurcation this number can be found based on
parent diameter and is between 1 to 3.
After finding the aortic diameter from Doppler ultrasound, a branching law similar to Zamir’s arterial network
generation coefficients [93] is used to calculate diameters of the arteries branching out from the aorta up to the
wrist. Further refinement was done using the information provided in a detailed model of the human arterial
system, titled ”ADAN", which is developed by Blanco et al. [82]. This model is used to deduce the proportions for
diameters and lengths in the geometry of right and left arm arteries in a 168 cm tall human male (subject_Y) and
a 164 cm tall female (subject_K), respectively. For subject_K, since the ultrasound imaging was not available, an
additional scaling correction, with a 30% reduction of diameters based on [260], was also applied after the height
adjustments to the diameters.
8.3.2 Windkessel Parameter Calibration and Properties Tuning
Identifying three element windkessel parameters is essential for designing a patient-specific model (Figure 8.1).
These conditions are responsible for the redistribution of the flow and pressure between bifurcated branches



















During calibration stage upper arm BP (using commercial sphygmograph), wrist BP (using wrist sphygmograph),
fingertip PPG, PTT from heart to wrist, and stroke volume (using BCG/ECG and PPG signals) are recorded. While
the SV and wrist BP serve as inlet and terminal boundary conditions, respectively, the PTT and upper arm BP are
used in the following minimization function to estimate the optimal values of resistance and compliances along
























→ get RTotal, Compliance, a, CMK
(8.4)
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Where m is the total number of measurements. The normalized errors give unified weights to each of the terms in
8.4. The combination of CMK , a, R, and C giving the lowest error is selected.
8.3.2.1 Measuring ECG, BCG, and PPG with an Accessible Device
The FIT seat [261], is used to measure the ECG, BCG, PPG signals. This smart toilet seat, located in Borkholder’s
Lab at Rochester Institute of Technology, can capture the cardiac signals ECG/BCG/PPG as well as measure SV
and PTT values while sitting in normal upright position.
Fig. 8.11. – The toilet seat–based cardiovascular monitoring system can measure the electrocardiogram (ECG),
photoplethysmogram (PPG), and the ballistocardiogram (BCG). Images reproduced from [22].
as described in chapter 4, electrocardiography (ECG) is a measure of the electrical activity of the heart at each
cardiac cycle [166]. Ballistocardiography (BCG) is a measure of the recoil forces of the body in response to the
blood ejection from the heart and blood movement through the vasculature at each cardiac cycle [167], [168].
Photoplethysmogram (PPG) is an optical measure of local blood volume variations [169]. A PPG is often obtained
by using a pulse oximeter which illuminates the skin and measures changes in light absorption.
The seat is capable of measuring the SV with an accuracy comparable to the echocardiogram (echo) [22]. It is
using BCG and foot of the PPG signals to measure PTT. The measurement technique is described in the patents
of the FIT seat [261].
Since the PTT from heart to hand was the desired measurement path, the sensors on FIT seat were used in a
specific manner. This is discussed in the next sections.
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8.3.2.2 Measuring Stroke Volume, PTT and Peripheral BP
The experiment was conducted in multiple recording sessions during one month. The intention was to capture
day to day cardiovascular variability. Each recording session was comprised of 4-6 recordings on the FIT seat,
where each recording takes 60 to 120 seconds.
Since the interest was in capturing the heart to wrist PTT, SV, wrist BP and upper arm BP, the recordings were
carried out in a few iterations per session:
1. Record ECG and BCG: Subject is asked to sit upright to capture BCG and ECG. This allows the toilet seat
to report the stroke volume.
2. Capturing PTT: Sitting upright, but with a 45 degree angle rotation toward left, to make PPG sensor
available. The patient is asked to put their finger on PPG sensor on the seat. In the meantime, the seat is
recording patient’s BCG and ECG.
3. Record arm BP while sitting: in upright sitting pose, arm cuff BP monitoring device (BIOPAC systems
inc.) is connected to the upper arm of the subject, they are then asked to put their finger on PPG sensor,
while their arm BP is recorded 2 times. BCG and ECG are also recorded.
4. Record wrist BP while sitting: same as previous item, however, this time with wrist BP monitor (The
Omron 7 Series Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor (BP652N)). BP is measured once at the heart level and 2
more times when the patient’s finger is on PPG. The goal is to measure and correct the difference in BP
and PTT due to the effect of gravity and the patient potentially leaning forward from upright sitting position.
The BP and PTT correction procedure will be explained in the next chapter, section 9.2.
5. Repeat steps 1-4 for in post-exercise condition (HR = 75%max(HR)).
Schematics of these steps are shown in figure 8.12.
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Fig. 8.12. – Arterial pathway of interest and the measurement steps and conditions to obtain ECG, BCG, PPG,
PTT and SV.
For subject_Y (Male, 30 years old, right hand), 7 sessions of normal and stressed condition values of SV, PTT,
wrist BP and Arm BP are collected, from which 4 sets are used for calibrating RTotal, Compliance, a, CMK . For
subject_K (Female, 24 years old, left hand), data for a total of 5 sessions were successfully recorded, from which
3 are used for calibration. It should be noted that the recorded data for subject_K demonstrated larger variations
compared to subject_Y.
8.3.2.3 Calibration of 1D Code with the Measured Data
The recorded and analyzed data, in section 8.3.1, is used to define patient-specific geometry and segment
properties for the numerical model in CardioFAN. Arterial segment lengths, vessel wall properties, such as
tangential elasticity modulus and Fung’s hyperelastic tissue coefficient in the numerical model can now be
defined.
After prescribing the geometric and arterial properties into the numerical model, the next step is to use SV and
wrist BP obtained from the seat to close the terminal BCs of the 1D model. Table 8.2 shows 4 sets of SV, HR, BP
and PTT data for subject_Y (Male 30) and 3 sets for subject_K (Female 24), used for calibration.
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Tab. 8.2. – For subject_Y, four of the recorded data sets are selected for calibration. These are the data sets with
minimum, maximum and mid-points of PTT. For subject_K three sets of data sets are selected. This
table reports the SV: stroke volume, HR: heart rate, BP: blood pressure at the wrist and arm for each
of these PTTs. Data for Subjects Y and K corresponds to right and left arm recordings, respectively.
DATA SET PTT (ms) SV (mL) HR(beats/min)
WristBP (mmHg) ArmBP (mmHg)
SYS DIA SYS DIA
SubY_MIN 0.1385 61.86 81 139 82 135 80
SubY_MID1 0.1511 60.35 87 139 88 133 80
SubY_MID2 0.1523 69.07 91 141 84 136 77
SubY_MAX 0.1790 56.03 77 138 84 133 82
SubK_MIN 0.1743 40.32 87 89 49 101.0 64
SubK_MID 0.1776 37.75 73 107 49 103.5 64
SubK_MAX 0.1957 38.54 90 94 52 99.0 65
The PTT is corrected to account for effect of gravity. The correction procedure is explained in chapter 9. To make
the calibration faster a first guess for resistance and compliance at the outlet is provided using the approximation
technique used by Xiao et al. [67]. The resulting resistance and compliance values are used as a first guess
and calibration is carried out by tuning multipliers to these initial values; These initial values are found using the
following equations:
Pm = Pdia +
1
3















The geometry of the calibrated networks are shown in figure 8.13 for both test subjects. Table 8.3 shows the
properties for each of the heart to right arm arteries for subject_Y. Doppler ultrasound data for subject_K was not
available, therefore, thus the geometrical properties were estimated based on the correlation between arterial
diameter and sex/age as published in [262].
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Fig. 8.13. – Arterial pathway of interest drawn automatically in CardioFAN. Inlets and outlets are highlighted.
Upper image corresponds to the right and lower image to the left arm arteries.
Tab. 8.3. – Arterial segment names and properties.




1-Ascending Aorta 55.00 11.25 11.00 4.69 Flow(t) 135
2-Brachiocephalic 47.40 6.16 6.73 4.69 - -
3-Subclavian 56.90 4.89 2.30 4.69 - -
4-Axillary 120.00 2.30 2.08 4.69 - -
5-Brachial 223.00 2.08 1.83 4.69 - -
6-Ulnar 270.00 1.41 0.70 4.69 - RT /(1.4%)
7-Radial 300.20 1.40 0.75 4.69 - RT /(1.0%)
8-Aortic Arch 54.00 11.00 10.50 4.69 - RT /(84.7%)
9-Common Carotid 81.25 3.32 4.47 4.69 - RT /(13%)
Based on the Murray’s law of minimum work, the contribution of each outlet to the total resistance can be
related to the amount of flow to each outlet branch. This will result to the following distribution of total resistance
between outlets: ulnar : RT /(1.4%), radial : RT /(1.0%), aorta : RT /(84.7%), carotid : RT /(13%) for subject_Y
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and ulnar : RT /(1.4%), radial : RT /(1.0%), RBrachiocephalic : RT /(1.0%), aorta : RT /(69.1%), Lcarotid :
RT /(5.2%). Since the upstream vessels are healthy the total resistance is mostly attributed to the terminal
branches. Similar percentages are applied to the total compliance values. This assumption might not be valid
when there are upstream occlusions. In that scenario a more time-consuming terminal resistance calibration with
a wider range of initial guess tuning will be required.
Calibration Algorithm: The calibration of RTotal, Compliance, a, CMK is carried out by minimizing the equation
8.4 with recorded arm BP and PTT data. This algorithm solves the PDEs nearly 5000 times with different values
of RTotal, Compliance, a, CMK . The total time for a full calibration is nearly 1 day and a calibration with good initial
guesses takes approximately 8 hours. The algorithm is designed such that it can bypass and report errors during
calibration. This optimization algorithm is attached to CardioFAN and while it is not open source, it is stored in a
private github repository. for inquiries about this please contact the author 2.
Final steps of the calibration are carried out as follows:
1. For each of the 4 data sets, the diastolic BP at the wrist is imposed at the outlet.
2. Flow waveform amplitude is tuned for each calibration data set in such a way that with the given the HR, it
would generate a SV equal to the experimentally recorded SV.
3. The systolic and diastolic value at each data set is used for calibration.
4. The PTT at each data set is used for calibration.
5. Each parameters of interest are varied iteratively amounting to 3000-4000 calibration iterations, for each
calibration data set.
6. calibrated values of desired parameters are the following for subject_Y: averagedCMK = 4.69m/s, a = 4.00,
Rmultiplier = 1.40, Cmultiplier = 3.00. For subject_K they are: averagedCMK = 2.82m/s, a = 0.33,
Rmultiplier = 1.00, Cmultiplier = 0.67.
2Contact Yashar Seyed Vahedein with your full name, affiliated institution and email address to request a link to the calibration
algorithm and raw PPG/PTT/SV/ECG/BCG data stored in a Github Repository: yashar.seyed.vahedein@rit.edu
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In the next chapter a more detailed analysis of the gravity related corrections to the calibration data is presented.
In addition, success of the inverse reconstruction method is evaluated by presenting the results of its validation
against the recordings from the FIT seat and upper arm cuff BP monitor.
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9Noninvasive PTT-Based Central BP and
Cardiac Output Measurement - Part 3:
Validation with Human Subject Data
9.1 Introduction
Chapter 5 was dedicated to the development and validation of a robust reduced-order modeling framework for
blood flow and pulse wave propagation in the human arteries. In chapter 6, some of the applications of this
framework were discussed, which led to chapter 7 describing its application in numerically calculating the pulse
transit time and proximal signals. It was shown that CardioFAN is capable of inversely reconstructing the flow
and pressure waveforms in proximal locations in an environment were the blood vessel properties and boundary
conditions are known, i.e. a well-controlled manufactured scenario. In chapter 8, an accessible calibration
methodology (summarized in figure 9.1) is introduced to make CardioFAN a patient-specific platform measuring
cardiac output along with central and peripheral blood flow/pressure signals.
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Fig. 9.1. – Summarizing the calibration sessions performed to make CardioFAN patient-specific.
In this chapter, first we look at the calibrated data from PTT and BP calibration session with FIT seat and describe
the literature-based modifications needed in order to account for gravity and body posture. The extra recordings
for validation purposes are demonstrated, and the proposed method of inversely reconstructing these recordings
using the calibrated CardioFAN is explained. BP, PTT and cardiac output results from both the clinical experiment
and numerical work are plotted against each other and the accuracy of proximal waveform prediction is investigated.
Implementation of this algorithm into other wearable devices with ECG,BCG and PPG sensors, as well as its
clinical implications and current limitations are explained.
9.2 Data Acquisition and Effect of Gravity on PTT and BP
BP and PTT changes as a function of height are reported by Thomas et al. [263] as well as Liu et al. [264].
Liu et al. investigated the effect of limb height on PTT and BP. with continuous measurements, they showed
high correlation between PTT, BP and height. They measured PTT as the time interval from the peak of the
ECG R-wave to upstroke of PPG signal in the same cardiac cycle. BP was measured on the patient’s wrist and
arm using Omron HEM-907 and National EW280, respectively. The patient was asked to change the location of
their limb for each recording session. Increased(decreased) PTT and decreased (increased) radial BP with the
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rising(falling) height were observed during the hand elevation process. This study provided insight on the PTT
variation when limb position is at different elevations with respect to the heart. In a 2016 study by Thomas et al., a
watch-shaped device is used to measure ECG and PPG, and thus PTT. They also provide BP and PTT data on
the wrist as a function of wrist elevation relative to the heart. A model is also proposed to predict this relationship.
Both of these studies also refer to a pioneering work by Poon et al. [183], where they show the consistent effect of
the hydrostatic component on PTT.
As described in chapter 8, the second calibration experiment is conducted in a sitting position, and therefore,
knowing the implications of hydrostatic effect is important for the work presented here. The reported PTT is
for a subject that was asked to sit upright while their finger was on the PPG sensor, located on the seat close
to their thighs. In this scenario the blood pressure (BP) at the wrist will be elevated due to it’s lower elevation
compared to heart. This difference in BP from its original value without the effect of gravity can be approximated
by Pelevation = ρgh [264]. The data reported by aforementioned literature were used to form a correlation between
elevation and change in PTT. Mean arterial pressure (MAP) and PTT data is taken from [263] for different elevations
of the wrist and translated into pressure and PTT variations. These variations are plotted against each other in
figure 9.2 showing a nearly linear correlation.
Fig. 9.2. – Change in PTT as a function of hydrostatic pressure variations Pelevation = ρgh.
In the calibration procedure presented in this work, the wrist BP at the heart and seat levels are both recorded,
thus heart and seat level MAP can also be calculated; when subtracted, they produced BP variation as a function
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of height, ∆BP = MAP seatlevel −MAPheartlevel. The PTT variation can be captured by using the linear fit
equation shown in figure 9.2. This results in a correction to each of the original PTT values recorded by FIT seat,
to negate the effect of height difference. Original PTT, wrist and arm BP, SV, HR and corrected values of PTT for
FIT seat-based calibration and extra data acquisition are shown in table 9.1.
Tab. 9.1. – Recorded data during human subject tests with FIT seat. Here PTT refers to pulse transit time, HC -
height correction, SV - stroke volume, HR - heart rate,W - wrist, A - arm,MAP - mean arm pressure,
MWP - mean wrist pressure.
Test ID PTT (ms) PTTHC(ms) SV (mL) HR( bmin)
W BP (mmHg) A BP (mmHg)
SYS DIA MWP SYS DIA MAP
Y_EL_9 0.1262 0.1477 59.1615 103 145 85 105 137 77 97
Y_RE_9 0.1340 0.1498 52.6121 99 141 91 108 134 79 97
Y_EL_10 0.1245 0.1385 61.8648 81 139 82 101 135 80 98
Y_Re_11 0.1419 0.1620 56.2727 73 135 81 99 133 78 96
Y_EL_13 0.1402 0.1523 69.0719 91 141 84 103 136 77 97
Y_Re_13 0.1433 0.1591 58.1251 86 136 79 98 133 79 97
Y_Re_14 0.1415 0.1511 60.3555 87 139 88 105 133 80 98
Y_EL_14 0.1440 0.1649 58.9557 80 138 83 101 131 82 98
Y_Re_15 0.1630 0.1790 56.0348 77 138 84 102 133 82 99
K_EL_1 0.1470 0.1743 40.3204 87 89 49 62 101 64 76
K_RE_1 0.1520 0.1760 37.1607 77 102 60 74 105 73 84
K_RE_2 0.1490 0.1776 37.7510 74 107 49 68 103 64 77
K_EL_2 0.1610 0.1850 39.5915 92 96 58 71 106 69 81
K_RE_3 0.1660 0.1957 38.5447 91 94 52 66 99 65 76
The data used for second calibration procedure was previously shown in table 8.2, and can be seen among the
raw data obtained, table 9.1. Apart from the data points used for calibration, the rest will be used only to evaluate
inverse reconstruction accuracy. Here, arm BP(proximal) and cardiac output (SV ×HR) are used for validating
the results, while wrist BP (peripheral) and PTT are used as inputs to the calibrated model.
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9.2.1 Experimental BP, PTT and CO Recordings
Relationship between the PTT and BP values are commonly demonstrated as a direct relationship described in
linear, inversely linear or logarithmic forms, as demonstrated in section 4.3. In this experiment, however, it can be
seen that at some data points equal BP values exist while PTT varies (Figure 9.3). This cannot be explained with
the previous direct relationships between PTT and BP.
Fig. 9.3. – Measured cardiac output, systolic/diastolic/mean arm and wrist BP, each as a function of PTTmeasured.
As can be seen in figure 9.3, two very different PTTs can exist for the same value of arm BP (i.e. the validated
pressure). For instance, Mean BP of approximately 97 mmHg is measured for both PTT = 0.15 s and PTT =
0.159 s. Looking at the cardiac output for the same PTTs, this difference can be attributed to the cardiac output
differences (5182 mL/min for PTT = 0.15 s and 4969 mL/min for PTT = 0.159 s). These results suggest that
PTT and BP relationship are more nonlinear than previously predicted. This agrees with previous findings of
[184] and [192]. In addition to cardiac output the presented calibration and analysis technique accounts for total
terminal resistance and compliance.
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9.3 Inverse Reconstruction of Numerical BP, PTT, CO
The two-step calibration procedure (sections 8.3.1 and 8.3.2) provides a personalized CardioFAN algorithm. The
calibrated vessel wall properties, average speed of pulse propagation CMK , and the windkessel parameters, are
all imposed inside the inverse reconstruction technique as known input parameters. Therefore, the only value that
is not fully known is cardiac output to close the model. Eventually, cardiac output as well as proximal BP values,
such as BP measured with the arm cuff BP monitor, are the parameters that we seek to compare against clinically
measured values.
9.3.1 Considerations
SV, HR and Cardiac Output: The method used here is very similar to section 7.3. A generic flow profile is used
at the inlet of the calibrated model, which corresponds to a specific SV and the cardiac cycle length (i.e. HR).
Changing the magnitude and period of this generic profile, the numerical cardiac output can be controlled. During
the calibration, the period and magnitude of the flow profile were kept fixed to specify a known cardiac output.
However, for inverse problem, they are used as variable parameters to give us a range of solutions. In other
words, using the flow waveform specified for the calibration as a reference, the flow waveform magnitude and
cycle period are changed 20-30% above and below the reference point to encapsulate the range of available
cardiac output recordings [265].
Auto Regulation: In human body, an acute increase in arterial BP causes immediate rise in blood flow, however,
the blood flow returns almost to the normal level in less than a minute, even in instances that the BP remains
elevated. This automatic control for flow forcing it towards the normal state is called auto-regulation [24]. This
mechanism is triggered by various reasons, such as intrinsic myogenic tone, endothelial cell signaling and neuro-
humoral control [266], which result to changing the microvascular resistance by vasodilation or vasoconstriction
mechanisms, thus regulating the overall blood flow. The test protocol for this study, appendix C, requires the
subject to stay seated more than a minute in order to have accurate reading of their SV and PTT, surely triggering
the auto-regulation effects. Although windkessel parameters are previously calibrated for the test subjects of
this work, auto-regulation can amount to changes post exercise or in normal day by day changes in aortic BP
and stroke volume; all depending on the physical, emotional and mental state of the subjects [267]. The inverse
solution procedures requires the change in terminal BP according to the obtained wrist cuff BP monitor record-
ings. Therefore, the calibrated model is also run with variations in minimum to maximum diastolic terminal BPs
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(79 − 91mmHg). A second variation may also be introduced on the calibrated value of total resistance at the
outlet; changing it ±20% in order to capture auto-regulation effects.
Exact Terminal Boundary at the Wrist: Two methods of assigning boundary conditions at the wrist are used in
this study. Method WK, uses Windkessel resistance and compliance parameters at the ulnar and radial artery at
the wrist. Method Pout, fits a wrist BP waveform picked from [14] to the recorded systolic/diastolic values of BP
with a similar HR. These can be viewed in figure 9.4.
Fig. 9.4. – Terminal boundary conditions for heart to wrist geometry, showing WK and Pout methods.
These two methods each come with benefits and limitations. Method WK is more universal and can be applied to
inverse problem cases where other parameters rather than peripheral BP are known. It can also take into account
the auto-regulation effects at the wrist. In contrast, while not being universal, exact systolic/diastolic BP waveform
at the wrist closes terminal BCs at the wrist without the need for resistance and compliance calibration, and thus it
is faster.
9.4 Results and Discussion
Result of solving PDEs with the varying inlet and outlet BCs is a pool of data points associated to the test subject.
These data points represent subject’s carotid, wrist, arm and aortic BP in addition to the cardiac output and PTT
from heart to wrist. This data consist of stressed (elevated HR) and normal condition signals for the heart to wrist
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network of arteries. This pool of data points are presented as 2D plots over the calculated PTT for subject_Y
(figure 9.5).
Fig. 9.5. – Numerically calculated Systolic/diastolic BP at the wrist (a,b), arm (c,d) and cardiac output (e) each as
a function of PTT measured. Stars inside the red square refer to selected data points at the periphery
(wrist) during the scanning method, and the stars in Systolic/Diastolic BP and cardiac output refer to
the corresponding numerically predicted points based on peripheral (wrist) PTT and BP data.
As previously mentioned, the wrist BP and heart to wrist PTT will be treated as control parameters in order to find
the correct proximal BP or cardiac outputs among the pool of numerical results. All the numerical data points are
stored in a .mat format. A scanning MATLAB algorithm is written that can go through all the numerical data points
and identify/interpolate the numerical PTT and wrist BP values closest to the measured data,the starred points
inside the red region in figure 9.5b. It can then report the corresponding arm BP and cardiac output along with an
estimation error, starred points in figure 9.5c,d,e. The algorithm is part of the extended inverse reconstruction
add-on for CardioFAN, which is not available in open-source format at the moment.
9.4.1 Compare Predicted SV, and Arm BP with Measured Values
Figures 9.6 and 9.7 shows the BP and cardiac output predictions as a function of different recording sessions,
for Lax-Wendroff based and TVD-based CardioFAN. Each is associated with a unique PTT and HR. Using the
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aforementioned scanning algorithm, predicted parameters are compared with the corresponding measured values
and individual errors as well as the mean prediction errors are reported as a table underneath the figures.
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Fig. 9.6. – Cardiac output and upper arm (systolic/diastolic) blood pressure. Inversely reconstructed values
(dotted blue line) against experimental measurements (solid orange line). Table demonstrates data
associated with each session and the individual and average prediction errors.EL: elevated HR, RE:
resting HR, CO: cardiac output.
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Fig. 9.7. – Cardiac output and upper arm (systolic/diastolic) blood pressure. Inversely reconstructed values
(dotted blue line) obtained using TVD version of CardioFAN, against experimental measurements
(solid orange line). Table demonstrates data associated with each session and improved prediction
error using TVD CardioFAN. EL: elevated HR, RE: resting HR, CO: cardiac output.
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The error bars indicate the range of experimental data obtained at each of the recording sessions and the
cirled markers indicate the averaged values. Root mean squared deviations for the inversely reconstructed data,
using both the Lax-Wendroff(LW) and TVD versions of CardioFAN, show very good agreement with the clinical
measurements. This agreements exists in terms of both the individual recordings as well as capturing the trend of
changes. As can be seen in figure 9.7, the prediction errors are lower in TVD version compared to LW. Average
errors are as low as 0.33% and 3.56% for systolic and diastolic BP at the upper arm and 4.70% for the predicted
cardiac output.
Systolic BPs are captured very accurately with errors of less than 1 mmHg. This is a very important outcome of
this work as in many of the works aiming to predict central pressure from peripheral BP, transfer functions are
usually used to match systolic BP [268]. This might be due to lower variation in diastolic blood pressure compared
to systolic pressure as we move from heart toward the wrist. Therefore, this work is a very important step forward
in the direction of having a noninvasive peripheral (close to the heart) BP measurement, showing the potential of
deterministic reduced-order FSI models of cardiovascular system.
Although in acceptable prediction range of < 5 mmHg difference, as mentioned in AHA and UC Berkeley study of
BP measurements at the arm and wrist [269], [270] and IEEE, ANSI, BHS and ESH-IP standards as shown by
[153], [271], there is more room for improvement in prediction of diastolic BP. For instance the difference between
the value recorded in session 9 of resting condition for subject Y is 3 mmHg higher than the maximum measured
diastolic BP. In session 13 with resting HR, the blood pressure is under-predicted by 4 mmHg. These errors might
be attributed to the wrist and arm cuff BP variations. The number of consecutive BP measurements can increase
the confidence interval of the experimentally measured diastolic BPs. Discrepancies has the potential to be further
alleviated by more rigorous calibration and testing sessions, to pinpoint the root cause.
Another important outcome is the cardiac output results. The predicted values show strong correlation with
experimental measurements, with the worst error being 9.55% in recording session 13th-elevated HR. However,
if the range of the measured data is considered the prediction is still in less than <5% error compared to the
minimum value measured. Since the data recording session takes more than 60 seconds in the current calibration
technique, the cardiac output and BP values during elevated HR are usually prone to larger errors; becauese this
gives the subject’s body enough time to bring down the elevated HR and BP while measurement is still in process.
The stroke volume and HR values can also be extracted from the cardiac output, especially since each simulation
takes into account these factors to calculate cardiac output.
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For the second subject, the data was obtained for the pathway from heart to left hand, as shown in 9.8. Ultrasound
measurement was not obtained for subject 2, therefore the blood vessel diameter and arterial properties were
scaled using [260], [272] and the body height and weight of the second subject. Other properties such as Fung
parameter and terminal resistance and compliances were all calibrated using 3 data sets from FIT seat recording
sessions. It should be noted that the uncertainty in peripheral and proximal measurements were higher in this
case compared to the first subject (see figure 9.9). Although the results were expected to have lower accuracy,
specifically due to the lower reproduciblity of the PTT data for subject_K and lack of ultrasound imaging data, they
are still in an acceptable range, especially the BP is predicted very accurately (average errors of 2.29% and 5.6%
respectively). Except one point in systolic and one in diastolic BPs that undergo larger errors (>6%). Cardiac
output predictions show an average error of 12.12%. Showing a large error again at point K_RE_2. These results
can be improved by obtaining more data points for second subject. Especially, large error bars for experimental
recordings reduce the confidence on the exact location of a physiologically valid averaged BP or cardiac output.
The most important point intended with this experiment is to show that even with limited data for calibration
this technique can provide users with acceptable accuracy with results mostly falling in the acceptable range
of prediction. Results are assembled in a day by day plot similar to subject_Y. Figure 9.9 also includes a table
representing the errors associated with the systolic and diastolic BP as well as cardiac output measurements.
Fig. 9.8. – The pathway from heart to radial and ulnar artery at the wrist wrist, including supra aortic and terminal
artery leading to abdominal aorta.
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Fig. 9.9. – Cardiac output and upper arm (systolic/diastolic) blood pressure. Inversely reconstructed values (dotted
dark blue lines) obtained using TVD version of CardioFAN, against experimental measurements (solid
dark red lines). Table demonstrates data associated with each session and prediction error for
subject_K. EL: elevated HR, RE: resting HR, CO: cardiac output.
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9.4.2 Prediction of Proximal/Central BP
A common noninvasive way of measuring central BP is by using peripheral BPs such as wrist or arm BP (with
applanation tonometry or cuff BP monitors) and using statistically derived transfer functions to deduce central BP
[273]. As the systolic BP has two components, the early and late systolic BP, central BP determination might not
be accurate and transfer function for each individual might be different. Since catheter or applanation tonometry
measurements were not available, here a transfer function cannot be used to estimate central BP from measured
wrist or arm BP cuff monitor values. Numerical BP waveform at the ascending aorta can only be compared
qualitatively by looking at the shape of the ascending aorta diameter variation as a function of time. Therefore,
in figure 9.10 the central diameter variation reported by CardioFAN is compared against the shape of diameter
changes in one cardiac cycle, measured by doppler ultrasound (analysis shown in chapter 8). Normalized and
absolute values are compared at the ascending aorta, showing very promising results.
Fig. 9.10. – Comparison of the central aortic diameter variation from doppler ultrasound and numerically recon-
structed signal.
Another comparison is made between the shape and phase difference between the waveforms captured at the
ascending aorta (aortic root), upper arm (brachial) and wrist (radial). As can be seen in figure 9.11, CardioFAN can
reconstruct the shape of the waveforms along the desired measurement path at different arterial sites. Here, since
the experiental shape of the waveforms were not available, only the systolic and diastolic values are shown on the
figure. However, the shape of the waveforms are in good qualitative agreement with the expected waveforms at
the proximal and peripheral locations, as previously shown by McEniery et al. [36].
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Fig. 9.11. – Blood flow (left) and pressure (right) at the ascending aorta, brachial artery and radial artery. The
experimentally measured values are from measurement session Y _EL_13, showing well-matched
stroke volume, systolic/diastolic BP for PTT= 152.3 ms. experimental measurements are specified
with underlined terms.
While this needs further confirmation, these efforts act as a preliminary qualitative comparison based on the
direct relationship between arterial blood pressure and diameter as described by tube law and other constitutive
equations for blood vessel deformation. Having applanation tonometry data at the carotid artery or radial artery, it
would be possible to use a transfer function between radial and central BP waveforms [268]. BP measured using
a catheter still remains the gold standard in order to evaluate the accuracy of this work in predicting central BP.
9.4.3 Clinical Implications
The success of this initial test as well as previous case shown in chapter 7 has important clinical implications.
This can allow doctors to have an accurate initial insight on the BP and cardiac output before sending the patient
to surgical room to get a catheter-based measurement. This algorithm has the potential to be paired with smart
devices measuring vital signals such as BCG/ECG/PPG peripherally to provide accurate readings for BP and
cardiac output for the patients. In addition to systolic and diastolic values, this technique is capable of generating
the shape of patient’s blood pressure and flow waveforms. Therefore, it will be able to detect unusual changes in
the patient’s pressure pulse and cardiac output along the measurement path, signaling risk of atrial fibliration,
hypertention, stenosis or arterial aneurysm.
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On the other hand this study can introduce a new deterministic method for the efforts involving noninvasive
prediction of central blood pressure using wrist or arm oscillometric cuff BP monitoring devices. Therefore, the
previously faced issues with the treatment of uncertainties in pressure wave variations and wave reflections
when using transfer function or moving average peripheral signal analysis techniques [268] might potentially be
eliminated.
9.4.4 Implementation Suggestions
To the knowledge of author, this is the first time that a reduced-order model with hyperelastic vessel wall properties
is directly coupled to clinical peripheral measurements to noninvasively obtain information on the proximal values
of blood pressure and flow during the cardiac cycle. Clear implementation and data acquisition procedures are
presented in this work. Ease of implementation makes this algorithm appealing for wearable devices or peripheral
BP detectors, in order to improve proximal blood pressure and cardiac output measurement capabilities.
Suggested list of sensors required in devices that intend to use this algorithm are as follows:
1. Combination 1: BCG sensor, and PPG sensor, to provide cardiac output, HR, and PTT.
2. Combination 2: ECG sensor and PPG sensor to capture PTT and HR. In addition a cuff BP monitor at a
peripheral site.
3. Combination 3: Two PPG sensors for PTT and a cuff BP monitor at a peripheral site.
4. Combination 4: ECG/PPG/BCG sensor combined with a peripheral BP monitor, allowing the algorithm to
generate more accurate prediction of proximal BP, since cardiac output can be calculated from ECG and
BCG data.
9.5 Limitations
The current study is looking at the arm cuff blood pressure as the proximal BP value predicted. It would be
interesting, however to have gold standard measurements of central BP to evaluate the accuracy of this technique
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in predicting central signals. In addition to systolic and diastolic values, the shape of the pressure waveforms
consisting of systolic rise, dicrotic notch and diastolic decay can be evaluated when continuous BP measurement
is available. For instance, BP at the common carotid artery can be measured continuously with applanation
tonometry and evaluated against predicted carotid BP waveform. Currently the only indication of BP waveform is
the variations in aortic diameter as a function of time in one cardiac cycle (figure 9.10).
For a more robust validation, the peripheral BP and PTT as well as the proximal BP should be captured syn-
chronously. For the current phase of this work, this technology was not accessible.
Tests were performed on healthy patients only in normal and stressed conditions. Patient self-assesment claimed
no indication of cardiovascular problems, and it was confirmed that patient Y has healthy blood flow with the
ultrasound imaging of the aorta. However, it is interesting to observe how this algorithm performs when using
data captured from both healthy and unhealthy subjects.
The variations are only studied here for 2 subjects. Uncertainties might increase when calibrating and analyzing
the data from multiple subjects. It would be interesting to do an stochastic analysis and come up with sensitivity
and specificity of the technique for a larger number of test subjects. On the other hand the sensitivity of the
algorithm and limits of its application during the increase and decreasing of the heart rate is an interesting study
for the future.
Due to the amount of blood flow and vessel structure related information carried by a propagating arterial pulse, PTT
and PWV are now widely being treated as a surrogate for BP [274]. This work introduces a robust cardiovascular
signal prediction and analysis tool that can utilize the existing PTT measurement technology in smart devices, to
noninvasively provide a more comprehensive analysis of the arterial BP and cardiac output close to the heart in
addition to capturing the BP and flow in peripheral sites.
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10Conclusions and Future Recommendations
10.1 Conclusions
This work was dedicated to developing a novel reduced-order fluid-structure interaction (FSI) numerical algorithm
for modeling human arterial network to enable noninvasive diagnostics and monitoring of cardiovascular health.
The model is designed such that it can be applied both for direct and inverse modeling of cardiovascular scenarios.
When the root and terminal boundary conditions (BCs) are known and the prediction of a certain parameter, such
as blood pressure (BP), pulse transit time (PTT) or flow waveform at an arterial site is sought, the simulation is
solved directly. However, when the root conditions, such as BP or cardiac output are unknown, developed code is
capable of reconstructing these variables based on the measured peripheral vitals and blood vessel properties.
This is a hybrid approach, combining noninvasive measurements and numerical modeling to improve prediction
accuracy.
10.1.1 Reduced-Order FSI Model Built for Patient-Specific Diagnosis
A rigorous literature review is conducted highlighting the prior art for in silico models of cardiovascular system,
pinpointing the missing links that prevents them from becoming patient-specific and capable of inverse reconstruc-
tion of properties. Second part of the background work, focuses on pulse transit time and its connection to blood
pressure measurement and cardiovascular diagnostics in general. It highlights the gap between reduced-order
hemodynamics models and recent PTT-based noninvasive blood pressure measurement techniques, identifying
the need for a hybrid approach for measuring proximal BP and cardiac output. Therefore the first step is consid-
ered to be developing a robust reduced order model with local nonlinear pulse wave velocity (PWV) calculation
capabilities.
Governing equations are derived using Hamiltonian principle to obtain a unique solution and easy multiscale
coupling capabilities for the developed quasi-1D code, CardioFAN (Cardiovascular Flow ANalysis), making it
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readily available for coupling with local 3D and 0D (lumped parameter) models. Such versatility broadens the
usage of this code to studying aneurysms, stenosis, aortic arch and other local phenomena experiencing 3D
effects (such as wall shear stress or recirculation).
On the other hand, total variational diminishing (TVD) Lax-Wendroff scheme makes CardioFAN a monotonicity
preserving numerical code, meaning it does not experience artificial oscillations in second-order PDE approxima-
tions. This holds true in case of arterial network simulations containing natural discontinuity in properties, such
as stented artery or sudden change in geometrical shape. Visco-hyperelasticity of the systemic arteries is the
last piece in the chain, allowing CardioFAN to capture physiologically nonlinear range of arterial wall distensibility
(compliance). This feature builds the foundation for correct prediction of PWV or its surrogate PTT, which are
considered important biomarkers for patient-specific diagnosis of cardiovascular abnormalities. calculated PTT
and peripheral BP are later used for noninvasive measurement of proximal BP and cardiac output.
CardioFAN is verified with manufactured solutions and three validation tests are conducted against numerical, in
vitro and in vivo experiments on three popular arterial network geometries in the literature. The vessel geometry and
properties are prescribed in CardioFAN. Results are improved compared to previous cardiovascular hemodynamics
simulators. A new method for calculating the numerical PTT is also introduced. When used in conjunction with
experimental PTT to correct the speed of pulse propagation in arteries, validation results are improved an average
of 1.5% in prediction of the clinically measured blood flow, lumen cross-sectional area and BP. The corresponding
average errors of prediction are now smaller than 5.2%, 2.8% and 1.6%, respectively.
10.1.2 Novel Calibration and Inverse Reconstruction of Central Signals
Second part of this dissertation is dedicated to the development of a two-step calibration procedure for nonlinear
properties of the blood vessel and terminal BCs, as well as evaluating the capability of CardioFAN for inverse
reconstruction of proximal/central BP and cardiac output. Preliminary evaluation is conducted by inversely
reconstructing stroke volume and carotid BP in a human aorta, where complete measurement of BP waveform,
blood vessel properties, diameters and flow waveforms were available from literature. It is shown that by matching
numerical and measured PTT, it is possible to predict stroke volume and carotid BP waveform with a 0.5% and
7.1% accuracy, respectively.
This technique was then tested against a human subject for an arterial pathway from heart to wrist. To calibrate
aortic diameter and vessel wall properties, the Doppler ultrasound imaging and upper arm cuff BP are measured
in normal and post-exercise conditions. Running an optimization code on this data combined with Murray’s law to
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find proportional diameters of the downstream bifurcated arterial network enabled the calculation of parameters
for Fung’s anisothropic blood vessel wall model. Second calibration was conducted on terminal BC parameters,
resistance and compliance. They are extracted after subject’s PTT, wrist and arm BPs, HR, and stroke volume (SV)
are measured using the sensors on an in-home smart care device, called FIT seat, in normal and post-exercise
conditions. This resulted in 15 recordings among two subjects, where 3-4 used for terminal boundary parameter
optimization, and the rest are used for validation of proximal BP and cardiac output reconstruction.
By matching numerical wrist BP and heart to wrist PTT with experimentally measured values, the proximal BP
and cardiac output are inversely restored. The results show a good agreement between the reconstructed and
measured values of upper arm BP and cardiac output. For a human subject that went through both calibration
procedures, the prediction accuracy for the upper arm BP is 0.33% for systolic and 3.56% for diastolic BP, while
cardiac output shows a 4.7%. The accuracy is reduced for the second subject, where no ultrasound calibration
was available, by nearly 2% for BP and 7% for cardiac output. This work lays the foundation for predicting central
BP and cardiac output, by using peripheral BP and PTT readings captured from smart sensors, readily available
in modern wearables and smart in-home healthcare devices. This can revolutionize the wearable and smart
device based health monitoring by providing a continuous and accurate in-home proximal/distal arterial BP, flow
and cardiac output measurements instead of current invasive and uncomfortable methods that are only available
based on the physician’s request. By alerting patient’s physician of sudden changes, an in-home monitoring
algorithm such as the presented work, can help with early detection of hypertension, and changes in cardiac
output, caused by heart failure, stenosis or other cardiovascular disorders.
10.2 Future Recommendations
The future directions are divided to three separate efforts: alternative or more accessible calibration techniques;
running tests on larger pool of subjects and validating against data obtained from gold standard measurement
methods; integration into wearables/smart devices.
10.2.1 Overcoming Calibration Technique Limitations
With the advent of wearable technology, such as earbuds capable of measuring BCG/ECG/PPG/HR and thus PTT
signals [20], CardioFAN can potentially get integrated into these wearables to provide continuous BP and cardiac
output measurements. PTT measurement technique used here was based on BCG and PPG signals, while many
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others are using ECG and PPG or two PPG signals for measuring PTT. Depending on the ease of access, cost
and accuracy, alternative sensors can be utilized to obtain the experimental PTT. CardioFAN can be tested in
conjunction with these PTT measurement techniques to evaluate its accuracy based on the available sensors.
One of the limitations of the current calibration setup is obtaining robust PTT and BP recordings in post-stress
conditions. This was due to having post-exercise recording times of more than 60 seconds in the sitting position,
giving subject’s body enough time to trigger parasympathetic nervous system and regulate the high heart rate.
With an alternative calibration setup, such as taking measurements while on a bicycle, or increasing HR by organic
stimuli such as caffeine, this limitation can be alleviated. However, new noise cancellation strategy might be
needed for excess recording noise as a result of high body movement and breathing during exercise.
Replacing wrist pressure cuffs with applanation tonometry device can give a continuous BP signal at the periphery.
Currently, in the first inverse reconstruction method (assigning wrist BP directly), the systolic and end diastolic
pressures are scaled and fitted by a generic wrist BP waveform. Since it is not the exact waveform it can result
in non-physiological waves reflecting back from terminal boundary at the wrist. The second wrist BC method
introduced here, used calibrated windkessel models at the periphery. Applanation tonometry gives a clear picture
of diastolic decay in pressure at the wrist, therefore making it easier to find windkessel outlet pressure and
resistances. Therefore, for either method, applanation tonometry can enhance the calibration and even the
validation efforts.
It is shown here that posture significantly affects PTT and BP, due to the effect of gravity. Although this was treated
by assuming PTT and BP correction as a function of height, measurements in supine position can give the most
accurate depiction of CardioFAN’s accuracy. For future calibration efforts using CardioFAN it is proposed to use
ECG and PPG signals to obtain PTT from a subject in supine position, both before and after exercise. In addition,
due to scarcity of research on the effect of posture on central BP and peripheral PTT, it is suggested that the same
ECG-PPG technique be used while the bench underneath the laying patient is tilted up or downward, changing
the direction of gravity effect.
Lastly, identifying subjects with cardiovascular disorders and calibrating CardioFAN for them is another interesting
direction. This can potentially help the patients to track the progress of their cardiovascular disorder by monitoring
vital signals.
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10.2.2 Subject Testing
So far BP monitoring technique is tested on 2 subjects. The next step in testing this algorithm is to start a second
pilot study by recruiting more than 21 patients, to obtain a robust statistical confidence interval for the results.
Institute review board (IRB) approval will be required for human subject testing. PTT measurement technique
on the other hand, might affect the accuracy of the final results. For the proof of concept study involving more
patients, gold standard PTT calculation and BP measurement methods are suggested to ensure external errors
are not affecting the BP and cardiac output predictions. Central BP measurements, however, might be difficult
to obtain without the catheter insertion or during angiography. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) data can
also give a better picture of the flow distributions across the arterial network of interest, both for calibration and
validation purposes. Another interesting addition to make calibration of vessel diameters and wall properties more
accessible is by using the new portable ultrasound technology, which can be attached to a handheld smartphone
[275].
10.2.3 Integration into Smart/Wearable Devices
To implement the inverse reconstruction capabilities of CardioFAN into wearable devices, will require programming
the sensors and interface between current algorithm and existing firmware of those devices. In addition, big data
handling techniques for storing and tracking variation of parameters and finding trends are needed to help use it
as a continuous monitoring algorithm. In addition, by changing PTT based calibration method this code can be
adapted to work with various combinations of inputs coming from a wearable device (e.g. ECG, BCG, PPG, BP
and SV etc.).
10.3 Final Remarks
This work is demonstrating the first steps toward development and introduction of a data assimilation approach
to blood pressure, blood flow and cardiac output measurement. The novel open-source algorithm, CardioFAN,
its patient-specific calibration and coupling capabilities, and high accuracy in capturing numerical PTT, BP and
blood flow distributions in arbitrary arterial networks, makes it an easy to implement health-monitoring algorithm
for in-home and wearable smart devices. While the current limitations and the suggested solutions are clearly
stated, the preliminary results demonstrate strong potential for revolutionizing the proximal flow and pressure
signal prediction using the presented approach.
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AAppendix A: Verification of TVD Algorithm
and Comparison with Lax-Wendroff
A.1 Test 1: Sin Shape Waveform with Undershoot
Schematic of a large and symmetric bifurcated structure with a single parent vessel and two daughter vessels
are presented in Figure A.1. A single pulse with an undershoot is introduced at X = 0.21 m along the axis of
the parent vessel (vessel 1). Using the TVD scheme, the propagation of the forward moving wave subject is
simulated throughout vessels 1, 2 and 3. Outlets 2 and 3 are assigned with a no-reflection boundary conditions to
prevent wave reflections. The complete physical time simulated was t = 0.0312 s. Results presented in Fig. 1-3
correspond to the following input data: density ρ=0.25 kgm3 , Moens-Korteweg speed of propagation CMK = 2
m
s ,
















Fig. A.1. – Schematics of the bifurcated vessels and the pulse wave propagation at each vessel captured by TVD
scheme.
As shown in this figure, the pressure and velocity waveform keep their shape and magnitude propagating down
from vessel 1 and passing daughter vessels 2 and 3. Figure A.2 illustrates comparison of results obtained by
TVD scheme with ones predicted by the Lax-Wendroff (LW) and Beam-Warming (BW) methods. Both LW and BW
schemes are the finite volume methods with second-order of accuracy in time and space. As shown in figure
A.2, LW and BW both efficiently approximate the wave in the continuous regions; however they show spurious
numerical oscillations at the onset and after the wave undershoot, respectively. The latter indicates that LW and
BW schemes are essentially dispersive schemes. In contrast, TVD method preserves the shape of the waveform
in both continuous and discontinuous regions of the pulse wave.
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Fig. A.2. – From left to right and top to bottom: comparison of TVD; Beam-Warming; and Lax-Wendroff numerical
methods in capturing the pressure and velocity sin wave (with undershoot) propagation in Vessel 1
(t = 0.0312 s).
In addition the same behavior is observed in the daughter vessels, where TVD showing better performance in
maintaining the shape of the waveform (Figure A.3).
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Fig. A.3. – From left to right and top to bottom: Comparison of TVD; Beam-Warming; and Lax-Wendroff numerical
methods in capturing the pressure and velocity sin wave (with undershoot) propagation in Vessels 2
and 3 (t = 0.0312 s).
In the zoomed-in pictures at each figure, the oscillations (dispersion) in BW and LW compared to TVD method
can be seen more clearly.
A.1.1 Test 2: Rectangular Pulse Waveform at Parent Vessel
A rectangular pulse in the middle of the parent vessel is introduced (figure A.4). The following properties are held
the same as in previous section: ρ=0.25 kgm3 and CMK = 2
m
s . The step size is 0.02 m and it starts at X = 0.21 m.
We compare the results of TVD scheme with Lax-Wendroff (L-W) and Beam-Warming (B-W) methods. Since the
difference between the right and left side of the discontinuity is more severe, the dispersion effect manifests itself
more clearly for B-W and L-W methods. As expected TVD scheme does not show any sign of dispersive effect
and remains monotone. Any topological and material related alterations can cause dispersion in the circulatory
system. Therefore, it is important to capture the shape of a moving pressure/velocity waveform without the loss in
magnitude or monotonicity.
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Fig. A.4. – From left to right and top to bottom: Comparison of TVD; Beam-Warming; and Lax-Wendroff numerical
methods in capturing the pressure and velocity rectangular wave propagation in Vessels 1, 2 and 3
(t = 0.0312 s).
The oscillatory behavior (in L-W and B-W) is amplifying as the pulse moves forward. In a circulatory system with
variable vessel wall and compliance, these oscillations can lead to major errors in local predictions of pressure
and velocity of the blood.
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A.2 Test 2: Break-Down Problem
Numerical solution of the break-down problem (or as it is commonly called Riemann problem) for the acoustics















The solution was initialized with piece-wise constant initial pressure and velocity data (shown by the black line
in Figures 14a and b). P and V values at the boundary were set to their constant initial values. The model
runtime was set to stop before the wave front reach the boundaries. The same values of ρ = 0.25 kgm3 , c = 2
m
s ,
Courant number CFL = 0.5 and cell count of N= 100 was used for both schemes. Discontinuity resolved by
the TVD method, practically reproduces the exact solution (Figure 14a), whereas discontinuity simulated by
the Lax-Wendroff method gives rise to artificial oscillations (Figure 14b). The Lax-Wendroff method is clearly
dispersive, and does not perform well around discontinuities.
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Fig. A.5. – TVD (top)versus LW method (bottom) in capturing introduced discontinuity, showing evolution of
discontinuity.
A.3 Test 3: sin Wave Introduced in the Middle of the Parent
Vessel at a Bifurcation
Lastly, the effectiveness of TVD scheme in preserving the shape of a propagating wave is evaluated by introducing
a single sin shape wave in the middle of the parent vessel. Figure 15 shows the propagation of this wave in a TVD
based scheme compared to the Lax-Wendroff method. The flow properties similar are, ρ=0.25 kgm3 , Cmk = 2
m
s ,
CFL = 0.25 are used for both cases.
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Fig. A.6. – Propagation of a sin pressure wave, starting from x = 0.21 m in the parent vessel. Lax-Wendroff
based approximation (a), TVD based approximation (b)
It can be seen that small oscillations exist in the left side of the sin wave in case of the Lax-Wendroff approximation.
These oscillations (dispersion) increases as the sin wave propagates forward. More testing cases demonstrating
the advantage of TVD method are presented in [210].
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BAppendix B: Effect of Viscoelasticity on the
Model of 37 Main Arteries
Changes to the Lax-Wendroff Algorithm for Viscoelastic Properties:
Viscoelastic properties are imposed to CardioFAN Viscoelastic solver using the measurements presented in
Alastruey et al. [79], in which they experimentally measure the wall viscoelastic parameter Γ. Note that the
definition for Γ used here is based on viscoelastic equations presented in chapter 5 and is slightly different than
[79]. In figure B.1, two sets of pressure waveform results along the aorta are compared; dotted lines are from
in-house quasi 1D nonlinear model for a viscoelastic case, and thicker and thinner solid lines relate to values
from measurements and elastic simulation, respectively. As hypothesized by Matthys et al., we can see that the
viscoelastic case has smoother results and thus closer to the experimentally measured pressures. CardioFan is
capable of accounting for viscoelasticity as source terms of or inside the flux terms of the conservation equations.
However, the results shown here are related to viscoelasticity applied as a source term. This technique changes
the Lax-Wendroff formulation as follows:
For the nth node of a stencil
Q̇n = fn − [F (Q)]
′







where we have denoted FQ = ∂F∂Q ; fn,k =
∂fn
∂Qk
, k = n−1, n, n+1.We now consider the Taylor series expansion
truncated at the second order to yield solution at the following time level













where the superscript and subscript show the following and the current time levels, relating to the specified node
number. The first order time derivatives in B.2 are replaced with the space coordinate differentiation according to
the first equation B.1.
All simulation runs are assuming tapered cross sections for the arteries, and a 2666 kPa external pressure. The
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H
Fig. B.1. – Pressure and Flow waveforms at the ”Left Renal" artery (#24), for viscoelastic, elastic and experimental
models. Elastic solution results and experimental measurements are reproduced from [79]
solution is for 10 cycles, and until a periodic solution is achieved. The difference between elastic and source-term
based viscoelastic prediction is less than 0.5%.
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CAppendix C: Experimental Measurement
Protocol
C.1 Purpose of the Numerical Study
Demonstrate the accuracy of the procedure deriving the following cardiovascular markers: stroke volume (SV),
cardiac output (CO), aortic blood pressure (BP), distensibility and compliance of aorta, - from peripheral pulse
waveforms.
C.1.1 Clinical Measurements Needed for the Numerical Code Calibration
Measurements
A two-step calibration procedure required, which includes personalization of the regional mechanical properties
(session 1), and personalization of the Windkessel parameters in the outlet boundary conditions (sessions 2-5)
at the truncated aorta and supra aortic branches. We have both activity and resting condition measurements in
session 1, which is not required to be replicated at session 2. Therefore, sessions 2-5 can be conducted with the
seating normal BP of the person coming in to the lab for the measurements at different days for 1 week.
C.2 Clinical Validation of the Numerical Code
The same set of measurements relating to the FIT seat and cuff BP monitors, as shown in sessions 2-6, are
required for validation. Therefore, at each of the sessions 2-6, an extra replicate set of measurements will be
recorded to be used after completion of the tests for the validation of the predicted BP and SV as a function of
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PTT. Data recorded in sessions 5 and 6 will be only used for validation, calibration in sessions 5 and 6 will be
retained for reference only not to be used to calibrate the model.
C.2.1 Session 1:
Geometric measurements. Collecting data to calibrate the mechanical properties.
Two sets of required recordings are specified below relating to the basic level of BP at rest condition (Condition 1)
and an alternate BP condition as a result of a physical exercise: push-ups, sit-ups, cycling, etc., or drugs intake
(Condition 2).
The systolic expansion and diastolic contraction diameters needs to be recorded using the doppler ultrasound at the
same time as the upper arm BP recordings (leading to 2 systolic and 2 diastolic diameters). These measurements
allow us to calibrate the nonlinear elastic constants for Fung’s constitutive model by assuming a simple cylinder
for the aorta and matching the measured and predicted diameters.
For condition 1 the following steps to record data are required:
1. Place the cuff on subject’s bare left upper arm 1 inch above the bend of their elbow.
2. Instruct the subject to lay down in supine position as required for the doppler ultrasound.
3. Systolic and diastolic BPs will be recorded using the upper arm cuff BP monitor.
4. Aortic diameters during systolic expansion and diastolic contraction, at the same time as the BP measure-
ments of previous bullet point, will be recorded using doppler ultrasound.
The subject should be asked to do one of the following activities, until they reach to 75% of their maximum Heart
Rate (HR), to elevate the blood pressure: push-ups, sit-ups, cycling, etc., or drugs intake. For condition 2 the
following steps to record data are required, immediately after reaching the desired HR:
1. Place the cuff on subject’s bare left upper arm 1 inch above the bend of their elbow.
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2. Instruct the subject to lay down in supine position as required for the doppler ultrasound.
3. Systolic and diastolic BPs will be recorded using the upper arm cuff BP monitor.
4. Aortic diameters during systolic expansion and diastolic contraction, at the same time as the BP measure-
ments of previous bullet point, will be recorded using doppler ultrasound.
C.2.2 Session 2:
Initial anatomical measurements,calibrating the windkessel constants and gathering validation data. Following
Question will be asked from the subject prior to the start of the measurements.
1. Do you have a known medical condition or cardiovascular disease?
Following measurements are needed to be done just for the session 2:
1. Measure the distance (length) from upper arm, 1 inch above the inside bend of the elbow, to the wrist, 1/2
inch above the bottom of the palm, using a tape measure.
2. Measure the distance (length) from wrist, 1/2 inch above the bottom of the palm, to the tip of the index finger,
using tape measure.
3. Measure the distance (length) from Upper arm, 1 inch above the bend of the elbow, to the approximate
location of the heart, middle of the chest bone, using tape measure.
Calibrating the Windkessel constants. At the truncated aorta and supra aortic branches the windkessel boundary
conditions are defined to control distribution of flow and total pressure between the analyzed and truncated
branches; This requires a new set of calibration measurements. These measurements will be conducted with
the FIT seat and using upper arm and wrist BP cuff monitors. All the following measurements are needed for
both calibration and validation. PTT will be calculated based on BCG and PPG. To record wrist BP, subject’s left
arm and wrist need to be at the same level as their heart to get the most accurate measurement. The systolic
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and diastolic BP recorded will be used to define a simplified time-dependent terminal boundary condition for the
numerical model.
Using the left upper arm blood pressure and BCG the Windkessel boundary condition for truncated arteries and
stroke volume will be calibrated. 3 replicates of each measurements are required to assure the accuracy of the
calibration and accounting for the measurements variability. After this point 1 more replicate measurements will
be recorded for model validation. Validation will be done after the completion of the tests.
At each session do the following measurements:
1. Normal sitting position, SV,ECG,BCG and with thigh PPG (90 seconds recoding)
2. Fingertip PPG with cloth covering ambient light (Left hand’s thumb - 90 seconds recoding)
3. BCG
4. SV
5. ECG (or EKG)
6. PTT (From ejection to the tip of the left hand’s thumb)
Instruct the subject to attach the wrist BP monitor while sitting on the FIT seat, then record:
1. Wrist BP, attached 1/2 inch above the bottom of the left palm
Instruct the subject to attach the Upper arm BP to their left arm, while sitting on the FIT seat, then record:
1. Upper arm BP (attached 1 inch above the bend of the left arm’s elbow)
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C.2.3 Sessions 3, 4, 5 and 6:
Calibrating the Windkessel constants. At the truncated aorta and supra aortic branches the windkessel boundary
conditions are defined to control distribution of flow and total pressure between the analyzed and truncated
branches; This requires a new set of calibration measurements. These measurements will be conducted with
the FIT seat and using upper arm and wrist BP cuff monitors. All the following measurements are needed for
both calibration and validation. PTT will be calculated based on BCG and PPG. To record wrist BP, subject’s left
arm and wrist need to be at the same level as their heart to get the most accurate measurement. The systolic
and diastolic BP recorded will be used to define a simplified time-dependent terminal boundary condition for the
numerical model.
Using the left upper arm blood pressure and BCG the Windkessel boundary condition for truncated arteries and
stroke volume will be calibrated. 3 replicates of each measurements are required to assure the accuracy of the
calibration and accounting for the measurements variability. After this point 1 more replicate measurements will
be recorded for model validation. Validation will be done after the completion of the tests.
At each session do the following measurements:
1. Normal sitting position, SV,ECG,BCG and with thigh PPG (90 seconds recoding)
2. Fingertip PPG with cloth covering ambient light (Left hand’s thumb - 90 seconds recoding )
3. BCG
4. SV
5. ECG (or EKG)
6. PTT (From ejection to the tip of the left hand’s thumb)
Instruct the subject to attach the wrist BP monitor while sitting on the FIT seat, then record:
1. Wrist BP, attached 1/2 inch above the bottom of the left palm
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Instruct the subject to attach the Upper arm BP to their left arm, while sitting on the FIT seat, then record:
1. Upper arm BP (attached 1 inch above the bend of the left arm’s elbow)
For each session repeat this process 4 times (4 replicates per session)
The forth replicate at each day is only required for validation, collecting wrist and arm BP, PTT and BCG. Wrist BP
and PTT measurements are the inputs to predict SV and upper arm BP, which will be compared with SV and arm
BP from measurements.
Retain the calibration data, obtained during the first three replicate measurements in sessions 5 and 6 for reference.
This data will not be used in numerical model. The wrist BP and PTT from the last replicate measurement, related
to the validation will be the only data that will be used in predictive model. The upper arm BP and SV calculated
will be compared with the measured value.
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